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Meridor:
No plans
to raise

taxes
DAVID HARRIS

FINANCE Minister Dan Meridor
is expected to tell the cabinet at its

first discussion of the economy
today that he has no intention of
raising taxes.

The main economic strategy for
the coming years will be to
increase savings, according to a
document just completed by the
Finance Ministry.

At a briefing on Friday, Meridor
said the increased inflation and the

growing balance of payments
deficit were caused by the policies

of the Labor government over the

last two years.

“If we do nothing, the deficit

will increase,” said Meridor, who
is calling fora cut in public spend-
ing. “I am not suggesting a revolu-

tion. If we don’t make small
changes now, we’ll have to make
large corrections in the future."

The document outlines solutions

to the ongoing problems, and sug-

gests the economy could be back
on truck by the year 2000.

If the current trend continues,

the report says, there will be an
increase in the trade deficit, a rise

in foreign debt, and a large rise in -

unemployment
The solutions being proposed to

reduce the trade deficit are curbing
the increase in public expenditure

and structural reforms to encour-

age competition, which will lead

to an increase in productivity.

The government expects to see a
continuing rise in per capita

income, from $15,700 last year to

$21,400 between 1998 and 2000.

The reports also recommends a
4.8% reduction in construction

next year. At present, the govern-

ment believes there is too much
building. Meridor believes the

reduction will not affect housing

prices.

Meridor said the government’s

proposals will not harm the poor.

The gap between rich and poor is

now too big, and “we can’t allow

this to continue,” Meridor said.

Asked about opposition from

ministers to cuts in their budgets,

Meridor said. “Every minister rep-

resents his own legitimate inter-

ests. but other portfolios, like that

of finance minister, have io take

care of the entire economy/*
While not going into specifics

on how the budget cuts will be

achieved, Meridor said most of the

steps would be implemented from

next year, "but some steps will be

advanced.”
Meridor reiterated that the gov-

ernment must do its utmost to

ensure the autonomy of the Bank

of Israel, adding that Governor

Jacob Frenkel made the right deci-

sion to increase interest rates by

1.5% last week.

Turkey’s

Islamic party

signals

compromise
News agencies

ANKARA - Setting aside his pro-

Islamic Welfare Party’s earlier

rhetoric. Turkey's new Pnme
Minister Neemetun Erbakan

expressed his commitment to sec-

ularism and compromise on his

former radical platform.

Erbakan charted a middle way

between East and West in foreign

nolicy. espoused free-market

reforms and paid homage to the

country’s secularist founder,

"Cooperation with both the West

and with the Islamic. Central Asian

and Balkan countries with which

we have spiritual and histone lurks

will be increased,” Erbakan said

yesterday at a presentation cere-

rnony for his new cabinet.

He became the first Islamist

leader of Moslem but secular

Turkey in a coalition with conser-

vative leader and former pnme

ntiniste Tansu Ciller, the US-edu-

%£ technocrat with close per-

£Ll and political ties to the WesL

filler is irbakan’s deputy Md

foreign minister under a

mtatins premiership deal wh ch

iSamisi taking the top job

for the first two yeail 4
Full story, 4

PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu blasted Science
Minister Ze’ev Begin at Friday's

cabinet meeting for objecting to a
meeting the day before between

Palestinian Authority leader

Yasser Arafat and Netanyahu’s

foreign policy aide, Dore Gold.

The Gaza City encounter was
first meeting between a senior

Israeli official and Arafat since

the elections. The two discussed

the possibility of economic coop-

eration and Gold stressed that

security is a prerequisite for the

success of the peace process.

At the cabinet meeting. Begin

dTefivered a Knesset-style 10-

minute speech, saying the Gaza
meeting was “mistaken."

Netanyahu suggested the minister

could resign if he does not accept

government policy.

DAVID MAKOVSKY, JON IMMANUEL and news agencies

After complaining to Begin that

die cabinet meeting is not the

place for such speeches,

Netanyahu -

said Begin should

know that dialogue with the

Palestinian Authority is part of the

government's guidelines and that

it would continue.

"You knew this before yon
joined the government,” cabinet

secretary Danny Naveb ;cited •

Netanyahu as saying.

Officials in the Prime Minister’s

Office said it is important to pub-

licize this incident, because "dia-

logue with the Palestinians is not

a marginal issue, but a major one.
The prime minister felt this had to

be clarified right now.”
Gold delivered a message to

Arafat regarding security, and
also conveyed various points of

the Netanyahu government’s poli-

.
cy.The prime minister has refused

to say when and under what con-

ditions he would meet with

Arafat
Arafat aide Nabil Abu Rudeineh

said ."a message was delivered,"

but did not reveal its contents,

v Arafat- spokesman
(
Marwan

Kanafairi said that regardless of
the contents, "the meeting itself

was a positive sign." Oslo nego-

tiator Hassan Asfour noted that

"the initiative came from the

Lsraeli side."

Vedior Aharonot, which reported

the sloiy Friday, said the meeting

was prompted by reports of

declining cooperation between
the two sides* security services

since the elections a month ago.

“The principle message that Iras

been passed on ... is the need for

the Palestinian Authority to con-
duct a continuous, unconditional,

and unchanging struggle against

terrorism," Naveh said after the

cabinet meeting.

Other immediate issues to be
discussed include a list of viola-

tions of the Oslo accords, which
the government wants the RA to

rectify. But no changes are
expected immediately.

“We have a list of our own," a

senior PA official said.

“Of course it's not enough,"
Asfour said of the visit by Gold.

“This is noi a substitute for a pub-
lic meeting between Netanyahu
and Arafat."

SLA foils attempt by
Hizbullah to overrun post

AT least one Hizbullah gunman
was killed and three others were
reported wounded yesterday when
they unsuccessfully tried to over-

run a South Lebanese Army posi-

tion in the security zone.

Three SLA soldiers were
wounded in the fighting, which
drove off the attackers.

Hizbullah claimed its fighters

entered the compound of the

Kawkabeh position, in the north-

eastern sector of the zone. A state-

ment said they temporarily occu-

pied the position, raised a

Hizbullah flag there, blew up an

armored personnel carrier and
ammunition and withdrew after

20 minutes.

It appears they may have
reached an APC in the parking

area of the outpost beyond the

ramparts and the fortified firing

posts, but failed to raise flags on
die ramparts themselves, because

of the return fire.

DAVID ftUDGE

The body of the' Hizbullah gun-

man killed in the abortive attack

was found outside the compound.
He was dressed in full array uni-

form and equipped with an M-16
assault rifle with grenade launch-

er, plus a cellular phone.

The attackers left behind arms
and equipment when they retreat-

ed, including anti-tank missile

launchers, rifles, machine- guns,

mines, explosives, grenades and
communication equipment, as

weU as a Hizbullah flag.

The assault - the first by
Hizbullah on an SLA position in

several years - was launched
under cover of heavy fire against

at least six other SLA posts. The
moms, anti-tank missile and light

weapons fire against the other

outposts, including Soujud and
Zummriya, was apparently

designed to divert attention from

the ground assault

It is believed that dozens of

Hizbullah gunmen were involved

in the overall operation, as well as

one or more squads in the actual

assault attempt The three SLA sol-

diers wounded in the fighting were:

evacuated to Maijayoun Hospital.

The fighting began around 5:30

a.m. and prompted heavy return

fire by IDF and SLA gunners at

Hizbullah targets in the zone and
beyond. IAF helicopter gunships

were also called into action.

Reports from Lebanon said the

Lebanese Army’s command post

in Labiyya m the western Bekaa
Vhlley was heavily shelled during

the course of the fighting, which
lasted for nearly five hours.

The reports said there were no
casualties, although the shelling

caused extensive damage to prop-

erty. If the reports are correct, the

shelling of a Lebanese Array post

could indicate a change of policy

by the IDF in terms of placing

responsibility for Hizbullah’s

activities on the Lebanese Army
and, indirectly, the government.

The understandings that ended
Operation Grapes of Wrath in

April specifically ban bombard-
ments of civilian communities -

either in the Galilee or villages

north of the security zone, even

though Hizbullah is continuing to

operate from the villages.

If indeed the Lebanese Army
based was shelled, it could be

seen as sending a message to the

Lebanese government to either

curb Hizbullah or face the conse-
quences.

The Hizbullah operation yester-

day, following a period of relative

quiet in the region, was undoubted-

ly planned a Tone time in advance

and designed to" demonstrate the

organization's fighting abilities.

Security guard kills burglar
RAINE MARCUS

A BURGLAR was killed yester-

day by an off-duty security guard,

who shot him to death when be

tried to stab the guard with a

screwdriver while fleeing the

scene of the crime. The dead man
was identified as Gabriel Mor, 40.

• The guard was detained for

questioning at the Hayarkon
police station, but is expected to

be released. Dep.-Cmdr. Ya’acoy
Sboval said a preliminary probe

had shown that the guard had
acted in self-defense.

“Although the investigation is in

its early stages, all evidence sug-
gests the man acted out of self-

defense when he felt a definite .

threat to his life " said Shoval.
The screwdriver wiih which Mor
tried to stab the guard was found
at the scene and another eyewit-

ness corroborated his version of

events.

Other officers said the guard
would probably be released on
bail as soon as his version of

events checked out.

“He didn’t mean to kill Mor,”

said an officer. “The whole inci-

dent is very unfortunate and I’m
sure the guard is repentant over

the death of another human
being."

Police are still searching for a

second burglar whose identity is

known to them.

The incident occurred just

before 6 p.m. yesterday when the

guard, a neighbor, heard the men
in the apartment above him in the

city’s Sderot Chen, just across

from the municipality. He stepped

out of his apartment and noticed

two men fleeing the apartment on
the first floor, whose elderly occu-

pants were not home.
The guard shouted to the pair to

stop. One man fled, and when the

guard blocked Mor's way, Mor
apparently tried to stab him with a

screwdriver. The guard shot him

with his licensed .22 caliber pistol

once in the chest, and a badly

injured Mor crawled down the

stairs until he collapsed.

Mor was pronounced dead at the

scene.

Ambush findings: Jordan
Valley needs better patrols

Jerusalem Post Staff

BEEFING up patrols along the Jordan Valley with larger and better-

trained units and giving them higher-ranking commanders are among the

recommendations that are to be implemented following last

Wednesday's ambush there, in which three soldiers were killed and two
wounded.
Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai visited the site of the ambush,

east of Moshav Na’aran. accompanied by IDF Chief of Staff LL-Gen.

Amnon Lipkin-Shahak. He was briefed by OC Central Command Maj.-

Geu. Uzi Dayan and other senior officers about the results of the IDF’s

preliminary investigation.

The inquiry found that the commander of the second patrol, which was
summoned by the patrol that had been ambushed, failed to order his sol-

diers to open fire on die infiltrators, and that one of his soldiers finally

took command and gave the order.

It also found that the reserve company commander was not at his posi-

tion at the time of the incident and that the soldiers who were left in

charge failed to respond properly.

Once commanders arrived on "the scene, the report found, there was a

delay before they launched a search for the infiltrators.

As to the performance of the soldiers during the ambush - one report-

edly abandoned the command car enabling the attackers to remove a

machine gun - a senior officer said: "The OC Central Command is not

dealing with or examining the performance of this or that corporal."

Among the long-range recommendations of the report is to improve

training of reserve units patrolling the Jordan VSalley.
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G7: ‘Land
for peace’
remains the
formula for

ME solution

President Bill Clinton mugs for the cameras yesterday joined by French President Jacques Chirac (center) and German Chancellor

Helmut Kohl at the news conference concluding the G7 economic summit in Lyon. (ap>

Begin rebuked for criticizing

Arafat - Gold meeting

LYON (Reuter) - World powers,

reacting to the election of the

Netanyahu government, said yes-

terday that “land for peace"
remains the basis for a Middle
East settlement.

In a statement adopted at their

annual summit, the Group of
Seven industrial democracies and
Russia called for a revival of
Arab-Israeli peace negotiations as

soon as possible.

But US President Bill Clinton

and German Chancellor Helmut
Kohl said Arab states and the out-

side world should give Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
some time to establish his poli-

cies.

“A little time needs to pass, and
we hope that no one. including

those of us who are third parties,

will say or do anything that will

make the peace process more dif-

ficultdown the road," Clinton told

a news conference.

He said the summit leaders

agreed that Israel should keep to

the commitments it has made so

far in tiie peace process.

Noting that security had played

a major part in Netanyahu’s elec-

tion, the leaders* statement said:

“We are convinced that the securi-

ty of all people of the region cab
eventually be achieved only

through comprehensive, equitable

and lasting peace.”

On Wednesday, US Secretary of
State Warren Christopher caused
disquiet in the Arab world by say-

ing the principle which Arabs see

as the bedrock of peace talks with

Israel was a general guideline that

had to be adapted to reality.

“At a time when the Middle
East peace process requires a

renewed impetus, we urge all the

parties to fulfill their obligations,

including agreements already

signed, and to continue their

efforts in favor of a comprehen-
sive peace on the basis of the

Madrid process, the principle of
land for peace and other princi-

ples enshrined in the relevant

UN Security Council resolu-

tions,” the eight-power statement

said.

The US, Canada, France,

Britain, Germany, Italy, Japan,

and Russia hailed what they called

enormous achievements in
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Middle East peace, citing the

lsrael-PLO agreements, the Israel-

Jordan treaty, and negotiations

between Israel and Syria.

Russian Foreign Minister

Yevgeny Primakov told reporters

the aim is to preserve what has

been achieved so far, and there is

little point in new initiatives

before the US presidential elec-

tion in November.
“It would be counterproductive

before the elections,” he said. “We
have reached a crucial point in

this process. We must concentrate

on keeping everything that has

been achieved."

Clinton praised Yasser Arafat's

Palestinian Authority for the way
it is providing law and order and

running daily life in the Gaza
Strip and pans of the West Bulk
and said economic aid to the

Palestinians is a way of underpin-

ning peace.

The statement urged the

Palestinian Authority to promote
the development of democratic
institutions, the rale of law, open
administration, and respect for

human rights.

While recognizing Israel’s

security needs, it sought a com-
plete lifting of the closure of the

Palestinian-ruled territories,

imposed after a wave of suicide

bombings in February and
March.
“We believe that terrorist

threats will also be curbed by the

elimination of isolation and

K
verty, especially in the

lestinian territories, by the pro-

gressive restoration of confi-

dence, and by the successful out-

come of the peace negotiations,"

the statement said.

However, it was less specific on
Palestinian rights than a European

Union statement last weekend,
which enshrined die “right to self-

determination, with all that it

implies” - a step short of endors-

ing Arafat's call for a Palestinian

stale.

It also omitted any mention of
Israeli plaits to expand Jewish set-

tlements. The eight powers said

they trust the Arab League would
soon end its increasingly ineffec-

tive boycott of Israel.

G7 warns Bosnian Serbs, ,
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Mahler: Symphony no. 8
("Symphony of a Thousand")

Zubin Mehta/ conductor

Deborah Voigt, Elizabeth Connell, soprano
\

Elizabeth Futrai, soprano

Denyce Graves, Jard Van Nes, mezzo-soprano

Keith Lewis, tenor, Hakan Hagegard, baritone

Anatoli Kotsherga, bass, The Dallas Symphony Chorus

The "Ankor" Children's Choir

1 Sat, 6.7, 9:00 p.mVT^ATCoDcert 10 Series F |

| Sun„7/7,8:30 p.m., T-A, Concert 10 Series G~1

|
Mom, 8.7, 8:30 pan.. T-A, Concertlo SeriesA~|

| Wed., 10.7. h:30 pom, T-A, Concert lOSeriesB |

[ Thun, 11.7, 8:30 p.m. - T-A, ConcertlO Series C~1

| Sun., 14.7. 8:30 p.m., Jerusalem,Concert 8 |

Tickets at the EPO box office, 1 Huberman Sl, Tel-Aviv

or by credit card, tel: 05-5251502

Discounts for subscribers
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Gov’t to step up watch
on PA in capital

THERE is no justification at pre-

sent for closing Orient House, but

a close watch must be kept on the

PLO headquarters in Jerusalem,

according to a report presented to

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu by Internal Security

Minister Avigdor Kahalani on
Friday.

Netanyahu is today expected to

announce the establishment of a
special committee to monitor

Palestinian Authority activities in

Jerusalem, and keep a special

watch on Orient House opera-

tions, government sources said.

The committee is either to be

BILLHUTMAN

interministerial or under the

Internal • Security Ministry.

Kahalani had already come out

publicly in favor of taking no

immediate action against Orient

House, and instead keeping a

careful tab on its activities.

The report presented Friday,

compiled by Rueven Levy, Arab
affairs adviser in the Internal

Security Ministry. showed that the

PLO headquarters now appears to

be operating within the law.

However, the report also said that

in the past Orient House has served

as a center ofPA operations.

After the meeting in

Netanyahu's office, also attended

by Foreign Minister David Levy,

Finance Minister Dan Meriden',

and Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordechai, Netanyahu decided to

consider taking new steps against

PA institutions operating in the

capital, according to Itim.

The Likud promised to shut
down Orient House during the

election campaign, although the

Netanyahu government appears to

be backing down from this posi-

tion. instead favoring a wait-and-

see approach.

Cabinet approves Magen
as deputy minister
Frenkel appointed for second term

THE cabinet on Friday approved the appointment of

David Magen as deputy finance minister, fulfilling an

agreement with Foreign Minister David Levy to

appoint a deputy minister from Levy’s Gesher faction.

The cabinet also approved the appointment of Bank

of Israel Governor Jacob Frenkel for a second five-

year term.

The cabinet also established several ministerial

committees. Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu

will head the Ministerial Committee on Jerusalem;

Finance Minister Dan Meridor will head the

Economy Committee; Justice Minister Ya’acov

Ne'eman will head the Legislation Committee;

Industry and Trade Minister Natan Sharansky will

head the Committee on Absorption, Immigration, and

the Diaspora, and Transport Minister Yitzhak Levy

will head the Road Safety Committee.
The cabinet also withdrew the appointment of

Shmuel Hollander as civil service commissioner, in

light of the petition to the High Court of Justice

against the sudden replacement of current commis-
sioner Yitzhak Galnoor. Instead, Netanyahu is to

meet with Galnoor this week and inform him he

intends to replace him.
Levy asked that the Legislation Committee discuss

whether certain bills he wants to propose would be in

keeping with the Basic Law: Freedom of Occupation.

Specifically Levy wants to forbid the opening of
Jewish-owned businesses and places of entertain-

ment on Shabbat ,

The committee is to hold the discussion this week.
(Itim)

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu pays a shiva call on Friday to Shas mentor Rabbi Ovadia Yosef (second from right), who tost

his brother last week- From left: Netanyahu’s spokesman, Shai Bazak, Shas leaderMK Aryeh Deri, and Avigdor Lieberroan, Erec-

tor-general of the Prime Minister’s Office. (Room KeUem)

Kahalani calls for emergency
meeting on road accidents

Netzarim residents block
Palestinian traffic

RESIDENTS of Netzarim in Gaza
continued to block the road lead-

ing past their settlement on
Friday, burning tires on the road

to protest the army's decision to

allow Palestinian vehicles id use

it.

The road had been closed to

Palestinian traffic for more a year

and a half, following a wave of
terror attacks at the Netzarim
junction. On Thursday, however,
the army decided to open it to

PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat and
Palestinian policemen on their

way to their regular posts.. The
residents charge that this consti-

tutes a grave danger to them, since

the road passes some 20 meters

from the settlement.

After blocking the road for

seven hours on Thursday in

protest, the residents decided to

step up their sanctions on Friday.

In addition to blocking the road.

EVELYN GORDON

they declared a total closure of
the settlement: No one left for

school or work, and no one - not

even food suppliers - was
allowed in.

Throughout the morning, the

army kept Palestinian vehiefes out

because of the human barricade,

but in the early afternoon, it

decided to let one vehicle through,

along with an Israeli escort to dis-

perse the protesters. The residents

gave way, but immediately after-

ward burned tires on the road in

protest. The police detained one
resident for questioning, but later

released him.

Shortly before Shabbat, the res-

idents and the army reached a

temporary agreement: One
Palestinian vehicle would be
allowed to use the road every two
hours until this afternoon, when

The unveiling of the tombstone

in memory of the late

BARRY MARTIN
will take place at the new Ra'anana Cemetery

on Friday, July 5, 1996, at 11 a.m.

the residents will meet with OC
Southern Command Maj.-Gen.
Shlomo Yanai to discuss the situa-

tion. The residents also agreed to

end the closure of the settlement,

but kept a vigil over Shabbat to

ensure that the agreement was
being kept.

Netzarim spokeswoman Miri
Harari said that in fact, the

Palestinians used the road only
about once every live hours over
Shabbat, “which shows that they

,

don’t really -need the road.” Hararil

.

explained that there is an alternate'

route - the . s^me one . .die

Palestinians have^been using fdr‘‘

the past 18 months.
Datya Yitzhaki, spokeswoman

for the Gaza Regional Council,

said the residents also contacted

Defense Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai, who promised to meet
with them sometime this week.

She said it was not yet clear

whether the army’s sudden deci-

sion to open the road - which it

says was die result of an agree-

ment with the Palestinians - was
made with the government’s
approval, or independendy.

Yitzhaki said the residents

agreed to the temporary compro-
mise because they preferred to

avoid a violent confrontation with
the police and the army. However,
she said, they have no intention of
giving up the fight, since they
believe Palestinian traffic on the

road is a danger.

AN emergency interministerial meeting 6a
road accidents has been called by Internal

Security Minister Avigdor Kahalani for this

afternoon to find ways to deal with the recent

jump in road deaths.

The number of road deaths dropped in the

first five months of die year, but rose sharply

again this month, according to a ministry state-

ment
Representatives of the Road Safety Authority,

Transport Ministry, Education Ministry, and
police are to attend today’s meeting.

“What is important is to change Israelis' dri-

ving behavior.” Kahalani said in the statement.

He said fighting traffic accidents is largely an
issue of improving driving habits, and that

BILL HUTMAN, EVELYN GORDON,
and Him

increasing police enforcement is not enough.

Meanwhile, there were several more road

casualties over the weekend. Tzefania Golan,

24, of Karicur, was killed yesterday- morning
his motorcycle collided with a truck making a
turn in front of him.
On Friday night, a 79-year-old Haifa woman

was seriouslyinjured when a car hither as she

was crossing die street

A reserve soldier was critically mjured and a

policeman seriously injured when their car hit

a bus two kilometers north ofArgaman in the

Jordan Valley on Friday morning. Both men

were evacuated by helicopter to Hadassah-

Univergity Hospital in Jerusalem's Ein Kerem.

No one on the bus was hurt

The accident took place oh Road 90, where

two people were killed in accidents last week.

After the earlier accidents. Transport Minister

Yitzhak Levy promised to immediately allo-

cate NTS 10 million to improve the road.

“It’s a very hard road to drive," said Tami
Atiya, spokeswoman for the Jordan VaUey set-

tlements. “It’s a road meant for accidents."

Atiya noted that die previous government

had promised to improve the road, but nothing

was ever done.
“We hope someone will finally fulfiU these

promises," she said.

Lebanon calls on UN
to increase UNIFIL

Syrian FM meets
with Rafsanjani

DAVID RUDGE

With deep sorrow we announce the untimely passing

of wife, sister and dear grandmother

SONIA SHERWIN
nee Goldstein

The funeral will take place Tuesday, July 2, 1996, (1 5 Tamuz 5756)

at 5 p.m. at the Kibbutz Nahshon cemetery.

We will meet at the parking lot next to the dining room
at Kibbutz Nahshon.

THE Lebanese government is

pressing the .UN to increase the

size of the UNIFIL peacekeeping
force.

The call was made by govern-
ment leaders during a visit to

Beirut by UN Undersecretary-
General Kofi Annan, who has
been mentioned as one of the

leading candidates to replace
incumbent Secretary-General

Boutros Boutros-Ghali.

Annan, from Ghana, met with

Lebanese leaders, including
President Elias Hrawi, Prime
Minister Rafik Hariri, and
Parliament Speaker Nabih Bern
on Friday.

The government has expressed
grave concern over recent cut-

backs in UNIFIL, which have
reduced the number of personnel

from 5,000 to 4,500, mainly by
cuts on the administration side.

“There is no consensus on any-

thing in Lebanon, except UNIFIL.
We all want the force to stay in the

country and be strengthened,"

Jj li'Jl

.

, li'V 5:: ,:>tV
was quoted as saying to

Annan.
Annan visited UNIFIL officials

yesterday and met with noops in

the field as part of a fact-finding

tour on tiie eve of the extension of
the force's mandate next month.A
planned visit to the Norwegian
battalion was canceled, because of
heavy fighting in the region yes-

terday morning.

He did, however, visit the Fijian

battalion’s headquarters in Kafr
Kana, where more than 100
Lebanese civilians were killed by
an accidental IDF shelling of the

compound.
Annan, who is responsible for

UN peacekeeping missions, is due
to visit Syria today and meet with
senior officials as well as mem-
bers of the United Nations
Disengagement Observer Force
on the Golan.

He is due to fly to Israel from
Damascus tomorrow night and
meet with senior officials here on
Tuesday.

•
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NICOSIA (Renter) Syrian
Foreign Minister Faxm&Sj&ra
yesterday held talk? with;

Iranian President Akbar
Hashemi Rafsanjani and dis-

cussed the need for solidarity to

confront IsraeL

“He [Shara] said that the situ-

ation dominating the region,
particularly after last April’s

Zionist aggressions on Lebanon
and threats against other
Islamic states, warrant ftirther

coordination and exchange of
views among Moslem countries

to foil plots of the enemies of
Islam,” the official Iranian news
agency IRNA said.

The agency said Shara deliv-

ered a message to Rafsanjani

from Syrian^ President Hafez
Assad and' briefed him .on the
latest developments in the
region.

IRNA said Shara described

Iran as a “friendly and pro-
gressive country” and pointed
out that Damascus always
regarded as “esseutiaP close

cooperation and exchange of
views with Iranian authorities

in order to restore peace in the
region.

Rafsanjani called Syria a
“frontline Moslem state” and
said it “acts as a tine of defense
vis-a-vis the state terrorism and
threats of the Zionist entity
against regional Moslem coun-
tries,” IRNA said.

s*

Best wishes to

Terri and Michael Ptanerane ofNewYork
on the occasion ofthe Bar Mrtzvah of their sonAMI TONATAN

Lots ofNahtu to the grandparents.
from Family PrtzzanskiMr g
uwm jgmuj fniMina

NEWS IN BRIEF
Man drowns off Ashkelon
A 22-year-old Ashkelon man drowned opposite the town’s seashore
yesterday evening, in an area where swimming was prohibited. The
man got into the water opposite the national park with two other

friends and began to be pulled oat by the undertow. His friends

managed to get out of the water but be was pulled under and
drowned. ‘ Itim

Italy to pursue Achille Laura mastermind
Italy has promised to pursue Mohammed Abbas, 48, mastermind of
-the Achille Lauro hijacking, said lisa Klinghoffer, whose father

,

Leon, was killed in the cruise ship hijacking. Klinghoffer met
yesterday with Italian officials. AP

LITHUANIAN JEWS FIGHT BACK - 1941-45
These Jews from Kovoo and surrounding areas Joined the Partisans,

fought anti-Sem itism and the Germans. They axe a legend in our time.

HEROISM AND BRAVERY IN LITHUANIA -by Alex Faitelson

Winner of foe Zandman Prize in Literature

Harttarwa; 432pp. NK 95-00 (lnd mailing)

gefenjQpji P.O.B.GC56 Jerusalem 91060
Tel: 02-380247 Fax: 02-388423

listen to Aruls 7, 711 1143 AM J05 FM

With deep sorrow we annouce the passing of

DAVID BLUMBERG
The funeral will take place today, June 30, 1996, at 2 p.m.

at the Herzliya cemetery.

Deeply mourned by
Blanche

Doron
Eytan and Gadi Blumberg
The Garb family (South Africa)

Shiva - 2 El Al St.

Apartment 3, Herzliya Bet.
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b) the boundaries and toslnjctiorefcr storage area B-
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cj construction in rtorage area B;

e) instructions
An announcement regarding the deposition of the
newspapere on 15 November 1995. and In

'

^1046, on 28 December 1995.
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Offers Its Heartfelt Mazal Tov "Kb LechaF
To Its Dedicated Chairman of the Hanhala

rabbi dr. reuven aberman
"TEACHER OF THE YEAR* Awardee
atthe NISHMAT Annual Dinner

May you go from strength to strength til 120

Rabbi Moshe Galtnsky
Director General • -
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fit to face voters.

MOSCOW (Renter) ' — President

.

Boris- Yeltsin, whose state of-
health, looks- set to-dominate the.
final stages, of Russians election
race, will "be fighting fit for
Wednesday’s; runoff vote, senior
aides said yesterday.
A poll published yesterday gave -

Yeltsin more than twice the sup-
port of his communist challenger
Gennady Zyuganov, but the poll-
sters said 1 they did not believe
their-own figures.

The opinion survey by the
CESSI institute for the -Moscow

"

Times newspaper and CNN tele-,

vision credited foe president with
50 percent of the vote againstjust -

24.8 percent for Zyuganov, ahead .

of &eirJuly 3 runoff.

But the Moscow Times quoted
CESSI director Vladimir
Andreyenkov as saying; “One
must be very careful with this

data.” :

Some other leading Russian
pollsters predict a closely-fought
runoff.

Zyuganov made the most of the
uncertainty stirred when the 65-
year-old leader cancelled some
campaign trips and failed to show
up on Friday for a public engage-
ment
Zyuganov, 52, dismissed

Kremlin explanations that Yeltsin

had simply lost his voice due to

the strains of campaigning.
“In my view, it's all a lot more

complicated. On foe other hand, at

65, after two serious heart attacks,

you can't be in good health. Any
country doctor will tell ycin that,”

Zyuganov told a news conference.

Yeltsin’s aides, quoted by

’ Interfax news agency, reassured
.voters that the president was in

.good shape. The Kremlin, press

service said he met top aide Viktor
Ilyushin yesterday to discuss cam-
paign strategy.

.
Senior political adviser Georgy

: Saratov, who' met Yeltsin on
Friday, said the white-haired
leader needed “another two to

three days to get back to complete

feltsin, who danced at rock
concerts as be criss-crossed foe
country in four months of vigor-
ous campaigning, wan the June 16

- first round vote by three points

fromZynganov.
'

’ .Itar-Tass news agency said

Yeltsin’s new security overlord

Alexander Lebed added his voice

to the reassuring Kremlin chorus,

-saying the Rnsrian.kader’s health

was“nonnal".

. Lebed, who came a strong third

in foe first round vote, also

. appealed for his supporters to

back Yeltsin.

“We have only one choice -
between foe new and foe old soci-

ety said Lebed, who wen more
than 14 percent; about 1.1 milfioQ

votes, in the first sound.

Lobov, who was replaced by
Lebed as secretary of Russia’s

powerful Security Coanril, told

reporters foxring a. visit -to foe

southern Siberian city of Barnaul
that Yeltsin was attracting broad

support from other political

groups.

Asked if he believed Yeltsin

would win foe election, Tass quot-

ed the deputy premier as saying:

“Undoubtedly”

Rural Zulus shun
Mandela for rival

PIETERMARITZBURG (Reuter)
- The Zulu nationalist Tnfratha

Freedom Party has gained enor-

mous support in rural areas in

local elections across unstable

KwaZulu-Natal province, despite

defeats in many towns:

With many votes still to be
counted, results by late yesterday

from two of seven vast country-

side councils showed strong

Inkatha wins at foe expense of its

main political rival, foe African

National Congress (ANC);
"

ANC members were recovering

from a Friday night party to toast

their victory in Pietermaritzburg,

the provincial ' capital, and
Durban, KwaZulu-Natal’s biggest

city.

Early results from Wednesday’s

peaceful poll all went their way,

with outright victory in the

province's 13 largest towns. With

over two-thirds of foe votes count-

ed the ANC had won 268 seats on
local and regional councils in foe

province, and Inkatha under half

that with 131.

Inkatha. which conceded it was
very disappointed with its poor

urban showing, was pinning its

hopes on the rural vote in the elec-

tion which could be critical for

peace in foe area.

But supporters of Chief

Mangosufou Bufoelezi’s party,

waiting to have their expectations

confirmed, stopped holding their

breath when a computer collapse

threw tallying into chaos.

Red-faced election officers said

foe only man who knew how to

fix the system had flown back to

Cape Town.
Tellers began laboriously to

count foe votes by hahd and the

officers said fin»I results, original-

ly schednled on Friday, would
now not be ready until tomorrow

at theeartiest..
;

”*

t̂ We arc bn our way to proving

tfiitt Inkatha is the majority party

in KwaZulu-Natal,” Inkatha

Secretary General Ziba Jiyane

said yesterday.

Tight security and a political

peace initiative ensured that

polling day. was calm in foe

province, where feuding between

ANC and Inkatha supporters has

killed 14,000 people in a decade.

President Nelson Mandela said

peace could now take hold.

Bofoetezi, his main black rival,

won die provincial assembly in

1994’s all-race general election

with 50 percent of foe vote. The
ANC says that was only because

of violence and vote-rigging.

. Inkatha, which preached conser-

vative and family values in its

election campaign, draws its sup-

prat from traditionalists in rural

areas where they have strong ties

with tribal chiefs.

“Dirly tricks” adverts
upset Iceland poll

REYKJAVIK (Reuter) - A series of so-called “dirty tricks” advertise-

ments has electrified Iceland’s traditionally sedate presidential election

and commentators said yesterday they may have backfired cm tire right-

wing candidate. ^ __

The nation's 340 polling stations opened at 9:00 am. after opinion

Japanese Prime Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto fleft) and French President Jacques Chirac beg each other to take the lead down a path as other G7 leaders follow In

Lyon yesterday. <****'

G7, Russia end summit with
threats over Bosnia

WORLD leaders ended their annual summit yesterday with

a warning to foe Bosnian Serbs and a pledge to fight terror-

ism and organized crime.

President Clinton pledged $20 million yesterday to assist

with recovery in Bosnia, citing a need for foe United States

to help erase foe honors of war in foe Balkans.

Speaking at foe close of foe economic summit, Clinton

announced a $15 million effort to mobilize soldiers to clear

land mines and a $5 million training program for Bosnian

women. .. -.

“Until that happens, no chad Vnllbe-aJbleto walk in safe-

ty and life wfll hot return to nonngl," Clinton said at a news
conference/ r

The training is necessary, he said, because with so many
men killed, disabled or missing, “Bosnia’s future may
depend more than ever on women.”
He also announced foe appointment ofCyrus Vance, sec-

retary of state in foe Carter administration, as the bead ofan

international commission to help solve 12,000 missing per-

son cases that grew out of foe conflict

“Bosnia has moved from foe horror of war;” Cfinton said.

“We've helpedachieve something many thought impossible.”

The Group of Seven industrial democracies and Russia,

joined by die heads of four world organisations, also

News agencies

LYON, France

launched what they called a “new partnership for develop-

ment” promising to help foe 40 poorest countries by easing

their debt burden.

The three-day Lyon G7 summit focused on the breakneck

pace ofglobal economic change, stressing the opportunities

for spreading wealth while sharing concern about the
#

impact on jobs; welfare systems,"Briandal stability and foe

Third World."
.

” -

The leaders ;of tiie United States, Canada. Germany.

France, Britain, Indy and Japan arid their political partner

Russia said this was a “historic moment to achieve securi-

ty and stability around the globe” and vowed to make foe

most of it.

The final communique, a long list of foe most urgent

global challenges, threatened sanctions if Bosnian Serb

leader Radovan Karadzic did not quit public life immedi-

ately and called for Bosnian elections to be held on sched-

ule on September 14.

Meeting only a stone’s throw from foe headquarters of

foe international police organization Interpol, the leaders

adopted 40 recommendations on the fight against orga-

nized crime and drug trafficking. Ministers are to meet in

Paris next month to discuss more proposals on terrorism.

The summit also urged reform of the United Nations, bet-

ter control of conventional arms, a global effort against

infectious diseases and a coordinated push to improve the

enviranmenL
“This consultation on political issues among foe eight

was excellent,” the summit host, French President Jacques

Chirac, fold journalists. “It reinforced ourjx^.of^ljtfcfc
ilyj mutual esteem and alsooT friendships

. -J

But .in. a familiar lament; Chirac said foe “nch rnen"s

club” formed in 1975 as aa informal annual hi^-stprining

session on foe state of foe wbrTifhad become too fo'rmal’aiid

too much of a media event and should get back to its orig-

inal simplicity.

On Friday, G7 leaders hailed globalization as a great

opportunity and issued an optimistic message of sustained

economic growth and agreed to ease foe poorest nations'

debt.

Widening their horizon, the leaders yesterday met heads

of foe International Monetary Fund, foe World Bank and

World Trade Organization, as well as UN secretary-general

Boutros Boutros-Ghali for a special session.

(See story. Page 4)

Key clues found, anti-bomb measures stepped up
INVESTIGATORS have found
several key clues from tire bomb-
ing that killed 19 Americans,
including foe chassis and serial

number from the fuel truck.

Saudi authorities reportedly

have tire license plate number and
plan to release composite sketch-

es of two suspects soon. Gulf

newspapers said yesterday.

US Defense Secretary William
I. Perry flew in for a brief tour of

foe bomb site yesterday and
revealed that security had been
stepped up prior to Tuesday’s

blast under suspicion that people

were scouting out the complex
housemg 2,000 Americans,

said additional
noils showed that foe gap between foe leading left-wing candidate Perry raid phonal secunty bombmgs

Ramar Grimsson, a veteran, and the right-wing Petnr Hafstein, a measure:have been taken, mclad- At foe
Olafur Ragnar Grimsson, ,

hieb court judge, had narrowed over tire past few days.
.

A third candidate, former Womens Party MP Gudrun Agnarsdotnr,

was also catching up. The latest survey on Friday gave her 275 percent

offoe vote against Grimsson’s 40.4 percent and Hafstem s 29.6 percOTt.

Rnfo candidates and political analysts said foe advertisements, paid for

hv three Icelandic businessmen to ran on Thursday and Friday, may

than helped Hafstein.
to
TWo ftilI-page adverts attacking Grimsson's ctwfiMity and honesty

first annealed in Mo,-guMadid on Thursday. One page was like an

^STpaper. iking readers to place treks or crosses on

Grimsson’s earlier promises.

mg placing perimeter barriers 120

meters from the building, com-
pared to 30 meters previously.

He acknowledged that US offi-

cials must assume another attack

is possible. “We have to take that

vulnerability very seriously,” be
said. “We are making our security

plans as if there were other

threats.”

“Tins attack will not drive us

away. To give in would be to

betray foe brave airmen who died

in Dhahrau and their families,"

Perry told a news conference.

Earlier in foe day, be told a US
serviceman who asked him what
tire US would do to “tire govern-

ment behind the bombing” that

“we are going to find them and
punish them. I don’t have any
doubt about that.”

He was speaking to about 200
US servicemen at the sprawling

airbase.

“We will also have a much
more vigorous program in intelli-

gence and counterintelligence to

identify terrorists and {dots before

bombings taker place," he said.

At foe bomb site, Peny
observed the enormous crater left

by tire bombing and tire extensive

damage to the building, where
huge chunks of concrete dangled
from iron rods and bathtubs lay

.flipped over inside exposed bath-

rooms.
“Absolutely devastating,” Perry

said. “It’s a wonder more people

weren’t hurt.”

FBI agents have gathered hun-

News agencies

DHAHRAN

dreds ofmetal parts from the truck

and laid them out on force long

plastic Sheets in foe parking lot

north of the eight-storey building.

Investigators have found foe

track chassis, complete with serial

number, a blackened crankshaft,

and a Mercedes-Benz hubcap that

they think came from the same
vehicle, Air Force spokesman
Maj. Jim Stratford said

Gulf newspapers also quoted

Saudi officials as saying that

investigators had foe license num-
ber of the fuel truck.

Three leading Gulf newspapers

said yesterday that witnesses gave

Saudi investigators a “good
description” of tire two men who
parked foe track, and the govern-

ment would release composite

sketches shortly.

US officials say two men fled in

a white, mid-1980s, Chevrolet

Caprice Classic automobile - foe

most popular car in foe kingdom.

Peny said before the blast, secu-

rity had been heightened because

of evidence that would-be terror-

ists were scouting out foe com-
plex.

He cited “suspicious actions at

the Khobar Towers which sug-

gested they might have been
under surveillance

That was one factor that led US
forces to erect new fences, estab-

lish a security perimeter around

foe area, post lookouts on foe

roofs of buddings and run extra

foot patrols in foe area, be said.

Since foe blast. Americans have

been moved from exterior rooms
to rooms closer to the center of

the buildings, a move he called

“inconvenient but safer."

Suspicion is focused on Moslem
militants who want to drive the

roughly 5,000 US troops out of

foe kingdom, home to Islam’s

holiest shrines.
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Islam-based party
wins power in Ttirkey
AN Islamic party is set to come to

power for the first time in this sec-

ular country's modem history.

Turkey’s president approved the

country’s first Islamic-led govern-

ment in 73 years, giving power to

a party at odds with Turkey’s
Western allies.

President Suleyman Demirel’s

.

office said he had approved a

coalition government joining the

Islamic Welfare Party with the

center-right True Path.

“God-willing ... we will serve

with faith and passion,”

Necmettin Erbakan, Welfare's

leader and the new prime minis-

ter, proclaimed after meeting with

the president.

The Welfare Party's triumph

marks the first lime an Islamic

party has led Turkey since 1923,

when the country won its inde-

pendence following the collapse

of the Oiroman Empire. Since

then, Turkey has had a deter-

minedly secular government
despite its largely Moslem popu-

lation.

Welfare's place as the coali-

tion's senior partner- may harm
Turkey's close relations with the

West. But the presence of True
Path is expected to prevent

Welfare from imposing the more

ZEYNEP ALEMDAR

ANKARA

extreme tenets of ks strongly reli-

gious, anti-Western platform.

True Path’s pro-Westem leader,

former Prime Minister Tansu
Ciller, was named deputy premier

and foreign minister of the coali-

tion government The US-educated

Ciller had once premised never to

Join forces with the Islamic party.

Most of the crucial cabinet

posts, including defense, interior,

education, health and trade, went

to True Path.

Welfare and True Path together

control enough ' seats in

Parliament - at least on paper - to

win a vote of confidence, crucial

to the government's survival. The
vote is expected within 10 days.

But some True Path deputies

have- signaled they might vote

against the coalition. Tbeir num-
bers were not known. Five

deputies already resigned in

protest over the Welfare alliance,

mandated three weeks ago after

the previous coalition failed.

Ciller apparently pacified some
deputies by offering cabinet posts.

Newspaper reports said Erbakan
would hand over power to Ciller

after two years. Erbakan said the

details of the coalition deal would

be made public yesterday.

Welfare won the most seats in

December parliamentary elections

but fell short of a majority, forcing

it to find a coalition partner to

govern.

Welfare’s power base is among
the poor. The party garnered pop-
ularity with its strong social ser-

vices network, grass-roots organi-

zation and popular fight against

corruption.

Turkey belongs to NATO and
has a trade accord with the

European Union. But Welfare has
called for a military alliance

among Moslem countries - an
“Islamic NATO” — and supports

an “Islamic Common Market.”

The parly opposes Turkey’s mil-

itary training agreement with
Israel and has said the agreement
would be reviewed when Welfare

came to power.
The party also stands against the

US-led allied force that provides

air protection to Kurds in southern

Turkey and northern Iraq, who
have been fighting for indepen-
dence from Turkey since 19S4.

The force's mandate, which began
after the Gulf War, expires at the

end of July. ' (AP)

UN chief invited to lunch
by G-7 leaders,

but job still threatened
LYON (AP) - Group of Seven leaders and Russia

invited UN chief Boutros Boutros-Ghali to lunch for

the first time yesterday, and some politely took issue

with the US determination to block a second term.

Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chretien said he

wanted the 73-year-old Egyptian diplomat to serve

another five-year term, and French President Jacques

Chirac and German Chancellor Helmut Kohl stopped

just short of outright endorsements.

Invited by Chirac, Boutros-Ghali became the first

secretary general to anend a G-7 summit and posed

with the leaders for their “family photo."

The LIN chief stood near one end ofdie lineup, near

French Premier Alain Juppe and at a distance from
President Clinton, whose administration has throated

to use its Security Council veto if necessary to force

a change at the top of the world body.

-•'’TheTJoited States says it wants someone who will

be more vigorous in reforming the United Nations.
•

The issue wasn’t on fee-summit agenda, but it was
s.very much on the minds oflparticipants.

“We are of the view that Mr. Boutros Boutros-

Ghali has done a very good job under difficult cir-

cumstances and we would be happy to have him re-

elected,” Chretien said at his final news conference.

Chirac was nearly as warm.

“Everyone knows the esteem and friendship I and
all Europeans Community have toward the secretary

general, who did considerable work in modernizing

the institution, in reducing the costs and directing the

limited means he had for the needs of our time,”

Chirac said.

German Chancellor Helmut Kohl stopped just short

of a full endorsement, telling reporters here that

“every UN secretary general has had a second term.”

Most G-7 governments have refrained from pub-

licly opposing the United States about Boutros-

Ghali, although the French have indicated privately

that they want him to stay on.

In their closing political statement, tire G-7 leaders,

joined by Russia, said they were “convinced of the

need to make progress toward revitalizing, strength-

ening and reforming the UN system."

They issued a six-page side letter called the

“Halifax Summit Follow-up” reviewing UN reform,

acknowledging “with satisfaction, that .the principle

of reform ... is now widely supported;"

Italian Foreign Minister Lamberto Dini, at his clos-

ing news conference, endorsed Boutros-Ghali’s

reforms but complained “almost nothing has been

done about the agencies” to improve efficiency and
cut costs.

Bob Dylan (left) sings on stage with Ronnie Wood during the Masters of Music concert yesterday in London’s Hyde Park, staged to

aid Prince Charles’s Trust Charity. Some 150,000 people reportedly gathered to bear the concert, which included The Who, playing

music from their rock opera ‘Quadrqphenia.’ (Rmer)

German federal office

probes suspected IRA attack
KARLSRUHE (AP) - The chief federal pros-

ecutor's office said yesterday it had taken over

investigation of a suspected IRA mortar attack

at a British Army barracks in the north-central

city of Osnabrueck.

The attack at Quebec Barracks Friday

evening caused no injuries but considerable

property damage to military and civilian hold-
ings and vehicles in die vicinity, officials said.

Rolf Hannich, spokesman for the chief fed-

eral prosecutor’s office in Karlsruhe, said fed-

eral police were ordered to begin the investi-

gation on suspicion those involved belonged to

a terrorist organization.

“The target of the attack and the way it was
carried out indicate fee4?IRA was-inyplved,"

Hannich said. The ... Provisional .Irish

Republican Army has been tied to previous

attacks against the British .military in

Germany.
Thus far, no one had claimed responsibility

for the attack.

While the PIRA is said to have split from the

IRA in the 1970s, the two groups are now con-

sidered the same by authorities.

In July 1995, four IRA terrorists were con-

victed of carrying out an attack in 1 989 against

the same British barracks that also resulted in

serious property damage. They were sentenced

to prison, then freed because of lengthy pre-

trial confinement.

At a news conference on Quebec Barracks

yesterday. Brigadier Richard Dannatt, the

commander of the 4tb Armored Brigade, said

tire attack “had the hallmarks of the IRA.”
The attack took place at 6:50 pjn. without

warning, when three mortars fired from from
outside a gate at the south side of the barracks

from the back of a white Ford Transit truck

.
$at was^xjyfirpd. Abljue Urpaulin,Dannatt

'Sard. b..,vb'tr> >!*•»

Only (the three; home-made mortars,

which Dannatt said were typical of self-made

IRA weapons, exploded about30 meters inside

the barracks’ fences leaving a meter-wide

crater.

A second mortar landed between the two
outside fences of the compound, with a third

directly next to the abandoned truck. Both had

failed to detonate and were disarmed by inves-

tigators.

About 300 German residents, some with

homes near the barracks that were also dam-

aged,' who were evacuated overnight to a

school or stayed wife friends. They returned to

their homes after the mortars were disarmed.

The 4th Armored Brigade just recently

returned from duty in Bosnia, along with the

21st Engineer Battalion, which is also based

on Quebec Barracks.

Only some 150 of fee 700 British troops who
work on Quebec barracks were there when fee

explosion occurred, lire British also occupy
five other banztcksjn the city.

. Some 4$00 British .troops work at six. bar-

racks m Osnabrueck, .220 .km north of

iRrankfB^About 5,I00 family; members also

live there.

Over the years, the outlawed IRA has
launched attacks on British bases in Europe as

part of Its 25-yeais campaign against British

rule of Northern Ireland.

Ugandans vote in first parliamentary election in 16 years Dominican Campaign sUdeS illtO milrisliflging
KAMPALA (AP) - Government ministers and supporters of President Yoweri Museveni appeared, yesterday
to be winning most of the seats in Uganda's first parliamentary elections in 16 years.

With results from 180 of fee 214 constituencies voting in Thursday's elections, 15 of Musevenis current 21

ministers won seats.

Military officers, police and other officials of Museveni's National Resistance Movement also were said to

have won. All 814 candidates ran as individuals for the non-party parliament
Parties are legal in the East African nation, but fee 1995 constitution - Museveni's brainchild - bans party

politicking in elections. Voters will have another chance in 2000 to vote on whether they like this system.
Interim Electoral Commission spokesman David Byakutaaga said all results should be in by today. Final

results were delayed because some voting sheets had to be returned for verification.

In the northern third of the country, home to former presidents fdi Amin and Milton Obote, voters support-
ed candidates known to identify with Obote's Uganda Peoples Congress or unsuccessful candidate Paul
Ssemogerere.

In many rural areas of the country where 50 percent turnout was reported, people took to fee streets danc-
ing and cheering the victory of their candidates late Friday.

SANTO DOMINGO (AP) - The two men
vying to succeed- longtime Dominican
Republic President Joaquin"Balaguer are sling-

ing mud as the campaign winds down to

today's vote.

Running virtually even in recent polls, attor-

ney Leone I Fernandez and veteran politician

Jose Francisco Pena Gomez have all but given
up explaining their platforms.

Fernandez accuses Pena Gomez of trying to

boost a losing campaign by raising fee specter
of vote fraud. Pena Gomez says Fernandez
paved the way for fraud by accepting the
endorsement of Balaguer, widely considered
reluctant to surrender power.

Balaguer, president for 22 of fee past 30
years, is to step down Ang. 16. He agreed to

cut his seventh four-year term in half to end
protests that be stole the 1994 election from
Pena Gomez.
Pena Gomez, head of the social democratic

Dominican Revolutionary Party, and
Fernandez, of fee Dominican Liberation Party,

were fee top vote-getters in fee fust ballot May
16.

Vice President Jacinto Peynado, of the Social

Christian Reformist Party, received a luke-

warm endorsement from Balaguer and was
eliminated.

On June 2, Balaguer joined forces with an

old foe, former President Juan Bosch, to sup-

port Fernandez. Bosch founded Fernandez’s

party.

“We have been present at-a shameful course

of treachery,” Pena Gomez said in an inter-

view.

“First Balaguer and the palace betrayed

Jacinto Peynado. Logic tells us Balaguer will

manipulate Leonel because the Dominican
Liberation Party is a minority in the alliance

and without strength in fee Hearse and Senate.”
- Fernandez says Balaguer demanded nothing
for his endorsement and accused Pena Gomez,
a social democrat, of associating wife corrupt
Latin American leaders.
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An aortic valve fashioned from a 44-year-old patient’s pulmonary.valve in open heart surgery performed by Dr. Tirone David. {Videomin

Plumbers of the heart
PHYSICIANS sometimes joke that carcfiol-

Pgists, who aim m clean out clogged coro-
nary "

arteries, really do the work of
plumbers, while caidiothoiadc surgeons, who
stitch in bypass vessels and valves, are like tailors.

But when an outsider observes by closed-circuit

TV how the best of these professionals wade on
their patients - like a master 'pianist playing a
Chopin concerto without his fingers ever stum-
bling — one is full of admiration.
Not that there isn’t some tension between these

two groups and that they don't tease each other.

At a recent international symposium of cardiolo-

gy and caidiothoiadc surgery at Jerusalem’s

Shaare Zedek Hospital, hundreds of doctors

watched far three, hours as Dr. Tirone David, a
Brazilian-born, f^anaribm cardiofeoracic stuffy*
carried out the “Ross procedure."

Using this highly complex method, fee congen-

itally defective aortic valve of a 44-year-dd
patientwas replaced by hishealthy but structural-

ly different pulmonary valve, which in turn, was
replaced by one taken from a cadaver.

Dr. David, of Ibtonto General Hospital, com-
pletely restructured the piece ofbloody flesh into

a new valve, making what seemed like a thousand

little stitches and lowering it into place in fee tem-
porarily stilled hean.

A fellow cardiac surgeon commenting on fee

live action said half-jokingly: “Well, I bet a cardi-

ologist couldn’t do this wife a stent [fee metallic

support lodged inside a weak-walled coronary

artery after ‘cleaning’ to keep'it'Oped].
,’ •

- Prof. Bernard GddmanjVfiiraed heart surgeon

at fee Sunnybrook Health Science Canto* of fee

University ofIbronto-whoattended mesympo-
sium - notes wife humor his “own aside tgrand-

fether] was a schnader [tailor]," and he probably

inherited some of his needlework talents.

But Goldman professes great admiration for

cardiologists, who don’t cut hearts open but do

perform invasive angioplasty (threading a tiny

balloon into clogged arteries-from a blood vessel

in the groin, inflating it to dear fee way and leav-

ing behind a stem in the right place, all while

watching a video screen). “This is as close to

surgery as one can get"

Goldman, a long-time supporter of Israel was

on fee search team that a few years ago selected

Prof. Dani Bitran to head the caxdiothcracic

surgery department at Shaare Zedek’s Jessdson

Heart Center.

JUDY StEGEL-fTZKOVtCH

Goldman has visited Israel a dozen tin*** and
closely watched the impressive growth ofthe cen-
ter, whose cardiology department is beaded by
Prof, Dan TzivonL It is one of fee few heart cen-

ters in fee world to encompass everything to do
wife hearts - from prevention and diagnosis to

angioplasty, surgery and rehabilitation.

Hie biennial symposium, says Goldman, was a

“world-class" event, “and I was tremendously

impressed by tire ShaareZedek doctors’generous
way of sharing fee stage wife doctors from other

hospitals."

He decided to specialize in cardiofeoracic

surgery after spending six weeks in a surgical

department in California in the late Sixties.

“A good heart surgeon," says Goldman, “needs

to overcome all distractions. You have a human
being’s heart in your hand. It’s a tremendously

demanding field, like neurosurgery. The diseases

are endless. There’s never a dull moment"
The Canadian surgeon thinks fee use of StoltS

by cardiologists is somewhat exaggerated. “There

is stent-omania. This procedure is being over-

done. Stents are marvelous, but we don’t know
enough about their long-term results.

Improved drugs and invasive techniques have

greatly reduced the risk of dying during treat-

ment, while expanding fee patient population.

“In fee dd days, we didn't do a bypass on any-

body over 60.Now we routinely operate even c»
patientsasold as84 Eventhough we-’rctaking-on

mate difficult patients, fee risk .of dying on fee

operating table today isdownlb I jp&cenL"

THE DEARTH of women working in heart

surgery and cardiology, was evident in the Largely

male audience at fee symposium: most of fee

women present were muses.
In Canada, fee situation is somewhat better than

in Israel; of 42 cardiofeoracic surgeons in fee

province, two are women.
Goldman pays special tribute to Svetlana

TLraozayev, a recent immgtam from fee CIS and

a Shaare Zedek operating room nurse, who per-

formed beautifully at Dr David's operations even

though she had never before seen such tech-

niques. The nurse anticipated fee Canadian sur-

geon’s every move and always had fee correct

implement ready.

The Ross procedure in which she tod? part was

developed two decades ago, but it took many
years to be refined and become practicable in

patients wife congenital valve defects.

However, since fee pressure of blood on (he

aorta is very strong, it is likely that in 20 to 25
years fee aortic valve feat was customized and

implanted will wear out and need to be replaced.

Pediatric cardiac surgery is a completely differ-

ent specialty, and very few caidiothoracic sur-

geons who work on adults also work on babies

and young children. But surgeons have been
operating on baby's hearts since 1938.

Prevention of heart disease is a high priority in

fee US and Canada, but Goldman was disap-

pointed to see “heavy smoking, pot bellies and

fast food” during his visit.

In Canada, where medicine is socialized and

available free to all citizens, hean surgeons rou-

tinely turn down smokers who need to undergo

bypass surgsiy. “Wife our resources limited, why
should 1 do a bypass cm a patient whose destruc-

tive habits will make tire operation fail?"

Goldman admits feat in die US, where physi-

cians are more fearful of lawsuits and where they

must compete for private patients, such rejection

of smelting patients is less common.
Canadians have become so used to free medical

care that “if they suddenly feel a headache, they

can go into a clinic at a shopping center and ask

to see a doctor and getpflR"
The universal care system has created queues

for heart operations much longer than those here.

Nevertheless, since there is no private medicine.
; nearly everyone has to wait in the queue.

’‘Tm not'saytng pmtekma doesn't exist at all,

‘but at leak we have no black medicine. No doc-

tor would dream of receiving illegal payments
under the table.

“We heart surgeons are the best paid ofall doc-

tors- not due toa private practice but because we
perform lots of surgery. I myself do 275 open-

heart operations and 100 other surgical proce-

dures a year"

Israeli heart surgeons have generally not been

in the forefront of their field, as there is a lot of

pressure just to get their hospital work done, and

‘‘there has been no money and no apparatus to

obtain research funds."

But thanks to the involvement of industry

(pharmaceuticals and producers of stents), cardi-

ologists here have been able to cany out many
interesting clinical trials with excellent results.

Rapid eye-movement
therapy

I
T seems too good to be true. A
patient who has undergone trau-

ma - a war. a rape, a terror attack

or some other violent event - fol-

lows a therapist's wand or even a
pair of fingers, his eyes moving
back and forth, as if he were watch-
ing a game of tennis.

Simultaneously, fee therapist

administers shorr-term psychothera-

py. After a few sessions, the trauma
fades away, and the patient returns

to normal life.

Is Eye Movement Desensitization

and Reprocessing (EMDRj - devel-

oped by a Brooklyn-born clinical

psychologist who stumbled upon its

principle by chance while walking
through a park - another pop-culture

cure, or a serious discovery?

Not aJJ fee evidence is in. but

EMDR’s results have amazed
patients and therapists alike. A mil-

lion people have undergone fee ther-

apy, and 1 8.000 therapists in North
and South America, Europe, Israel,

Asia and Australia have been trained

in the technique, according to the

discoverer and developerofEMDR,
Dr. Francine Shapiro.

The psychologist, director of the

for-profit EMDR Institute in Pacific

Grove, California, and a senior

research fellow ax the nonprofit

Mental Research Institute in Palo

Alto, began by studying an entirely

different subject She has a BA in

English literature from Brooklyn

College and aPhD in fee same sub-

ject from New York University.

Then she got cancer.

Determined to survive after get-

ting treatment, she began to investi-

gate stress and its effect on cancer.

Then she earned her doctorate at

San Diego’s Professional School for

Psychological Studies.

One day in 1987, Shapiro was
having troubling thoughts when
walking in a park. She noticed that

her eyes were rapidly darting to and

fro. and that after thiseye movement
subsided, fee disturbing thoughts

disappeared. Intellectually curious,

she drifted her eyes quickly, and
found that fee unpleasant things in

her mind went away.

“I thought I had stumbled upon a

physical process that had not been

known," says Shapiro, who was
recently here to hold master classes

on EMDR at the Second World
Conference of the International

Society for Traumatic Stress

Studies, held at Jerusalem’s

-Renaissance Hotel.— ... ..

Shapiro worked intensively id

refine -fete"technique, which she

divided infoeight stages. Aftera few
years, fee found it worked well on
blind people who could not follow

fee therapist’s hand wife feeir eyes;

rhythmic finger clicking or hand
tapping on each side of the body
worked just as well. Twelve con-

trolled studies have been completed

on EMDR, showing it to be effec-

tive in relieving nightmares, flash-

backs, anxiety, emotional paralysis

and other symptoms of post-trau-

matic stress disorder (PTSD).

Shapiro regularly travels to scien-

tific congresses around the world,

presenting her theories, case histo-

ries and video films of therapy ses-

- only a
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dons. At fee Jerusalem symposium,
she held a two-day course for local

psychologists and psychiatrist

Shapiro allows only licensed,

trained therapists to learn the tech-

nique; site refuses to show the hand

movements to amateurs, arguing

that it is a “powerful tool” that could

be misused by a non-professionals.

She has no proven scientific

explanation of how EMDR works.

But she suggests various ideas:

*TfeIk therapy assumes that deep

emotional pain requires a long time

to heaL EMDR-centered therapy is

proving that fee mind can, in fact,

heal ffom psychological trauma as

much as fee body heals from physi-

cal trauma.

“When you cut your hand, your
body works to close and heal the

wound. If a foreign object or repeat-

ed injury prevents healing, the

wound will fester and cause pain.

When the foreign object is removed,

healing resumes The natural ten-

dency of fee brain's information-

processing system is to move
toward a state of mental health.

“If the system is blocked, or is

Twelve controlled studies

have been completed on Eye
Movement Desensitization

and Reprocessing. (Uu ptskow)

imbalanced by fee impact of a trau-

ma, tiie emotional wound festers

and causes intense suffering. Once
the block is removed, movement
toward healing can resume. Using*

fee detailed protocols and proce-

dures learned in EMDR training

sessions, clinicians help clients dis-

lodge feeir blocks and activate feeir

natural healing processes.”

SHAPIRO, who has received

California’s award for the promo-
rion -.of-psychology^ anaratainsi .fee*

,

eye movements (or dicks or taps)

“triggera basic orienting response."

She'daims EMDR works like the

rapid eye movements (REMs) of
dream sleep, providing an escape
valve for the unpleasant events of
fee day. it “balances between fee

two lobes of the brain" and releases

fee trauma. She maintains feat it

relieves PTSD even in patients who
suffered trauma years-ordecades

-

before. Ii has “also shown efficacy

wife a wide range ofotherproblems,

including panic disorder, sexual

dysfunction, substance abuse and
dissociative disorders."

Her institute has sent voluntary

EMDR-Humanitarian Assistance

Program teams to hot spots around

dream?
fee world, including the former

Yugoslavia. Rwanda and Belfast, to

relieve trauma. A team also tended

survivors of last year’s Oklahoma

City tenor bombing.

A number of Israeli therapists,

including psychiatrist Dr. Gary

Quinn, psychologist Elan Shapiro.

Herzog Memorial Hospital psychol-

ogist Dr. Danny Bram and others,

have trained in and are using

EMDR. Quinn, who treated sur-

vivors of the Jerusalem bus bomb-
ings, says it was very effective in

relieving their PTSD.
But EMDR has not been adopted

- or even systematically studied -

by the Israel Defense Forces, whose
Medical Corps uses conventional

(talk therapy) techniques for combat

soldiers who suffered PTSD in tat-

tle. Quinn explains that “the IDF is

very conservative, but as more ther-

apists learn it and do reserve duty, it

could be used by therapists on
patients in the military."

Other therapists are more skepti-

cal. Dr. Shabtai Noy. a senior

Jerusalem clinical psychologist who
attended the Jerusalem symposium
and heard Shapiro's lectures, says

not enough is known about how
EMDR works. "I’m a doubter by
nature. Dt Shapiro is not a charla-

tan. But perhaps EMDR just

replaces one symptom with another.

It is an interesting experimental

method, but not a panacea.

“It's not meant for the hospitalized

mentally ill, but for functioning peo-

ple who suffer. I myself prefer to use

old, tested techniques, but it is

important to continue investigating

and trying the EMDR method."
Brom has followed Shapiro's

work since 1989, when he took her

first Israeli course. “I then sent a

patient to her, and after a session he
said: ‘What’s fee matter wife this

woman?' Bui since then, she has

greatly refined her technique.

Instead of recommending a session

or two, fee now suggests an average

of six."

Although double-blind studies (in

which neither the therapist nor the

patient knows who is getting treat-

ment) have not been conducted on
EMDR, "there are many other

accepted psychological techniques

that have undergone less testing,"

says Brom.
'There is something very system-

atic in EMDR. The active ingredi-

ent, it seems to me, is massive arbi-

tration!of the patient- with fee trau-

•. matic.-memory. It is not hypnotism.

Patientsare very much-awake when
ThetyrtoJC’ Brom adds fie is “not/a

pure user ofEMDR: 1 use it along
withconventional methods, depend-

ing on the patient. And I haven't

used h on troubled Holocaust sur-

vivors, as PTSD isonly a very small

part of their syndromes."

In any case, since some 80 percent

of peoplewho endured trauma like a

terror attack spontaneously recover

without treatment a few weeks or

months later, it is very difficult to

proveEMDR's short-term effective-

ness, Brom says. T’d like to see its

effect on people who got stuck for at

least three years in their symptoms
and are cured by EMDR."
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public feeir product is best, but I'm
not persuaded. Milk shakes and diet

bars do sot contain all fee types of

nutrients and natural fibers needed

fix good health.

I recommend you eatregular food

that's as natural as possible - in fee

proper amounts and of the right

types for losing weight Synthetic

substitutes won’t be satisfying.

Pm not a Luddite, but Pm con-

cerned about the increasing trend

toaddartificialaromas toproducts,

from toQel paper to dresses, cereal

boxesandteenage magazbtes.
One doesn't need to be a health

freak to grasp the possible implica-

tions that, besides immorally
accessing subconsciousness to

such depths, these odors may cause

reactionsm people allergic to them
orbe carcinogenic orpsychotropic-

Do they pose a danger? E.GO,
Jerusalem.

Prof. Shmuel Yannai, a toxicolo-

gist at the Technion in Haifa*

answers:

Odors are gaseous vapors that

spread in die ain Whether they are

harmful depends on tiieirconcenlra-

tion and the type ofsubstance.

It is highly likely no government

agency supervises what chemicals

are added to products to produce an

aroma. But if fee concentration is

low, which it probably is, fee odor

will not cause any harm.
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queries,firm readers about medical
problems. Experts willanswer those

wefindmost interesting, andreplies
hill be primed in the twice-monthly

column on the Health Page.
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Siegd-Itifavtch, The. Jerusalem

Post, POB.8I. Jerusalem 91000, or

fax 02-389527* giving your initials,

age andplace ofresidence. Phoned
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Christians are No. 1 for donating organs
HEALTH SCAN

I
SRAELI Christians are nearly

twice as willing to donate

organs for transplant as Jews,

who, in tain, are twice as likely as

Moslems to donate.

Druse and Beduin are complete-

ly unwilling to will their organs to

someone else. These statistics

were revealed recently in a survey

on organ donations conducted for

Israel Transplant, the national

organ donation coordination cen-

ter.

Ata seminar on organ donations

organized by the office of former

minister Rabbi Yehuda Amital,

and attended by physicians,

lawyers and clergymen from
around fee country, it was clear

that much remains to be done to

encourage families to donate fee

organs of their loved ones and for

individuals to make a commitment
to be carried out after feeir own
death.

Seventy-five percent of Israeli

Christians are willing to give

organs for transplant, compared to

only 4W& of Jews. The poll also

found feat kibbutzniks are much
more wiffing to give organs than

anyone else. Seven but of 10 Jews
mistakenly believe that the reli-

gious establishment opposes giv-

ing organs, while 53% erroneous-

ly thought saving a life in this way
violates Halacha.

De. Pierre Singer, head of fee

education and information unit of
Israel Transplant, said that will-

ingness to donate organs here is

close to fee bottom of fee list

compared to other countries. The
number of donors was 27 in 1995
(only five or six per million), and
many of them donated more than

one organ. About 750 patients are

on the waiting list to receive

organs.
Amital urged rabbis to actively

cooperate with doctors to encour-

age organ donation, and suggested

feat fee ADI card by which people

volunteer to dotrate organs after

feeir death be printed with an

additional sentence, saying fee

bearer is “willing to donate organs

wife approval from a halachic

authority determined by the fami-

ly."

SAYAHHH~
The costs of dental care have

increased less titan expected, part-

ly due to fee influx of many den-
tists from fee CIS during the past

six years.

A study of household expendi-

ture on dental care was conducted

by the JDC-Brookdale Institute

recently. The researchers found
that the scope of dental insurance

here is veiy small (only of

households) compared to that in

other Western countries.

Dental insurance is enjoyed by *

almost no low-income families,

while in the highest income decile

it is nearly 20%.
Since dental care remains out-

side the basket of health services

•covered by the national health

insurance system, almost all den-

tal expenses are out of pocket and
most people don’t get dental treat-

ment except in emergencies.

TALL TALES
If you tell your daughter “don’t

worry" and she takes your advice,

you may be helping her to grow
taller.

A study by a New York psychia-

trist has found that worrying can
prevent young girls from growing
as tall as feeir less-anxious peers.

Dr. Daniel Pine, writing in fee

June issue of Pediatrics, reports

that girls showing constant signs

of anxiety during childhood
turned out to be as much as five

centimeters shorter than girls who
were Jess worried.

Pine and his colleagues at the

New York State Psychiatric

Institute, Columbia University and
the Mount Sinai School of
Medicine, said fee same correla-

tion between worry and height did

not hold true for boys.

The study followed 760 boys

and girls from upstate New York
over a period of 10 years as they

grew into early adulthood.

Although fee connection between

stature and anxiety is not clear, the

POST HEALTH REPORTER

researchers suggested feat the pro-

duction of human growth hor-

mone may be reduced by excess

worry.

However, they did not measure
hormone levels in the children or
obtain information on their par-

ents’ height, which could offer a
genetic reason for growth differ-

ences. .

KIDS’ CANCER DAY CENTER
A Christian organization in

Holland recently organized a six-

hour telethon feat raised $600,000
for the Jerusalem Foundation to

build a permanent day center in

the capital for young cancer
patients and feeir families.

The facility will be built and run

by Zichron Menachem, the volun-

tary organization feat recently

won fee President’s Volunteer
Prize. Established by Miri and
Haim Ehremhal, whose son
Menachem died of leukemia as a

teenager, the organization runs a

free summer camp for children

wife cancer and many other sup-

portive activities.

A few years ago, Zichron
Menachem opened a small day
center for such patients in rented

premises in fee Kiryat Moshe
quarter.

Now it has the funds to build its

own, larger center for the daily

use of dozens of young patients

who need to be isolated while
undergoing chemotherapy.

It will offer a variety of activi-

ties, including tutoring help and
music lessons for fee patients,

feeir siblings and parents.

The Jerusalem Foundation,
meanwhile, has received $1 mil-

lion in contributions for the

establishment of a new day hospi-

tal unit in fee Sharett Institute of
Oncology at Hadassah-
Universiry Hospital in Ein
Kerem.
The center, which will include

many well-equipped treatment
rooms, will open in eight months
and cover 650 square meters.

The physical urban reality in the city as it is today”
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Changing a leopard’s spots
XX 7HELE all new government leaders de-

lA / serve goodwill and a chance to prove

V themselves in office, Israel cannot be

too pleased about the turn of events in Turkey,

following the appointment there of the first

Islamist prime minister since independence.

Necmettin Erbakan’s assumption of the pre-

miership comes only four months after Turkey

and Israel signed their landmark military coop-

eration agreement, following a long period of

unprecedented warm relations between the two

states.

Israel has rightly been delighted by the

friendship of the only Moslem state in the

Middle East that is democratic as well as prag-

matic. While many Arab states, prodded by

Syria, have campaigned against the Israel-Turk-

ish agreement under the clearly false pretext

that it posed a threat to them, the understanding

merely underscored Israel’s long-standing con-

tention that it is willing to be a genuine friend of

any Arab or Moslem state that reciprocates.

The future of relations with Turkey may now
cause some worry in the Foreign Ministry, until

it becomes clear whether Erbakan intends to

stand by the more moderate stance of his first

statements in office yesterday. Turkey, as a

powerful nation and a former colonial power in

the region, needs pragmatism and moderation in

its foreign relations as never before.

Erbakan’s Welfare Party came first in the

inconclusive elections last year, with 21 percent

of the vote. The other parties, fearful of Erba-

kan’s election rhetoric and his perceived inten-

tion to move Turkey away from the strictly

secular legacy imposed by Kemal Ataturk, de-

nied Welfare power. Under the new coalition

arrangement, Tansu Ciller, leader of the True

Path Party, will be Erbakan’s deputy and for-

eign minister under a four-year rotating pre-

miership. Erbakan is leader for the first two

years.

Turkey’s allies will be watching carefully to

see how much influence the' pragmatic Ciller

can exert on taming- Erbakan’s wilder pro-

nouncements. During the long deadlock be-

tween the parties unsuccessfully striving to put

together a working government, the country’s

foreign policy, as well as its economy, has

become something of a mess. Relations with its

ancient rival Greece have been allowed to dete-

riorate dangerously, tension has been rising

over the long dormant Cyprus problem, the

Kurdish insurgency has worsened, and relations

with Syria verge on open hostility.

Erbakan at least made the right noises yester-

day, when he said the essential basis of the

alliance is that Turkey is “a democratic, secular

and social state based on law and the principles

of Ataturk.” He laid a wreath at Ataturk’s tomb
in a solemn ceremony clearly aimed at calming

nerves in the suspicious military hierarchy, as

well as sending a message of moderation

abroad.

But Erbakan was less clear in his reference to

the military deal with Israel, saying that while

he would abide by inherited international agree-

ments, “permission will not be given for imple-

mentations that are against national security and

national interests.” Thatfuzzy comment will no
doubt be carefully studied in Jerusalem, but it is

a less than thorough commitment to friendship

than Israel has become used to hearing from
Ciller and other senior Turkish leaders.

Eibakan is undoubtedly a reluctant partner

and it is unlikely the development of Israeli

relations with Ankara will proceed as enthusias-

tically as they did under the previous govern-

ment. For Israel, this is going to be a crucial

period of “wait and see.” Israel has had great

faith in the “Turkish model” for the future

Middle East and has invested huge diplomatic

efforts in helping the concept spread to the

southern republics of the former Soviet Union.

It would be surprising if an Islamic leopard

can indeed change its spots as quickly as Erba-

kan appeared to yesterday. No one has forgotten

the startling new image of this Turkish leader,

who burst on the election scene with a manifes-

to that could have been drawn up in Syria or

Iran. Eibakan called for an Islamic United Na-
tions, an Islamic NATO, and a militant Islamic

otganization to rival the European Union. He
pledged to abolish interest in financial dealings

and to improve ties with Teheran and WaghHad

Israelis, long lulled by the charm of the sophisti-

cated and American-educated Ciller, woke up
to a potential Turkish prime minister ranting

like some Hamas minion against “world impe-

rialism, Zionism, Israel, and their champagne-

drinking collaborators.” And now he is the

prime minister.

The core of the Welfare Party’s platform was
a typical dreary Third World anti-Westernism,

allied to advocating an Islamic regime and

closer ties with the Islamic world. While no one
begrudges Moslem Turkey close relations, with

Moslem states, the question*remains which.

Moslem states Erbalfan likes best^after his hints

•

that he would drag Ins -country info the radical

camp of Israel haters.

-Apart from tipping his hat to Ataturk, who is

still regarded as the father of the nation and a

virtual secular saint beyond all criticism, Erba-

kan’s comments on policy did indicate that

Ciller indeed may remain a powerful moderat-

ing force on the new government. The coalition

pact replaced his anti-European rhetoric with a

promise to “make necessary legal adjustments

to achieve Turkey’s eventual goal of full mem-
bership of the EU.” The economic policy sec-

tion also dumped Welfare’s long-standing op-

position to a free market economy and plans to

replace the lira with a “pan-Islamic” currency.

Instead the government plans to speed up priva-

tization of state enterprises, tame inflation, and

cut yawning deficits. Since Erbakan will be in

command for only two years, it must be hoped
Oiler’s hand remains firm and steady on the

helm of Turkey’s traditional values.

LETTERS TO THE EPITOR
SELECTIVE MEMORY

Sir, - A reference to Elie Wiesel

in Stewart Weiss’s article of June 9,

“Big and small,” bothered me im-

mensely for a very personal reason.

As Weiss noted, the famed author

and Auschwitz survivor is often de-

scribed as “the conscience of the

Jewish people,” but he seems to

have a selective conscience and

memory.
Wiesel was not the main subject

of the column. But Weiss relayed an

anecdote of how the late French

president Franqois Mitterrand dis-

patched his friend Wiesel to make a
support visit to Mikhail Gorbachev
when the then-Soviet leader was un-

der house arrest several years ago
during a coup attempt

As Wiesel later told Weiss, Gor-

bachev was surprised by Wiesel’

s

visit and asked now it was that the

Jewish author had come to visit him.

Wiesel, in reference to Gorbachev’s

positive policies towards allowing

Jews to emigrate from the Soviet'

Union, responded that “We Jews do

not forget those who stood up for

us in our time of need.”

Ironic then that Wiesel main-

tained a long-term friendship with

Mitterrand and so seemed to forget

the French president's activities dur-

ing the dark days of World War IL

Mitterrand by his own admission

worked as a functionary for the

Nazi-puppet Vichy regime in

France. Vichy deported tens ofthou-

sands of Jews to their eventual

ftoathg-

Lifce so many others, Mitterrand

later tried to distance himself from

Vichy. But after die war, he re-

mained friends with Ren£ Bosquet,

the wartime Paris police chief who
rounded up Jews in line with the

Nazi policies.

Both of my paternal grandparents

were prisoners in Vichy concentra-

tion camps. My grandfather died in

the Rivesaltes camp near Perpignan.

My grandmother was deported from
Rivesaltes to the holding camp at

Drancy, outside Paris, and from
there to Auschwitz where she died.

It seems a shame that Wiesel
“forgot" or was willing to forget in

Mitterrand’s case. I cannot forget

how Mitterrand’s cohorts in the Vi-

chy regime treated the Jewish
people..

Jerusalem. ED LION

Sir, - I take this opportunity,

through your prestigious newspaper,

of conveying a simple question to

the prime minister.

Where is Moshe Arens?

Arens is a widely respected, high-

ly intelligent person. He is political-

ly experienced, having served for

years in government, including as

defense and foreign minister. He is

well-versed in the workings of par-

liament; be was chairman of the

foreign and defense committee of

the Knesset Furthermore, Arens af-

forded Netanyahu his fast opportu-

nity in the diplomatic arena when he

appointed him minister at the Israeh

Embassy in Washington where he

served as ambassador. Indeed, it whs

WHERE IS ARENS?
Arens who derided not to present

his candidature for leadership of the

Likud, following Yitzhak Shamir’s

resignation in the aftermath of the

1992 elections, and thus made way

for Netanyahu to do so. Arens has

demonstrated that he can be relied

upon. He is loyal and serious, and

the prime minister knows he would

pose no danger to him. Netanyahu

needs people with experience

around him, who can also enjoy the

trust and respect of the entire nation.

Arens is undoubtedly such a person.

I hope Netanyahu has not forgotten

him.

DR. YOAVJ. TENEMBAUM
Tel Aviv.
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Cry of the convert

WOMEN IN GREEN
Sir, - It is important for Jews

everywhere to acknowledge the tre-

mendous contribution which Nadia

and Ruth Matar and die Women in

Green made to the State of Israel

during the four years of the Rabin-

Peres regime.

That period will go down in histo-

ry as a time when a Jewish govern-

ment made the word “Jewish” syn-

onymous with being anti-

democratic, and tiie deaths of Jews
were greeted with barely a nod by
government officials. It was not a
post-Zionist era; it was an anti-Zionr

ist era.

Throughout this terrifying time,

as we saw our country shrinking

from day to day, the Women in

Green demonstrated weekly, often

drily, in searing beat and bitter cold.

Despite being beaten, humiliated,

terrorized and jailed, they continued

their courageous confrontations

with policemen who were often sa-

distic and a public which was often

too apathetic or depressed to act

No matter how dark the times

seemed, Nadia’s bright smile and

Ruth’s encouraging words gave us
all hope. They should be honoredby
all those who care to see this Jewish

homeland survive.

MIRIAMADAHAN
Jerusalem.

RELIGIOUS
CONTRADICTION

Sir, - The new government's

guidelines (JJ*., June IS) contradict

themselves under “Religion and

State."

“The government will retain the

status quo on religious matters,” but

“the Law of Conversion shall be

changed.-” How can. tire stains quo.

be retained if the government plans

on changing the status quo? ur is

conversion not a religious matter?

WALTER FERGUSON
Beit YasaL

“You shall not subvert the right

ofthe convert" (DeuL 24:17)

A MID the noise and clamor
/\ of coalition politics;- the

JL May of the convert (ger)
seeking to enter the ranks of the
Jewish people has been drowned
OUL

. The issue is being presented as

if it were a question of die recog-

nition and rights of streams in

Judaism other than the official

Chief Rabbinate.
As head of tiie Rabbinical Court

for Conversions of tiie Rabbinical
Assembly of Israel and the

Masorti Movement, let me testify

that this is not merely an issue of
pluralism and rights and honor. It

is a question of tiie oppression of
the potential convert - and of the

future of the Jewish people.

The politicians are playing dice

with people’s lives, setting out

their brothers and sisters for a
mess of pottage.

If Natan Sharansky’s Yisrael

Ba'aliya really believes the con-
version problem of Russian
immigrants will be solved by
coming to an understanding with .

the Chief Rabbinate over estab-

fishing more institutes forconvert
sion, it is exhibiting naivete

beyond belief or engaging in self-

deception.

Agreeing to legalize the Chief
Rabbinate’s de-facto monopoly
on conversions is a concession to

oppression that cries out to heav-
en and must be denounced in the

strongest possible terms.

Not only does this violate civi-

lized standards of human rights

and freedom of religion: not only
does it made Israel as the only
country in the Western world to

deny freedom of religion to Jews,

it perpetrates an injustice to the

thousands of potential converts
mostly but not exclusively, from
the former Soviet Union. They
will, as a result, be denied recog-
nition as Jews by the state even if

they undergo a halachic conver-
sion recognized by the vast major-
ity of world Jewry.

Month after month, week after

week, my colleagues and I meet
these potential converts and, after

suitable education, admit many
of them to Judaism, taking them
“under the wings of the Divine
Presence” as did Abraham and
Sarah and as did our greatest

sages such as Hillel the Eider.

We hear their stories, the diffi-

culties, the stumbling blocks, the
outrageous demands the estab-.

fished rabbinate makes upon
them, the uncalled-for delays. We
know why thousands more don’t

REUVEN HAMMER
even bother to apply.

The plight ofthe infants we con-
verted last year at Kibbutz
Hanaton is typical of what is hap-
pening.

Why shouldn’t families who
identify as Jews and want to bring

up their adopted children as Jews
be able to do so? Does the Chief
Rabbinate believe the cause of
Judaism will be better served by
having these people remain non-
Jews living in the Jewish state?

Just a few days ago I sat in our
rabbinical court and converted

some 12 people to Judaism. I am
proud to have each and every one

The politicians are

playing dice with

people's lives,

selling out their

brothers and sisters

for a mess of pottage

ofthem as a member ofthe Jewish
people. We are enriched by them.
Included in this group were

three Russian families descended
from Jews - one of the women
probably had a Jewish mother,

though it would be difficult to

prove conclusively - who would
otherwise be lost to the Jewish
people. These families, adults and
children, want to be part of our
people.

They have learned Torah and
acquired Jewish knowledge
beyond that of many native

Israelis and many American or
European Jews. They observe the

commandments of Judaism and
certainly fulfill the criteria of
“Your people will be my people,

and your God my God.”
For most of them their ability to

live here and be citizens will not

be affected by the lack of govern-
ment recognition of their conver-

sion process.

Yet they came to us and asked to

be converted because it meant
something to them to know they
were halachically taking upon
themselves the yoke of God’s
Kingdom, His mitzvot and mem-
bership in His people.

I SHALL always remember tbe
mother who emerged from the rit-

ual bath with her adopted child
and, with tears in her eyes, whis-
pered “Now he is really my

child”
The rabbinate and the politi-

cians complain that non-Jews
have come here under the Law.of
Return, but they do nothing about

it other than place ever more
stumbling blocks in the way of

those who want to become Jews.

They do not recognize that we
have a historic opportunity to

redeem the remnantsofthe Jewish
people devastated by 70 years of
Communist rule.

We stand at one minute before

the midnight of their total assimi-

lation and loss from the Jewish
worldWe must seize the opportu-

nity to bring- diem back into the

Jewish fold
The Jewish character of the

State of Israel will largely be
determined by this. If we have
people who are willing and even
anxious to study, who want to

know what Judaism is and are

willing to identify with it, why are

we not actively helpingthem to do
so?

It is unfortunate that tiie Chief
Rabbinate is so busy looking over
its right shoulder that it has
missed this historic opportunity

altogether: \ *
i ,

The very least that canbe don?
is not to prevent the Masorti
movement from stepping into tiie

breach and providing a halachic

answer to this very real, difficult

challenge.

Our rabbinical court will contin-

ue its activities and hopefully
even increase them - not as an act

of defiance, but as one of right

and justice.

“In a place where there are no
men, try to be a man," it says in

the Ethics of the Fathers.

I am convinced that those we
convert will eventually be accept-

ed by tbe majority of Jews in

Israel and throughout the world
and be absorbed into the People of
Israel. Even among those who
voted for parties that would now
deny us the right to convert or the
recognition of our converts, many
mil recognize the validity of what
we are doing.

As .in the past, so m the future:

Among the descendants of those
who are now converting will be
Jewish leaders, teachers, rabbis

and even political leaders and
statesmen who will add to ihe
glory of God and the Jewish peo-
ple. We must not allow petty poli-

tics and power straggles to stand
in our way.

The writer heads the Rabbinical
Court for Conversions of die
Rabbinical Assembly ofIsrael arid

the Masorti Movement.

POSTSCRIPTS
A SIX-YEAR-OLD boy who
made headlines three years ago

for talcing the family car for a

midnight spin is in trouble apni-

be set his house on fire - far the

second time.

No me was injured in the latest

fire, which MIkey Sproul of Lutz,

Florida, in which he set fire to his

bed.

His mother Paula dropped Mi-
key and his baby sister out a sec-

ond-story bedroom window to a

neighbor before jumping to

safety.

“The fire pretty much con-

sumed everything,” a fireman

At age three, MIkey took the

keys to the family car and drove

down a highway, smacking four

vehicles and then veering into a

(fitch.
CT go zoom,” he explained.

A month latex, he lit his bed-

room curtains with a cigarette

lighter. The ensuing blaze de-

stroyed the Sprool’s three-bed-

room house and hospitalized

Paula’s then-husband Mike with

burns. Hie Sprouls have since

divorced.

The state took MIkey from his

family after the first fire. He was

returned to bis mother’s care in

September by court order.

The latest fire heavily damaged
the house, owned by Paula’s boy-
friend, Robert SucarichL

A TV show about Mxkey’s car

ride brought out his natural fa-

ther, a prison inmate who had
been dating Paula just before he
was incarcerated and realized

when he saw the show that MIkey
was his child.

TEACHERS OF a disruptive 13-

year-old boy threatened to go on
strike rather than give him
lessons.

The appropriately-named
Richard Wilding was expelled
from Giaisdale School in Notting-

ham, England, after a history of
violent incidents that led four
times to temporary exclusion.

But his parents appealed to a
local education authority, which
overturned the expulsion and or-

dered that he should be returned

to the school.

That prompted a strike vote by
teachers who claimed the boy was
uulatrhable, and that foe was a
threat to them and to other
pupils.

Education authorities ac-
knowledged that the boy’s par-

.

ents had the right to have him
educated at Giaisdale, but hoped

to avert'a strike by arranging a
teaching schedule that will effec-

tively segregate Richard within
the schooL -

His parents agreed to a pfan

whereby Richard would be
taught by none of Glaisdale’s
teachers and share a classroom
with none of the popfk -

Richard’s mother Rita, 38, said

she believed teachers at the
school were partly to Hlame for
her son’s disruptive behavior. -

She acknowledged that he was
“no angel,” bat said other pupils
teased and bullied hfm.

A GANG of Russian thieves

tried to rob a check room by hid-

ing a boy m a bag, hut were foiled

when the child was discovered.

The gang was arrested when
they showed up to collect the boy
the next morning. .

.
:

• The plot unraveled after a
shopkeeper in Perm saw some-
thing moving inside a bag,
opened it and found the boy. The
child was numb from his confine-
ment but refused to squeaL
The boy was supposed to spend

the night rifling bags left fa tbe
check room, hide the valuables fa
his own bag, then wait for the
gang to pick him op.

'

L
ET’S put aside the slogans

and ihe public relations

spins. Entering the

covenant of Abraham - what we

call conversion - is not a matter

ofTV sound bites or buzz words

like "pluralism" and “Jewish

unity."

Current attempts to pressure

Israel’s government into, accept-

ing non-Oxthodox conversions

across tiie board only obfuscate

the religions facts of fife.

As an Orthodox rabbi who

served an American pufpit for 40

years, I can testify that the over-

whelming majority of' conver-

sions are motivated not by love

for Judaism but by the desire to

marry a Jew.

. Non-Orthodox conversions are

fry and huge transparent covers

for such intermarriages. Parents

who are embarrassed at their

child marrying a non-Jew can

have him or her quickly and pain-

lessly converted — often without

the requirement of a minimal

knowledge of, or commitment to.

Judaism.- The primary interest in

such conversions is usually not

Moses, but Melanie or Michael.

(When would-be converts came

to see me, trying to wed out the

frivolous from.the serious I would

ask: “Why do you want to

become Jewish?'’ More often than

not the question would stump
item. I often found myselfhaving

to explain - to their dismay - that

Jews do not believe in Jesus or

celebrate Christinas.)

Not bound by Halacha, each

non-Orthodox rabbi sets his own
conversion standards and guide-

lines. As a result and under pres-

sure from congregants, lew of

their conversion procedures fol-

low traditional Jewish norms for

entry into the Jewish people. A
commitment to practice Judaism

is IKK required, nor a minimal

standard of Jewish knowledge.

MIkve immersion, the classical

tine qua non for conversion, is

frequently bypassed.

Sometimes the entire conver-

sion procedure is omitted. In

- many Reform temples die rabbi

will officiate at an intermarriage

between one of his members and
a. non-Jew if they promise to

attend conversion classes after

• marriage.

^ -.Bqygnd tiiis. it isn't upusual for

- tite ;proqMftue£ to be supervised

"by noo-’Orthodox rabbis' who
themselves co-officiate with

Christian clergy at inter-religious

weddings. Cliches like “religious

coercion,” “discrimination” and
“tolerance” cannot obscure foe

fact that conversions under such

conditions are largely meaning-
less.

Whether one does or doesn’t

recognize tiie rabbinic credentials

of foie rabbis involved is beside

the poinL What is at stake is the

wholesale and comer-cutting

acceptance of converts who have

The Jewish people

doesn’t need
converts who aren’t

interested

in being Jews

no interest in being Jews. This is

why. no self-respecting halachic

community anywhere in the

world recognizes such conver-
' tions, and why a self-respecting

Jewish state tirould do likewise.

BECOMING a member of foe
Jewish people involves hallowed
procedures followed by our peo-
ple since the conversion of Ruth
theMoabftess.

To say, as she said. “Your peo-
ple is my people, and your God
my GodL and only death shall

separate us” is serious business; it

involves mare commitment than

baying a new outfit
Convection should not be sub-

ject to limp sentimentality or silly

threats from abroad about curofis

in funding. Every nation and
every people has a right to set its

own entrance requirements.
Judaism has always welcomed

genuine converts. Our people has
been enriched by those prepared
to accept the yolk and privilege of
Torah. My Atlanta

' congregation
- included a number of converts
who were a model of Jewish
commitment and practice. And,‘of
course, Ruth herself was the
g^jreat-grandmother of King

To demand that the Jewish stait
recognize questionable convtf-

manlras
^toemaspora partners^

i
^®c?lse majority of v/Prid

57? 1101 Orthodox may "play
ra the media, but it&fatuous

and disingenuous.
The issue should be discussedm la ments. We are, after all, a

Peo^ebywtue of our-forah and

n<x virtue of

**

Ihe writer, formerly rabbi in

TrS?
r“’ GeorSia^^ editor of

iraoittQfl magazine and lives in
Jerusalem.
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The Big Escape
‘AlJEJ^d3i

By Matthew Cooper

There aren't too many people who pack up

the lad in July, leave town and head for...

Poland. As tourist destinations go,

Warsaw doesn’t rank up there with, say, Wellfleet.

But Hillary Rodham Clinton is on her way to

Eastern Europe for a Tour de Democracies. You

have to wonder: What will she teach these fledg-

ling free nations? The.American tradition of

depositions? The Western way of dismissing

career employees?

This isn’t really a vacation for Hillary. Its an

escape from the Whitewater piranhas. Bob Dole

has had the discretion not to mention her much

by name. His surrogates do it for him. The

Senate Whitewater report, courtesy ofAl

D’Amato, with its charge that the first lady hid

her billing records and presided over the mishan-

dling of papers in the wake of the death of

Vincent Foster, guarantees that she’ll remain a

target. On the House side, William Ginger, the

head of the House Government Reform

Committee looking inro Travelgate, says he sus-

pects Hillary had a role in the 400-plus FBI files

that wound up at die White House. These days,

all roads lead not to the president, but to Hillary.

Suddenly, the White House’s strategy of putting

out an apple-pie issue a week is useless. Who

cares about curfews and school uniforms when

there’s an FBI scandal?

Will Hillary bring down Bill? That it’s even

a possibility spoken aloud is extraordinary. What

musr it feel like for her? She’s wanted a public

platform her whole life- Now, she finds friendly

feces onlv at college commencements.

Democratic conclaves and Polish auditoriums.

With a Methodist missionary’s zeal, she med to

remake the country’s health carr-The beadien
_

wouldn’t listen. Her spectacular fedute gavebmh

to Speaker Newr and his chorus ofHouse fesh-

rnen and made her the issue. Hillarys breathtak-

ing awful political sense in 1994 meant that she

UuId have been an issue in 1996 even ifshed

kept out of trouble. But she hasnt. No wonder

L s leaving town.
Abroad, a first lady . treated

ia“ 1

There's only one person who understands

HillarvHell, what it’s like to have once led a mt-

j H now find yourselfwith a sock stuck m
adt“d

. N nor Bill ‘I feel your pain

i-7 ILk Gingrich. As different as they

mav^m. Newt and Hillary ate soulmates.

bound by an eerily similar rise and fell. They are

the Pariahs of the Year. Each thought he or she

was on a moral crusade to change Washington.

Their orbits were replete with spiritual gurus: Ira

Magaziner, the Tofflers. Each was, at first, lion-

ized. Remember the fawning way Hillary was

treated when she first testified about health care

before Congress in 1993? Even the GOP mem-
bers seemed charmed. Gingrich, too, once

appeared invincible. Little did anyone know that

Times Man of the Year would see his revolution

crash and bum. Today, many GOP frosh don’t

want Newt anywhere near their districts. He, too,

has hit the road, speaking ar quiet fond-raisers

with fet cats who fawn over anyone in high office.

His hell is watching his minions abandon him

just when the great battle is begmning.

Victims of their own hubris, neither the

First Lady nor the Speaker understood bipartisan-

ship. Yes, Hillary reached out to moderate

Republicans hoping to woo them to her plan.

But the plan itselfhad been drawn up without

major GOP say. Likewise, Newt refused to sign

on to more moderate Medicare curbs proposed

by centrists of both parries. The result was that

health care died, and the Gingrich agenda stalled.

“These people don't understand,” a Democratic

senator told me. “You either pass bills with eighty

votes or they die with forty. Rarely, can you pull

it offwith fifty-one.* One commands the center

or fails utterly.

The collapse of Hillary and Newt leaves

Clinton and Dole in a strange place. Clinton is

the victim of his first two years— tax hikes and

gays in the military, yes, but mostly of the legacy

of RodhamCare. Hillary was once Clintons polit-

ical muse, his lodestar. It was her idea in 1992 to

form the femed “War Room" and to puc James

Carville in charge of the campaign when it was

rudderless. In 1994, she urged him to bring on

Dick Morris. Now, Morris is Clintons lodestar,

the man who has come up with a series of small,

popular issues that allow Clinton to look tough,

thoughtful You don’t hear much about Hillarys

power anymore because it’s diminished, inside

the White House as well as out. Guntonism is

now about executive orders, “leveraging” the pri-

vate sector to come up with the V-chip. Hillary

was about the Hafl Mary pass. Morris is about

three yards and a cloud ofdust.

For the rest ofthe campaign, Dole and

Clinton will try to escape their burdens. Dole is

trying to put some daylight between himselfand

the radioactive Newt. That’s what resigning from

the Senate was all about. But like Zdig, Newt

managed to get in the picture— literally. Dole

can’t bring himself to edge away from Newts

policies even while he puts physical distance

between himselfand the Georgian. His challenge

now is co show more of his bighearted side, gen-

tly elbowing Newt away.

For its part. Team Dole will remind folks of

Clintons spouse. The president will have no

choice but to defend her. How difficult that

becomes will depend on Whitewater. Anyone

who says they know where the scandal will go

ext is kidding. But there are a few guidelines

worth thinking about. The Arkansas land deal

itselfno longer seems so important. The Senare

committee didn’t get any real traction when it

came to events in Arkansas. And its charge that

Mrs. Clinton moved her billing records around

the White House remains unsubstantiated, as

committee Democrats— solidly united— have

duly noted. Besides, the records buttress more

than they refute what the first lady has been say-

ing— that her work on behalfofMadison

Guarantee was minimal.

No, the real trouble is Travelgate. What did

Mrs. Clinton have to do with the dismissal of

career employees? She's admitted only to a general

statement of concern over reports that the travel

office folks were on the cake— reports later dis-

missed by a jury. The White House strategy

remains simple. Keep accusing critics of partisan-

ship and hope Americans grow bored. Internal

White House polls show little slippage since this

latest surge ofWhitewater, even though public

polls showotherwise. Friends of the first lady pre-

dict the issue will fede away. Still, questions linger:

Washington is a tough city for visionaries

like Newt or Hillary. Their messianic calk of

transformation doesn’t wear well in a city where

the most successful sorts are content with the

prose ofgoverning rather than the poetry of

deliverance. In the coming months, there will be

much moaning about a '‘boring" Dole-Clinton

race. But the idea of having two centrist dealmak-

ers duke it out is not without its appeal. Hillary

and Newt are proofofjust how unappetizing the

alternative can be.

Matthew Cooper is a senior editor ofThe New
Republic.

Dole, Whitewater,

cigarettes and Pinocchio

By Alan Dershowitz

As the Republicans seek to make “character” an issue in the

presidential campaign by suggesting that some associates of

President and Mrs. Clinton may not have been entirely truth-

ful in their Whitewater testimony, an issue of blatant untruthfulness

has emerged from the Dole camp.

Recently, an aide to Sen. Dole handed out a press release pur-

porting to quote Vice President Al Gore as agreeing with Sen. Dole's

absurd statement questioning the proven link between tobacco smok-
- mg and cancer. The Dole press release quoted Gore as saying that

“there is no proven link between smoking and lung cancer, and ifyou

look closely at the scientific data, you have to admit thar there are

uncertainties." Sure sounds Like Gore has joined Dole in siding with

the killer tobacco industry.

When Vice President Gore heard about the quote attributed to

him, he wenr ballistic. This is understandable, since Al Gores only sis-

ter died of lung cancer and he has been a strong opponent of the ciga-

rette industry.

How then, could he have made the statement attributed to him?

Did he, in feet, utter the words quoted in the Dole press release? Yes,

he did. But in an entirely opposite context from that suggested in the

Dole handout. What Gore actually said on “Nightline" was that some

tobacco company scientists “will claim with a straight fece that there

is no proven link between cigarette smoking and lung cancer...” Then

after acknowledging some uncertainties, he continued: “We don’t

know exactly how smoking causes lung cancer, but the weight of the

evidence accepted by the overwhelming preponderance ofscientists is

yes, smoking does cause lung cancer, and so we act on that knowledge

from the scientific community.”

It is clear, therefore, that the Dole campaign attributed precisely

the opposite view to Gore than the one he had expressed. The Dole

campaign purported to quote Gore as saying that there is no proven

link between smoking and cancer, when, in feet. Gore said that “yes,

smoking does cause lung cancer."

Th6 Dole campaign thus issued a direct lie about Gore’s views.

That lie was exacerbated by the use of Gore’s own words wrenched

out of context to mean exactly the opposite ofwhat they said- The

closest analogy is to what the KGB used to do when it doctored pho-

tographs ofone person doing something wrong, and then juxtaposed

the head ofanother person on the offending body.

Vice President Gore understated the seriousness of the lie when

he characterized the episode as “the politics of Pinocchio." Pinocchio

merely fibbed. The Dole campaign told a deliberate lie. And it was a

stupid lie to boot. Anyone with an IQ in excess ofroom temperature

would know that the truth would eventually emerge, but political

campaigns often follow the old rule that a lie will cross the finish line

before the truth has laced up its running shoes.

As the Whitewater disclosures, leaks and innuendo persist, this

tobacco episode should be kept In mind by all Americans concerned

for the truth. Half-truths— such as the one which quoted halfof

what Gore had said— are even more dangerous than out-and-out

lies, because the half-truth, like the doctored photograph, relies on

False indicia of credibility to enhance its persuasiveness.

© 1996, The New Republic

The report of the Senate Whitewater

committee is full of partial truths, innu-

endoes and exaggerations. This should

not be surprising, considering that its

chairman— Sen. Al D’Amato— is

among the most ‘ethically challenged.’

The report of the Senate Whitewater committee is full of partial

truths, innuendoes and exaggerations. This should not be surprising^

considering thar its chairman — Sen. Al D’Araaro— is among the

most “ethically challenged" members of the Senate (to boftow an apt

phrase from Deputy White House Counsel Mark Fabiani), and is also

one of Bob Doles campaign chairmen. The public should demand of

the Republicans, what it quite properly demands of the president and

the first lady, the whole truth. We must remember that two half-

truths do not a whole truth make.

Rut of the problem is with our current defamation Jaws, which

are nnrlpar about the status of a half-truth. Recently, I was the victim

ofa series of televised half-truths by a master ofthe art, Charles

Grodin. He showed his audience a series of excerpts from my appear-

ances on his other shows that were edited just like the Dole cam-

paign's scissor job on Gore. Because the words he used were mine, i

had no legal recourse, even though they were taken completely out of

context and distorted what I had actually said. I was able to answer

Grodin in the marketplace ofideas. Many ocher victims of such half-

truths are not as fortunate.

I guess the best advice to the public— whether it is listening to

campaign rhetoric, watching aTV talk show or reading a congression-

al report— is caveat empror and know your source. With certain

emptors, however, all the caveats in the world may not be enough.

Alan M. Dershowitz is aprofessor oflaw at Harvard University. His

newest book is “Reasonable Doubts’' (Simon & Schuster).

©1996, United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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Russians indecisive

over age-old contest
•ii-.
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By Charles Lane

B
oris Yeltsins 35 percent first-place total

in Russia’s first-round election means

that, when presented with a full menu of

political choices, including the reactionary

communism ofGennadi Zyuganov, the clown-

ish fascism ofVladimir Zhirinovsky and the

liberal reformism of Grigory Yavlinsky, two-

thirds of Russian voters said no to the incum-

bent president favored by the Clinton adminis-

tration. Can you blame them? At best, Yeltsin

represented the least scary in a scary field- For

all his financial and political support from the

West, Yeltsin has compiled a pockmarked

record as a reformer and modernizer. And he’s

gotten worse over the last 18 months, reacting

to resurgent nationalist and communist

strength with a clumsy brand of “me-tooism”

— most disastrously by prosecuting a brutal

war in Chechnya.

Upside

But let us focus— for a moment— on

the upside. It is also true that over two-thirds of

the electorate rejected Zyuganovs Communist
Party and its warmed-over Stalinism. Alarmists

in Russia who feared a Communist victory—
and hence counseled scrapping the vote—
underestimated their own people. A plurality of

Russians chose the representatives of a painful,

uncertain present over those pfeddling nostalgia.

In this regard, at least, the political develop-

ment of Russia may nor fag so far behind the

former Soviet satellites of Eastern Europe which

have elected their own (more fully reconstruct-

ed) Communists.

Perhaps the results are best interpreted as

a snapshot of Russia’s deep political muddle.

This is a country whose people, reeling from

halfa decade ofrevolutionary change, don’t

quite know where they want to go. They

remain tom by an age-old contest between

Westemizers and Slavophiles. There is no con-

sensus as to whether capitalism's bracing but

risky climate is better than the suffocating but '

secure one ofstate socialism. And there is not

really even a consensus as to whether democra-

cy is a binding condition governing political life

or simply a rhetoric meant to appease the out-

sideworid— especially since the man in charge

often acts as ifhe isn’t sure himself.

Nevertheless, in the inevitable ebb and

flow ofrevolution, reform and reaction, the

tendency toward reaction seems to have crested,

well short oftriumph. The nightmare scenario

— a resurgent Communist Russia that

attempts, somehow, to restore the Soviet Union

— has, in all likelihood, been avoided. This

fragmented election’s most likely outcome is a

Perhaps the results are best

interpreted as a snapshot of

Russia’s deep political mud-
dle. This is a country whose

people, reeling from half a

decade of revolutionary

change, don’t quite know
where they want to go.

tactical reshuffling in which Yeltsin buys a sec-

ond-round victory over Zyuganov by sharing

power with the most popular of his non-

Communist rivals: Yavlinsky, and former gener-

al Alexander Lebed, who polled 1 5 percent of

the vote with subterranean help from the

Yeltsin campaign, and whom Yeltsin has now
placed in charge of the powerful national secu-

rity council.

Downside

Yavlinsky is a grotesquely ambitious but

intellectually committed liberal, while Lebed

seems ro favor a Pinochetian blend ofjfree-mar-

ket economics and, well, Pinochetian politics.

Governed by such men, post-election Russia is

likely to maintain its general, halting, move

toward economic liberalization while persisting

in blockheaded attempts to control the internal

demons ofethnic strife and crime. It will also

likely express its pretensions to great power sta-

tus through anti-Western dalliances with the

likes ofIran and China.

In short, despite prophecies that Russia

would spin off in a radically new, potentially

disastrous, direction, the Russia ofthe next few

years appears likely to resemble the Russia of

the past few. The United States, and its allies,

cap live with it. Clintonites seemed barely able

to contain their glee at Yeltsin’s probable politi-

cal survival, which is so closely linked to their

own. And perhaps they do have a right to

breathe easier. But ifYeltsin’s victory, and his

budding alliance with General Lebed, repre-

sents a Clinton foreign policy success, it also

marks a final defeat for the exuberant, hopeful

view of Russia still current when Bill Clinton,

Warren Christopher and Strobe Talbott came

to power.

For many Russian liberals, that defeat

occurred more than a year ago, with Yeltsin s

mindless, savage expedition into Chechnya. But

now it has been ratified. Russian politics seems

to be finding its equilibrium somewhere in the

neighborhood of plebisdtarian Czarism. This

weakened state has neither the intention nor

the capability to seriously damage the West.

Bur it also lacks rhe intention or the capability

to emulate the West, or even to act in concert

with it, very much. Rather, Russia’s leaders can

be expected to pursue an agenda based upon a

traditional, unapologetic understanding of

national interest. With that in mind, the

Clinton administration should prepare to do

the same.

Charles Lane is a senior editor ofThe

New Republic.

© 1 996, The New Republic
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Former officials split

over the Filegate suit

By Robert Novak

As much as $ 1 billion may be sought in a contemplated

class-action lawsuit against-Ciinton personnel seaincy

aides, but former Reagan and Bush administration officials

are split over whether to go ro court now. They claim their privacy

was violated when the White House obtained their confidential

FBI files.

'

Richard Breeden, former chairman of the Securities and

Exchange Commission and now a New York-based financier, is a

leading hawk pushing for a lawsuit. The hawks want ro force the

Justice Department to decide whether to defend the White House

staffers. But former Bush aide James Cicconi is urging caution,

advising his colleagues to wait until the FBI files affair has under-

gone congressional scrutiny.

A footnote: A lawyer for Paula Jones, plaintiff in a sexual-

harassment lawsuit against President Clinton, placed a call

Wednesday to a Bush official who was listed in newspapers as

interested in suing the Clinton aides. The call was not returned.

ComplacentWhite House

Democratic politicians, including members of Congress;

complain chat the White House is not sufficiently concerned that

die FBI files flap menaces election prospects for Clinton and

Democrats generally.

Clinton loyalists on Capitol Hill grumble that White House

strategy on this touchy problem has been put in the hands of a

mid-level staffer without political experience: Jane Sherburne, a

45-year-old special counsel to die president. She came to the

White House last year to work on Whitewater problems.

Democrats outside the White House fed that the files affair

is potentially more dangerous than Whitewater because people bet-

ter understand what is at stake. Some say the issue is so sensitive

that the president should name a prestigious Democratic elder,

such as Robert Strauss or Charles Manatt, to oversee the problem.

Hands-on Lott
.s..

.

••• .-'vii-..- . .

Senior Republican ^staffers,j&the Senate were stunned this -

week to receive telephone calls proposing ways to break legislative

deadlock, not from the new Senate majority leader’s staffbut from

the new leader himself! Sen. Trent Lott.

These staffers seldom dealt with Bob Dole during his 1

1

years as Lotts predecessor. He was removed from hisown aides,

much less those ofother senators or Senate committees. The bar-

gaining was done by Doles powerful chiefof staff, Sheila Burke.

No sooner had Lott replaced Dole than he was on the tele-

phone seeking a way to revive stalled legislation. He is even

attempting to resuscitate the proposed gasoline tax cut, which had

been given up for dead.

Sen. JFKJr.?

Influential New York Democrats, looking for the best candi-

date to oppose Republican Sen. Alfonse D’Amato for re-election in

1998, are privately boosting a glamorous newcomer. John F.

Kennedy Jr.-

The 35-year-old son ofthe late president is editor-in-chiefof

George magazine and never has been involved in politics.

Although nobody has yet sounded him out about becoming a can-

didate, he has shown interest in the forthcoming Senate race.

Democratic insiders who have talked to Kennedy consider

him a dream candidate. They think he would bowl over New York
City Public Advocate Mark Green, the early front-runner for the

Democratic nomination, in the primary election and then easily

defeat D’Amato in the general election.

RobertNovak is a nationally syndicated columnistofthe Chicago

Sun-Times.

© 1996, Creators Syndicate
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MENAHEM Rizman, 24
was killed on May 22’

1948, as he drove an
insufficiently armored vehicle
bringing reinforcements to the
beleaguered Ramat Rahel. on the
southern outskirts of Jerusalem. A
day earlier he had written a note to
his parents in Tel Aviv urging them
not to worry. “I hope we shall soon
give the British, under their Arab
disguise, a final blow and shall
meet together in a free state of
Israel*’

.At 15, Rizman resolved to write a
diary, which he continued more or
less regularly to his last day. Parts
of it, and some of his letters, are
now published in Aiumim Beizel
Hasa’ar rYouth in the Shade of
the Storm”.) by the Ministry of
Defense publishing house (124 pp).
The political situation of the

Yishuv worried Rizman deeply.
England had sold Czechoslovakia
to the Germans, now we are going
to be sold to the Arabs, he wrote. A
friend with leftist convictions told

him the Betar youths were murder-
ers because they reacted to the Arab
killing of Jews by killing Arabs. He
refused to sing “Hatikva." “We are

on the brink of disaster, we need
unity", argued Menahem. But the

other boy was not convinced.

He wanted to continue studies after

graduating from . Geula secondary
school but hated to impose himself
on his hard-working father. Serving

your country is more important than

knowledge of literature, he staled.

He joined the Hagana, the secret

organization preparing to defend the

Yishuv from the probable Arab
attacks. “After this accursed war we
will face a bloodbath,” he noted.

In a letter to a girlfriend he
observed that there was no hope in

an all-embracing humanitariasm:
“We are a society of nationalities,

even of nationalists."

His diary reconJs his first ciga-

rette and, courtesy of a girl he
encountered in the Hagana; his

introduction to the realm of mas-
culinity. He was rather disgusted.

The creation of the Jewish
Brigade promised some political

improvement,' he thought But he
was worried about “this undisci-

plined sect that had declared war on
England," as he referred to Lehi, or

the Stem Gone as it was known to

Young people craved action. “If
we had said that blood would be
spilled over the stopping of aliya,

blood should have been shed - and
not ours."

But some young men called for

surrender. The British and the

Arabs will crush us, they argued.

He enrolled at the Hebrew
University. But toe security situa-

tion worsened. The Hagana called

for volunteers. “Should I be egotis-
tical and stick to university stud-

ies?” he wondered. The answer was
obvious: “Men of conscience have
always suffered."

If he was called up he would
spend three months "in a boy-scout
atmosphere,'' he wrote to ‘a girl-

friend in 1947. Some people leave

for abroad, he noted.

“Love, Motke, love your peo-

ple!" he urged a friend “I shall try

to do my duty."

He attended a lecture given by labor

leader Zalman Ruboshovon toe plight

of toe Jews in Europe following toe

wan “What do you propose to do?"
Menahem wrote to Rubashov. “You
just lament Lament demoralizes and
destroys."

On toe eve of toe War of
Independence he was promoted by
the Hagana and sent to help defend

tire Jewish Quarter of Jerusalem's

Old Gty. “1 cannot keep my mouth
shut," he wrote a friend. “We seem
to beruled by old men. Their judg-

ment is somewhat unsteady. The
instruction is to open fire only if

attacked, after my people are killed

Nobody understands our political

line. The Arabs don't want peace."

Hie future, if be survived was
nebulous, he admitted. ‘7 wander
lonely as a cloud”, he wrote, quot-

ing toe English poet Wordsworth.

Meanwhile he was dispatched to

Gush Elzion, which was under
heavy attack. “Rains. Cold.
Comrades fell at my side. People

say every bullet has its address

written on it. I don't stop such talk.

I'm not a pacifist, I just realize that

this is not child's play. Tfel Aviv is

probably gay and noisy, as usual."

When be was back in Jerusalem,

he told his Hagana chiefs of his

intention to resign, because he did

not trust his CO. 'Things are done
which verge on the criminal," he
complained Available arms were
not purchased and 35 Hagana

(David Brauncrj

the British. :One should act to stop ari]conirnahders, mainly university

them. “But will 1 be able to shed my
brother's blood?" He considered

joining toe Mapai Party’s Young
Guard Internal enemies, he mused
were worse than external ones.

He studied at a teachers’ semi-

nary, covering some of his expens-

es by working on budding sites. T
want to know what is Judaism, and

what is not."

He read biographies of Madame
Curie and Jack London: “Food for

thought,” he noted.

“We’ve destroyed religion, but

what is there instead? I want to

know how to behave.”

There were informers among
Jews. One who gave information

on a Dead Sea arms cache was
found dead. Informers betrayed

Givat Brenner, and Afikim. “As in

Warsaw, Lodz..."

A FRIEND of his was kilted in

encounter with the British police on

the outskirts of Sarona. But Rizman
was not cowed. “We must preserve

the sanctity of the ideal. I don’t give

up. If I did. I would convert”

Roulette wheel of
genetic engineering

HEADS ‘N’ TAILS

D’VORA BEN SHAUL

I
F you study toe pedigree of a

championship-quality dog, cat

or any other animal, you might

be surprised to see that many of toe

animal's progenitors were closely

related - sisters bred with brothers

or half brothers and so on. Relying

as we do cm whal we know to be the

case among humans, we may be

appalled and expect that this kind of

breeding would have produced

defective animals. But hew we have

a fine, show-quality animal and

there doesn't appear to be anything

wrong.

In general when operating a

breeding program one wants a

wide-based gene pool to draw from.

Breeding from animals that are

totally unrelated genetically lessens

the possibility of toe offspring

inheriting the same unwanted char-

acteristic from both parents. But

when one breeds really superior

stock, one often wants to narrow toe

aene pool by breeding genetically

related animals. This increases toe

probability of toe offspring^
jngthe desired characteristics from

ihai in most cases,

whether it is ped^ -V-J
cats, racehorses, cows andtoiB

that produce large quantmes of

milk, or even superior meat-produc

-ms farm animals, a ^rabte
amount of inbreeding has *ake

"to-* of dr ain't*

taboo against incest in hu *

mum pear* have drawn toe erro-

neous conclusion that all inbreeding

leads to defective offspring,

whichin the case of humansis more

likely than not to be the case. This

would also be true of animals if toe

inbreeding were done at random
and all sorts of defective animals

were inbred. But in the case of care-

fully structured animal breeding

programs a great deal of selection

for stock as near perfect as possible

has already taken place before the

inbreeding starts.

In any case, when defective ani-

mals are produced the breeder sim-

ply destroys them.

But all this works only when
undertaken by a breeder with a firm

grounding in genetics, and only in a

carefully monitored breeding pro-

gram. Inadvertent or inadequately

planned and monitored inbreeding

has in many cases produced off-

spring of a decidedly inferior quali-

ty. This has happened in certain

breeds of dogs and cats and also in

farm livestock.

One of toe classic examples of

this is foe appearance of toe "dwarf

snorter syndrome” in beef cattle in

toe US. Because breeders relied too

heavily on only a few genetically

related bulls for artificial insemina-

tion of their cows, they almost

destroyed theirherds try passing this

diseased state on to nearly every

animal in the herd. One has to

remember that genetic inhentance

is somewhat like a roulette wheel- if

one wants to play the odds it is best

to know exactly what one is doing.

The antique look of tbis photograph of a writer in Scotland was produced by sandwiching baking parchment on wax paper with the negative.

‘In-process discovery’ in the darkroom

students, were sent to hold Gush
Etzdon without a radio transmitter!

“We could have saved them, had
we known they were so near us!"

Ben-Yehuda Street in Jerusalem

was blown up one night “But
Jerusalem shows no sign of rebel-

lion. Street urchins hop about in

cars though feel is so scarce!”

He was told to wait a month until

more recruits were enlisted.

Meanwhile he took part in small

engagements in toe area. “People

are not trained,” he complained to

his brother, who was on Yigael

Yadm’s staff. “They don’t know to

whom they are responsible. If the

enemy attacks Arza, 100 men will

go. Commanding officers leave,

promising to return, but don’t
Palmah and reserve units don’t help

one another.”

On May 22 the Hagana comman-
der of Ramat Rahel appeared at

HQ. His nerves were shattered and

he refused to go back. Menahem
Rizman was dispatched with a con-

tingent of reinforcements. All were

killed.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
inevitably become bored
with routine darkroom

work. At some stage we long to

experiment to try something new
and different beyond humdrum
printing. One artist-photographer

aptly Galls his darkroom experi-

mentation “in-process discovery."

There are several creative dark-

room techniques that can add
interest and character to a photo-

graph without significant invest-

ment in either time or money. The
first thing to do is choose a suit-

able negative. The subject must
be strong - an expressive portrait

or favorite landscape. Technically,

the negative ought to be sharp,

have a wide tonal range and eir on
toe side of higher contrast

The simplestway to alter a print

is to add texture. Any textured

material capable of passing light

will superimpose its pattern on
toe image. Opaque glass used in

bathroom windows creates excel-

lent textures in prints. These days

window glass comes in a variety

of effects:' rippled, grained and
veined. Or use ordinary glass and
smear petroleum jelly (Vaseline]

over it to produce your own
effects.

Lay the sheet of glass directly

over the print paper on the easel.

Lise a higher grade (higher con-

trast) of paper, that is. Grade 4 or

5, or the multigrade equivalent

Exposure times will be longer

because the light has to pass

through the extra layer of glass.

Materials such as cheesecloth,

lace curtain and nylon stockings

or tights may be used in a number
of ways to alter print quality.

Cheesecloth laid over the print

paj>er willjzive a “tapestry" effecL

Moving stretched nylon under the

lens during exposure will soften

the image, producing a hazy,

painterly look.

Other curious effects can be
achieved by stretching toe same
materials as above over the

enlarger lens, held in place by a

ON CAMERA
DAVID BRAUNER

rubber band. Or sandwich the

cloth together with the negative in

the negative holder. Be sure the

material is clean and dust-free.

But don’t stop with cloth or glass.

Try a window screen - preferably

new and clean - for a more pow-
erful texture.

Or, for a delicate, antique look,

try baking parchment or wax
paper sandwiched together with

the negative.

ANOTHER variation on the

theme is to use a sheet of matza.

Place toe matza on toe photo-

graphic paper and expose to

light. Remove toe matza. Then
put a negative into toe enlarger

and blow it up on toe "matza
paper."

The irregular, dappled effect

will not only enliven the print, but

will be absolutely unique each

lime. Of course, finding correct

exposure times will require a cer-

tain amount of testing.

Another idea worth a try is to

make a photocopy on lightweight

paper of a map, line drawing or

an interestingly penned docu-
ment, say a university degree or a

marriage contract Place toe pho-

tocopy over the photographic

paper and expose toe negative

through it The black lines or

writing will come out white on
toe target print

Y ou can reverse toe image by
placing toe dried positive print on
top of a sheet of paper face down
(emulsion side to emulsion side)

and expose to strong light to

achieve a negative image with

black lines or writing. Match toe

photocopy image to toe photo-

graph.

So, use toe marriage contract

together with a photograph of the

young couple, or the degree with

the graduate, or a line drawing of
a ship with a maritime scene.

Another method, also not too

much trouble, is to photograph

natural or designed patterns -

stone walls, beach sand, fences or

gratings, against the sky.

Anything that creates a strong

textured pattern is good.

Fill the frame with the subject,

making sure there are no extrane-

ous shadows or other unwanted
elements at toe edg$s. Slightly

underexpose toe negative and
slightly overdevelop to produce

Some extra contrast.

Sandwich the texture or pattern

negative with a subject negative

in the enlarger, again emulsion

side to emulsion side. A single- or

double-glass negative carrier, as

opposed to a glassless carrier,

keeps everything flat, thus pro-

ducing the sharpest possible

results.

Each method of adding texture

or pattern will produce its own
unique results. The permutations

are as many as the photographer's

imagination can conjure up.

Need a graduation speaker? Try Clinton...or Kermit

THEY at before you, bright young stu-

dents resplendent in black gowns and
mortarboards, surrounded by proud

parents- They've withstood 16 years of
schooling and four years of university lec-

tures, and are minutes away from receiving

their degrees.

But first they'll have to endure (me more
speech. Your speech.

Most of America’s 3,1 00 colleges and uni-

versities confer degrees on their graduates

and just about every one seeks a prominent

local national or international figure to deliv-

er the keynote address. A famous speaker can

bring prestige and national media attention to

a university.

For the speakers, being invited is an honor
- and they often receive honorary degrees. It

can also be lucrative. Some collect fees of

tens of thousands of dollars, though others

speak for free.
,

But it’s also daunting. Speakers are charged
with packaging their life philosophy ^and

worldly experience into a provocaGve,

humor-laden message that will inspire stu-

dents throughout their lives. All in about 10

minutes.

“The audience is interested in one thing -

the speaker getting the heck off toe stage,"

said Robert Preiss, president of Forum
Associates, a Washington-based lecture

agency that often books graduation speakers.

Bob Dole, toe Republican presidential can-

didate, seemed to be aware of that when he

spoke at Gallaudet University in

Washington.

“Someone once said that commencement
speakers are like a body at a funeral,” he said.

“You can’t hold toe ceremony without one,

but no one expects you to say very much."
Universities compete to land the most note-

worthy speakers. President Bill Clinton

received more than 100 commencement invi-

tations. He accepted three.

The Aga Khan, toe IsmaQi Moslem leader,

spoke at Brown University, urging students to

bridge the gap between Western and Moslem
cultures. Author Salman Rushdie spoke at

tiny Bard College in New York State, telling

students to defy toe “gods" that demand to be
worshiped and obeyed.

Other speakers this year include Jordan's

King Hussein, comedian Bill Cosby, novelist

Tom Gancy, former general Colin Powell
and opera singer Jessye Norman.
Students, parents and university administra-

tors all want big-name speakers. But that

doesn't mean they're always interested in

what the speaker has to say. What matters

most. Preiss said, is having someone note-

worthy there just to show toe importance of

the event. The words per se are of secondary

importance," he said.

And big-name speakers don’t assure more
interesting speeches. This year's graduates

have been squirming through the same words

their predecessors heard: follow your dreams,

create your own vision, take risks, work hard,

help others, better your world, make a differ-

ence.

So what's a speaker to do?

"You do not try to give them a philosophy.”

said Dr. Joyce Brothers, a radio and television

psychologist and frequent commencement
speaker. "You try to give them new informa-

tion."

Giving a good, brief commencement
speech is difficult- especially when you give

several a year, toe said. But it’s also a delight

because graduations are “one of toe few occa-

sions in America in which you have an unal-

loyed joy.”

And keeping the students* attention isn't

that difficult, toe said.

“They're not anxious - unless you go past

the 10 minutes."

Some schools resort to toe outlandish to

make sure students have a memorable gradu-

ation. Southampton College outside New
York City had Kermit toe Frog as its speaker.

Not everyone was amused.
“I am officially unhappy,” Southampton

student Samantha Chie said. “I’ve been here

laboring for five years and now we have a

sock talking at our commencement. It's kind

of upsetting” lAP]

BE HEALTHY, WEALTHY and WISE
The home remedies with natural ingredients and touch and scent therapies in

these softcover health guides save you money, while improving your health:

FATIGUE: The Secrets of

Getting Your Energy
Back.
Simple fatigue, normal enemy,
stress, dot - information end
practical advice. Cedar, 406

pp. JP Price MS £»

MASSAGE THERAPY: A
Practical introduction to

toe Technique and Its

Benefits.

Massaga as a form of hofistic

healh care -how to, when to

massage and when 3 is

contraindicated Vermffion,

146pp. JP Price MS 62

NATURAL REMEDIES
A-Z
Alphabetical fisting of natural

ingiedents and their usa
HarperCoEns, 178 pp.
JP Price MS 55

CHINESE HERBAL
MEDICINE: A Practical

Guide to toe Healing

Power of Herbs.
Yin and yang imbalance
expitened; apresentation of

the hofistic wew ot health,

provided byTradMtonai

alternative treatment for

common mtments. Vermifan,

m

The NEW Concise Guide to
HOMEOPATHY : An introduction to

the Understanding and Use of

Homeopathy, fndudes history,

pMosophy, Index ol symptoms, remedy
. pictures. Softcover, 188 pp.

JP Price NtS 55

—
* JP PriceMS 62

ill HEALTH SCENTS
BeautHufty Restated,
deal drections tot using

tragram essential oBs hr -

heaftii and heating.

HarperCoEns, 124 pp.
JP Price MS 65

MW! BEAUTY

TEACH YOURSELF
AROMATHERAPY
History, chemistry, storage

and use ot essential oils -

physical, emotional and
spiritual effects. Hodder &
Stoughton, 202 pp.

JP Price NIS 55

BATES METHOD: A
Complete Guide to

Improving Eyesight -

Naturally.

The alternative lo glasses

and contact lenses - vision

improvement through eye
exercises -the Bates

phflosophy explained.

Vermilion. 178 pp.

JP Price NIS 62

NATURAL BEAUTY: The
Natural Approach to Skin and
Body Care. Approach, treatments

and exarcsas lor lace and body.

Element, Softcover. 118 pp.

JP Price MS 45

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000
Please send me-the following health books:

Title Price
NIS

ORDER BY PHONE OR PAY
02-241 282
Fax:02-241212

NIS_

NIS.

Mailing in Israel: l or 2 books - NIS 4 per book .

3 or more books - NIS 9 per parcel ,

Total

.

Enclosed' is my check, payable to The Jerusalem Post, or see my credit card details:

Visa l ] ISC/MCD [] Diners [J AmEx
CC No Exp -Name

Address. -C*rty_ _Coda_

ID No.TelVFax (day). .Signature.

TO GERSHN
- Tales of People of Zjembin

JP Price NIS 49.00

True story-telling - In the

tradition of the shtetl - from

the town of Zjembin,

30 miles northeast of Minsk,

to South Africa and America,

through tales told by cousins,

the many great-great-great

grandchildren of the patriarch

erf the Shifrln family.

Fascinating reading, an -

unusually well done "family §

saga. ”11lustrated with £
photographs and drawings.

Softcover, 304 pp.

To: Jerusalem Post Books, POB 81 ,
Jerusalem 91000

Please send meTO GERSHN - Tales of People ofZjembin.

Enclosed Is my check, payable to The Jerusalem Post

Credit card orders accepted by phone/fax.

Name.

Address.

City .Code.

Tel.(day).

For airmail abroad, please add NIS 19, and list

gift recipients’ names and addresses separately.
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Masters of the court
Even without Jordan, ‘Dream Team HP will rule in Atlanta

ATLANTA (AP) - Now. that the

“Dream Team” is no longer an

Olympic novelty, the sideshow,

that threatened to overshadow the

Barcelona Games, the only sus-

pense going into Atlanta will be
whether the US men's basketball

team draws the interest it did in

1992.

Back then, the mere idea was
astonishing. Michael Jordan,

Larry Bird, Magic Johnson and
Charles Barkley on the same
team? With America's profession-

als in the Olympics for the first

time, the only thing more thriffing

than being routed by the Dream
Team was having pictures taken

with its stars afterwards.

This time around, Jordan, Bird

and Magic won't be back,

Seattle’s Shawn Kemp was left

off the team and Dennis Rodman
wasn't even considered. The
names on the new roster - includ-

ing six Olympic veterans - lack

much of the charisma and mythi-
- caJ greatness of the ‘92 team.

But the United States won't be

the only team in Atlanta playing

with NBA stars.

Croatia features Toni Kukoc of

. the Chicago Bulls, Dino Radja of

the Boston Celtics and Zan Tabak

of the Toronto Raptors. Lithuania

has Sarunas Marciulionis of the

Denver Nuggets and Arvydas

Sabonis of die Portland Trail

Blazers. Yugoslavia has Vlade

Divac of the Los Angeles Lakers

and Sasha Danilovic of the Miami
Heat
The US is grouped in Pool A

with Angola, “'Argentina, China,

Croatia and Lithuania. Pool B
consists of Australia, Brazil,

Greece. Puerto Rico, South Korea

and Yugoslavia.

So what's there to look forward
' to from the US squad?

Mitch Richmond hitting 3-

pointers from a shorter 3-point

line, David Robinson posting up
some awestruck Argentinian and

John Stockton saying. “I’m just

sonna so play.”
“
“You re playing in your coun-

try, you're representing the

United States and you're here,

where your fans can come and see

you,” said Karl Malone, a veteran

of the ‘92 team. That US pride is

going to come on now. I'm not

going into it like it's a drag or
something.”

The competition' from the;,test

of the world 1

is at least a ’degrade

r away from- being anything near -

! truly challenging. ancP'SiicK
'

;
blowout will be followed two

* days later by another.

This is what the world wants,"

said Craig Miller, spokesman for

USA Basketball. The television

; ratings four years ago showed it.”

• One redeeming factor in die

excitement department is Barkley,

I who was chosen over Kemp for

one of the final two spots.

While he won’t be holding

! court on the city streets die way

;

he did in Barcelona, Barkley will

be reunited with Erlander
Coimbra, the skinny Angolan
player who gained fame for

absorbing a nasty elbow from
Barkley in the tournament’s open-

SHAQ IS BAQ - Shaquille O’Neal, expected to play a leading role on the ‘Dream 7ham,* returns

from the ’94 squad.

mg game.
Barkley was criticized in

America and indeed the team's

32-point average victoiy margin
was as much a cause for

American shame as American
pride.

Maintaining a distinction

between pride and offensiveness

is one of the biggest concerns for

USA Basketball, the governing

body that was criticized for the

showboating antics of Dream
Team n when it won the 1994
world championship.

“We want character, not charac-

ters,” USA Basketball president

C.M. Newton said last summer
when the first 10 members of the

new team were chosen.

Dream Team HI is a mix of old

and new.

Barkley, Malone, Stockton,

Scottie Pippen and David
Robinson return from the 1992
team; Reggie Miller and

Shaquille O'Neal were on the ‘94

team; and Anfemee Hardaway,
Grant Hill, Hakeem Olajuwon
and Richmond are first-time

Dream Teamers.
Milwaukee Bucks' Glenn

Robinson withdrew from the"

team because of an Achilles ten-

don injury. Robinson said he did-

n’t want to risk worsening the

injury and missing a full season.

Gary Payton, who helped lead the

Seattle SuperSonics to the NBA
Finals this month, replaces

Robinson.

Before beating up on the world,

the team that averaged more than

117 points a game in 1992 will

embark on a US tour that includes

stops in Phoenix. Indianapolis,

Auburn Hills, Michigan and Salt

Lake City and a three-day stop in

Orlando.

The Dream Team is big busi-

ness to merchandisers and adver-

tisers, who have had T-shins and

hats on the shelves for months.

Dream Team-theme ads on the air

for weeks and Olajuwon's picture

on potato-chip packages.

But titis year, there should beno
logo controversy among tike mul-

'

'timlllionaiire Olympians.

In 1992, some players with'

Nike shoe contracts spread word
that they would not appear on the

medal stand wearing warmups
bearing the Reebok logo. In a
compromise, and one that out-

raged many, Johnson. Jordan and
others draped American flags

over the offending logo on their

warmups.
No such flap is expected this

time, since Champion Sports, not
Nike or Reebok, will have its

name on the official warmups.
The US team also changed its

practice of awarding a shoe con-

tract, knowing that the players

would refuse to wear rival

brands.

"•
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Vogts and Uhrin braced

for tactical showdown
LONDON (Reuter) - Germany

coach Bertie Vogts and his Czech

counierpart Dusan Uhrin lace one

more test of their tactical instincts

and strained nerves at Wembley
today as Euro 96 limps hopefully

towards a rousing finale.

Four penalty shoot-outs in six

matches, tire absence of disap-

pointed hosts England and the

surprise decision by UEFA to

allow Germany to fly in rein-

forcements this weekend have all

put pressure on both coaches to

shape a final which sticks in the

memory.
Vogts, beset by injury problems

and' suspensions, may well have
sown the seeds ofUEFA's U-turn

when he ordered outfield shirts to

be made up fin- his reserve goal-

keepers Oliver Kahn and Oliver
Reck.
The Czech reaction if a hastily

summoned German substitute

scores the winning goal can easily

be imagined but UEFA have con-

cluded that moving the goalposts

in terms of the rulebook is justi-

fied if it- reduces the odds on a

stalemate.

Ironically, Czech mastermind

Uhrin, whose side have beaten

Italy, Portugal and France since

losing 2-0 to Germany in their

opening game, can choose from a
virtual full-strength squad for

almost the first time.

He admi tted on Friday he was
weary after Wednesday’s penalty

shoot-out win over the French but

his players have nothing to lose

and are less concerned with fancy

football than 1 emulating

Czechoslovakia's triumph over

Germany’s 20 years ago.

“Germany are a team that can

be defeated, said Jan Suchoparek,

the influential defender forced to

watch the semifinal from the

stands because of suspension.

Even from the touchline, he

sensed the Czechs were destined

for glory.T told the lads five min-

utes after the begjucning of tire

semifinal we were playing great

football and were capable- of

advancing to tire final.

“We didn't really think we
would get this far but we have

played the same system right from

the beginning of tire' qualifying

stages and had a lot of success.

The players in 1976 were
always heroes for us. A victoiy

would lift us up to their level. I

think some of them might be
envious."

. Uhrin goes even further. T
think the Czech team is already

on that level, even if we lose. I’m
surprised by our progress but Fra
not surprised by* the way the team
has played.”

Vogts, meanwhile, knows vic-

tory will help ease comparisons
between the 1990 world champi-
ons and tire current squad.

This team needs a title to be
seen as a great team,” he
acknowledged. “We are going to

do everything we can to get it and
the players deserve it.”

'

Yogis expects Stefan.Kuntz and

Christian ZSege to be ft toft
knocks which have pre%enLd

them training but only a miracle

recovery will allow Jueigen

Klinsmann to play anything more

than a hobble-on part.

The German coach was a mem-

ber of the vanquished 19.6

German team - “they were a very

strong team and deserved to wm
it"- and feels their penalty shoot-

out loss in Belgrade was easier to

bear than the modem alternative.

T think the penalty shoot-outs

.axe fairer than the golden goal-

* After a few minutes of extra time

-in the semifinal we could have

been out of it and England could

have been out of it as well.

“It’s an enormous pressure for

the players. I have a great deal of

sympathy for Gareth Southgate.

One player shouldn’t suffer

because England are not in the

final .

They still show replays of Uli

Probable teams;
Germany - I-Andreas Kopfce, 6-

Mattbias Saauner, 19-Thomas
Stnrnz, 5-Thomas Helmer, 14-

Martns BabbeL 8-Mebmet Scholl, 17-

Cbristiaxi Ziege, 21-Dieter EBts. 10-

1^01105 Haessler, 20-Othtr BierbofT,

U-Stebn Kuntz.
Czech Republic- I-PHr Koaba tor

16-Pavd SrnkekL 15-MSdnd Boraak,
5-Miroslav Kadlec, 3-Jan

Suchoparek, 4-Pttvd Nedved, 6-

Vadav Nemecek, 13-Radek BtjU< 7-

Jiri Neraec, 8-Karel Poborsky, 17-

VTadSmlr Smicer for 14^PaIrik
Bezger), Payd Kuka.

Stars, fans disappointed by
lack of goals at Euro ’96

LONDON (Reuter) - Soccer fans

who have found the paucity of
goals during the knockout sages
of Euro % infuriating are not
alone- some of the biggest names
in tire game are dismayed too.

Just six goals in six games -
four of which went into extra time

without any more being scored -
have proved a poor advert for soc-

cer for all the intensity and excite-

ment of Wednesday’s Gennany-
England semifinal at Wembley.
To be frank, I’ve found the

tournament and tire lack of goals

slightly disappointing,” former

England captain Johnny Baynes
told Reuters. ; .

“And die shooting has been
very disappointing. The ball

keeps flying around the goal but

it’s going wide or over the bar,

rarely in the net.

“Nobody seems to be able to

score from free kicks any more
except (Bulgarian Hristo)

Stoichkov."

Pele, who has seen some of the

marches live and watched most of

the rest on televirion, said tactics

were too defensive. “All the

teams seem to be playing the

same kind of 5-4-1 formation,” he
complained. Tt's very difficult to

score.”

Robert Baggio, left out of the

Italian squad by Axrigo Sacchi,

noted: Turners seem to swear

now by physical preparation. The
most important thing, for them is

to know bow fasta player can run

tire 100 meters.

Trey seem to have forgotten

that creativity and a certain fanta-

sy are key elements in our sport.”

Even UEFA’s idea of livening

up drawn games by. making tire

fust goal in extra time a sudden-

death affair has backfired.

Apart from the Germany-
England game when both rides

could have scored on several

occasions, extra times have been

tedious and cautious, merely
extending three goalless.;d&aws
after 90 minutes mtoihree^goal-
less chaws after 120 minuses.

UEFA president Lennart
Johansson himself has said the

idea had not worked well and
would be reviewed.

.

Haynes called on UEFA to drop
extra time completely. T don’t
see the point of ft,” he said.

Teams are too afraid to commit
themselves at that stage.

Tf they knew there would be
penalties after 90 minutes, they

might be more prepared to take

risks.”

Haynes saw no alternative to

penalty shoot-outs but several

ideas have been toted amid fears

that the tournament, like the

World Cup two years ago, could
be won by a team without scoxing

involves taking a player off

from each team at regular inter-

vals daring extra time with the

idea of making play more open

and goals more likely.

Another is' to replace the penal-

ty shoot-out with a comer shoot-

out, involving tire whole team.

Teams would be allowed to
nominate up to seven players as

attackers and no more than the

goalkeeper and three others as

defenders far a series of five cor-

ners in which the attacking side

.would have 15 seconds to score.

ThiffrfiouM.b&more entertaining

than penalties- and remove -the

individual pressure on spoticick-

takers and goalkeepers.

Haynes said he drought a major

improvement could be made by

referees not waving so many yel-

low cards.

T’ve seen some ridiculous yel-

low cards,'* be said. “When you
get towards the end of a tourna-

ment, you're bound to have
injuries and, with tire number of
cards, you'll have players sus-

pended too.

“Lot* at Germany. They can
hardly field a team against the

Czechs on Sunday.

T know referees are working
under instructions but they have
to use their heads and not show
yellow cards for simple fouls.”

Soccer and the American way:
Still self-contradictory

LOS ANGELES (Reuter) - In the movie Field of
Dreams, Kevin Costner’s character was encouraged
to cut a baseball field out of a midwest cornfield by
a ghostly voice saying: Tf you build it, they will

come."
Well, US soccer officials have built Major League

Soccer, and people are coming.
It took just 47 matches to draw a million fans, six

weeks earlier than predicted. Average crowds are

20,000-plus for the 10-team league.

, But what the fans are flocking to see is open to

question.

. Is it truly the quality league the sport needs to push
American soccer into the world’s top flight? Or is it

a calculated marketing exercise to attract a few top
international players and make a quick buck before
failing like the last attempt to bring the world’s most
popular team sport to die United States?
>' The North American Soccer League expired more
than a decade ago because it emphasized big-name
foreign stars like Pele, Franz Beckenbauer and
Johann Cruyff, at the expense of developing home-
grown talent
• Despite the failure of the NASL, soccer took off in

schools across the US and is now one of the most

.

popular sports among both boys and girls.
1 Twenty years ago, parents did not take their chil-

dren to NASL games because they themselves were
unfamiliar with the sport.Now those kids who have
played soccer are grown up and have children of their

own who play, and tyey are going to MLS games.
And this time there is a limit of three foreigners per

team, meaning fens are seeing promising American
players. But some believe that will reduce the overall

standard of play.

_ Spanish-language TV soccer commentator Andres
Cantor, said: “Considering these are 10 new teams,

fhe level of play has exceeded expectations. It could

have been worse, but it could still be better.”
’
“Some quality players have shown they can adapt,

but others have struggled a little,” Cantor said, sin-

fling out Bolivia’s Marco Etcheveny, who has failed

to spark Washington DC United. “And the big ques-

tion mark is the players no one had heard about, the

College players.

Some of the good players in the league are proven

International stars like Colombia's Carlos

Valderrama with the Tampa Bay Mutiny, Mexico's

Hugo Sanchez with the Dallas Burn and South

Africa's Doctor Khumalo with the Columbus Crew.

Fans can also see most of the US stars who shocked

the soccer world by reaching the second round of the

1994 World Cup. Alexi Lalas has returned from Italy

to play for the New England Revolution, John

Harkes is leading DC United after years in the 1

Premier League and Tab Ramos is wearing the uni-
form of the New York/New Jersey Metrostars after

playing top-flight soccer in Spain and Mexico.
Another is Eric Wynalda, the US national team's

all-time goal-scoring leader, who has played several
years in the German Bundesliga. He summed up the

level of play in the MLS with a back-handed compli-
ment.

“No second division team in Germany could have
beaten LA today,” he said after his San Jose Clash
lost to the Los Angeles Galaxy in May.
US national coach Steve Sampson, who will lead

the Americans through the 1998 World Cup quali-
fiers starting in September, is womed the lower level

of play could affect the national team.

His team struggled to beat Ireland, lost to Bolivia
and tied Mexico in the US Cup this month.
The reaction of MLS players “in closing players

down, their reaction to the ball, was slower than I

was ever accustomed to with this team,” he told

reporters after the 2-2 Mexico game.
“(But) “we have to support the league. It's really

the future of soccer in this country and of the nation-
al team,” said Sampson.
Galaxy striker Eduardo Hurtado was slow finding

his touch. The biggest difference from playing in his
native Ecuador was scoring chances: There is much
more space here,” he said.

LA midfielder Cobi Jones, who played one season
at Coventry City in the Premier League and another
in Brazil, said that despite the crowds here, it is not
the same as in traditional soccer-playing countries.

“Here is great, but it doesn’t have the atmosphere
of the Premiership, where the fans are so crazy.”
To get better it must get consistently better, bring

in more quality players,” Cantor said. "But the

league cannot afford (the likes of Italian star

Gianluca) Vialli, for example.
“Probably overseas they associate MLS with lots of

US dollars. But the top players here axe not paid as
high as in Europe. There's not enough money here,"

Cantor said.

Unlike other leagues around the world where clubs

are free to pay their stars whatever they want or can
afford, MLS has a salary cap, restricting total salary

far a 20-man team to $1,193 million. As a result, top

individual salaries are not much higher than

$150,000.

This is our pilot season," MLS Commissioner

Doug Logan said. “We put a plan in effect that is

working and our attendance is almost double what

our projections were. Our TV numbers are over dou-

ble what they were supposed to be."

Unhappy Schott on the

outside looking in

Braves eye
javelin

champ
CINCINNATI (AP) - The interim

boss of the Cincinnati Reds is

making his mark with promotions

designed to make Riverfront
Stadium fun again and win back
fens alienated by baseball’s prob-

lems.

But Reds owner Marge Schott,

forced by baseball to relinquish

daily operation of her team,
reportedly isn’t pleased with what
John Allen has been doing.

Schott designated Allen, the

team's controller, to run the show
for 60 days in her absence. It

began when she stepped aside

June 1 2 under her agreement with

baseball’s executive council.

Allen has pleased - fens since
then with promotions including

discounted tickets, allowing fens

to run the bases, and having bands
playing at the ballpark. His efforts
- including displaying the Reds’
championship banners in the sta-

dium - seem to have struck a

responsive note in a traditional

baseball city alienated by the
game's 1994 strike.

T used to love baseball," said
Linus Rude, 40, of Indianapolis.
“Now. I don't really bother to

keep up ... they hurt the fen. they
hurt themselves. To me, it’s' a
greed thing

”

Allen's decision to offer dis-

counted, $3 tickets in some sec-

tions of the ballpark for last

Wednesday's home game against

Philadelphia helped spur sales.

Cincinnati's Christ Hospital
bought 1 ,000 of the tickets.

Schott is said to be angry with

Allen about paying the bandsand
discounting the tickets. The
Cincinnati Enquirer reported,

quoting unidentified s&rrces close

to the Reds.
Allen said he doesn't think be

has alienated himself from Schott,

a Cincinnati businesswoman
known for closely watching and
trimming the team’s spending on

MUZZLED — Marge Schott no longer has a say in the Reds’’
daily operations. cap)

expenses other than player payrolL
Tm still here, aren’t I?" Allen

said. “She would be expected not
to be happy about what tran-

spired, tire fact she no longer has
control of day-to-day.
“But to say that disappointment

is vented toward me is unfair."

Reds spokesman Charles
Henderson said the team was
averaging 22^00 for tire season's
first 28 home dates when Allen
took over.

Since then, the Reds have had
five home games through last

Tuesday.The attendance -Includ-
ing three weekend dates for those
games was 26,691; 32,833;
25,657; 20,835, and 23,369.
Allen’s June 16 promotion to.

allow fans to run the bases after
last Sunday’s game that day left

some fens delighted. Allen him-’
selfcircled the bases.

This was great,” said Paula
Schreiner, of Elsinore, Ky.; after

she ran the bases with her- hus-
band and young sons. T can't

understand why they haven’t done
anything like this before.”

In order to avoid a suspension
for remarks embafrassing to base-
ball, Schott agreed to the sport's
demand June 12 that she give up
day-to-day control of the Reds.
She also agreed to no longer be a
spokesperson for the Reds, under
a settlement that effectively muz-
zles her until the end of the 1998
season.

Baseball's executive council
pressured her to step aside afterM interview that
Ttitier was good in- the beem-
nmg, but he went too far.”

.
By August 12, she gets to nom-

mate someone to nin the Reds for
the remainder ofher absence.
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Sampras, Graf win as
seeds continue to fall

Marlins shut down Braves

WIMBLEDON (APj - Ton-seert
ed Pete Sampras and Stefficwwon at Wimbledon yesreSf
escapmg the unprecedented siring

SLHTf *"t three moilseeded players out of the tourna-menL
Sampras, powering through a

decimated field in search of a™ Wimbledon
Karol Kucera 6-4,

I
'6 (7~3> to

the fourth round.
CSraf beat American Nicole

Areodr 6-2,6-?.
N°-

1

1 »cd Wayne Ferreira and
No. 12 Marc Rosset joined the
parade of seeded losers, both
going down in five sets, and
Germany’s Anke Huber, the No. 5
seed, was ousted in the women’s
draw.

Ferreira’s loss to Magnus
Gustafsson left only one seeded
player -No. J3 Todd Martin - in
the bottom half ofthe draw, which
is guaranteed to produce a first-
time finalist following Boris
Becker's withdrawal with a wrist
injury Friday.

Doctors yesterday diagnosed
Becker’s injury as a partial tear of
the ulnar extensor tendon in his
right wrist. Becker will wear a
cast for four weeks and then begin
physical therapy. If recuperation
goes well, he could back in time
for the US Open in late August
“There is no broken bone or

anything,” Becker said. “I am
relieved it is nothing more serious
because I want to play here in
1997 and 1998

”

Rosset lost to Australia’s Patrick
Rafter, becoming the 11th seed to
be eliminated by die end of die
third round, a new Wimbledon
record. That’s on top of another
mark already established this

week: At least six of the top eight

seeds won’t make the fourth
round for the first time since

Wimbledon began seeding players

in 1927.

Sampras served 13 aces in his

victory over Kucera, a Slovakian
ranked No. 107 who had never
previously advanced past the

Wimbledon second round.

Sampras won the key point rathe
final tiebreaker when Kucera
dived to make a forehand half-

voDey, leaving Sampras an open
court for the winner to go up 5-3.

Kucera double-faulted die next

point, and Sampras sealed the

match with a service whUef. .

“1 thought he played as well as

he could,” Sampras said. “It was
grass court tennis. There was one
moment when 1 thought 1 bad
him, the next moment I didn’t It’s

always tough when you play
someone for the first time.”
Ferreira lost despite serving 16

aces, while Gustafsson had none
in the 7-6(7-4), 7-5, 1-6, 7-5, 6-1

victory. Gustafsson, a Swede who
was ranked in the top 10 five

years ago, played a classic base-
line game against die serve-and-
volley tactics ofhis South African
opponent

“It sounds stupid, but I tried to
slow down the pace,” Gustafsson
sard. “1 just tried to hit the ball

deep. I stayed back a little bit

more.”
Rafter, another one of many

unseeded players having his best-

ever Wimbledon, beat Rosset 4-6.

6-3. 4-6, 6-1, 6-3.

Two-time finalist and No. 4
seed Goran Ivanisevic, die other

top eight seed left in the tourna-

ment besides Sampras, beat
Alexander Volkov of Russia 7-

6(7-3), 7-5, 6-3.

No. 10 seed Michael Sdch, the

1991 Wimbledon champion who
failed to get past the first round
the last two years, also avoided

the upset trend with a 6-3, 4-6, 6-

2, 6-3 victory over Australian
Sandon Stolle.

“I think die All England Club
should look at the draw, how it

was made this year” Stich said.

“It’s a little bit surprising that all

the big servers show up in the top

half and all the so-called clay-

couriers, except Boris (Becker),

show up in the bottom half.”

American David Wheaton, a
semifinalist in 1991, lost to big-

serving German Alexander
Radulescu, who hit 27 aces to

bring his three-round total to 91

.

Wheaton’s defeat left Martin as

die only player in the bottom half

of the draw that has ever made it

as far as a Wimbledon semifinal.

Martin stayed alive with a 7-6 (7-

1), 6-4, 6-2 victory over Renzo
Furlan of Italy.

The women’s draw, which has
also been replete with upsets, lost

another seed when Huber fell 7-

6(7-3), 6-1 to Ai Sugjyaraa of
Japan. Huber had to take a break

after complaining of dizziness and
an upset stomach in die first set.

Also, in women’s play, 1994
champion and No. 3 seed

Conchite Martinez advanced with

a'T-5;"7-6(7-4) victory over Lori

McNeil. Sixth-seeded Jana
Novotna defeated Ruxandra
Dragomir of Romania 6-3, 6-1.

No. 12 Kimifco Date overcame a
slow start to beat Kristie Boogert
of the Netherlands, 2-6, 6-4, 6-2.

No. 16 Martina Hingis of
Switzerland beat Linda Wild of
the United States, 6-3, 2-6, 6-1.

American Meredith McGrath
equaled her best Grand Slam per-

formance by advancing to the

fourth round with a 7-5, 6-7(4-7),

6-2 victory over Nancy Feber of
Belgium.
The bottom half ofthe draw was

shattered Friday when something
popped in three-time champion
Becker’s wrist as die German
tried to return a serve in a tiebreak

against qualifier Neville Godwin.
Wimbledon bad already suf-

fered the loss of popular stars

such as Andre Agassi, Monica
Seles and Stefan Edberg when
Becker went down.
Indicative of the talent dram is

that Wimbledon was able to

schedule a match between two
British men on Centre Court for

the first tune in 58 years. It took
Tim Henman only two minutes
yesterday to win the one game he
needed finish off a 6-1, 6-3, 6-4

victory over Danny Sapsford in a
match suspended because of rain

Friday.

In ail, only nine singles matches
were completed.

On Friday, American MalfVai
Washington, in the quarter of the

‘ draw Beclcer vacated, beat

Bohdan Ulihrach of the Czech
Republic, 6-3, 6-3, 6-0. Doug
Flach. who upset Agassi in the

first round, saw his run end with a
6-1. 6-4, 6-3 loss to Sweden’s
Thomas Johansson.

In women's play. No. 4 Arantxa
Sanchez Vicario overcame a
strained ligament in her right

wrist to beat Naoko Sawamatsu of

Japan. 6-4, 6-1.

Katarina Studenikova of
Slovakia followed up her upset of

Monica Seles by beating

Belgium’s Dominique Van Roost
6-3, 6-2.

In other third-round matches.

No. 9 Mary Joe Fernandez beat

Argentina’s Floreacia Labat 6-2,

6-

0: Austria's Judith Wiesner beat

Gigi Fernandez 6-2, 7-5;

Belgium's Sabine Appelnans beat

No. 1 1 Brenda Schultz-McCarthy

7-

5, 3-6, 12-10; and Amy Frazier

routed Argentina's -
’

'fries

Gorrochategui 6-0, 6-3.’- :

;
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MIAMI CAP) - Al Leiter pitched
seven scoreless innings and Jeff

Conine drove in both runs as the

Florida Marlins beat the Atlanta
Braves 2-0 Friday nigbi for their

fourth straight win.
Leiter (9^6) repeatedly pitched

out of trouble, allowing seven hits

and three walks. Terry Mathews
pitched the eighth inning and
Robb Nen worked the ninth for

his 16th save.

The Braves had at least one
basenraner in each of Letter’s

innings except the first. They
stranded nine overall and had four

innings end with double plays.

The Marlins have turned 101 dou-
ble plays, most m the National

League.
Tom Glavine (8-5) was a hard-

luck loser, giving up both runs,

one of them unearned because of
his error, in 6lh innings. He
allowed five hits and walked a
season-high six, two intentionally.

Mets. 7, Astros 2
Mark Clark won for the seventh

time in eight decisions and rookie

Alex Ochoa went 3-for-S as visiting

New York won for the sixth time in

seven games.
Clark (8-6) allowed five hits in six

innings. Reliever Doug Henry pitched

three scoreless innings for his fifth

save as New York’s bullpen extended
its consecutive scoreless streak to

21V) innings over nine games.
Ochoa tod two singles, a double

and scored twice. The 22-year-old

right fielder has five hits in his last

seven at-bats, and the Mets are 5-1

since he was recalled from Triple-A

Norfolk on June 21

.

Doug Drabek (3-6), coming off his

best performance of die season, shut

down the Mets through three innings.

But New York got three tuns in the

fourth and added three more in the

fifth.

Rockies 13, Dodgers 4
Dante Bichette. Andres Galarraga

and VInny Castilla hit home runs as

host Colorado battered Los Angeles
pitching for the second straight game.
The win drew the Rockies within a

half game of the NL West-leading

Dodgers, who dropped their fourth

straight game - all under interim man-
ager Bill Russell, who took over for

the ailing Tom Lasorda. Russell was
ejected in the eighth inning for argu-

ing.

It marked the second straight game
the Rockies scored 13 runs against a
Los Angeles team with the lowest

BRA in the NL.
The Rockies toughed up Raraoo

Martinez (6-2) for eight runs in just

four innings. Martinez, who tod not

allowed more than four runs in any

game this season, served up a two-tvn
homer to Galarraga and a three-run

shot to Bichette, who finished with

fourRBIs.

Marvin Freeman (6-4) got the win,

allowing four runs and seven hits in

57j innings. . . .

WHOOPS? - Milwaukee’s David Nilsson falls after a check swing on an inside pitch from

Toronto’s Juan Guzman during Friday’s game in Toronto. (Reuer)

Boston won only its third game in its

last 1 0. Detroit, which has won just 23

games all season, tod won five of its

previous six.

Naehring's first single tied the game
at 1 in the third inning. He added a

two-run single in a four-run fourth

when Boston went -ahead 5-1 against

Brian Williams (1-5),' and singled

home another tun in the eighth.

Tim Wakefield (5-8) tod his best

outing since June 1, retiring die fast six

batters and allowing three tuns in 57>

innings for his first win in five starts.

Brewers 5, Bine Jays 1

Jeff D'Amico, activated from
Double-A ball earlier in the day. won
his major-league debuL

D’Amico, who at 20 is the youngest

active player in the majors, pitched

57) shutout innings. Recalled from El

Paso of the Texas League, D’Amico
walked the first two batters before set-

tling down to retire 14 of the next 16.

Greg Vaughn tied a Milwaukee club
record by tutting his 12th home ran in

June. Vaughn hit a 3-0 pitch from Juan

Guzman (6-6) over the wall in left for

his 24th homer this season.

ON THURSDAY
Braves 3, Cardinals 0

Greg Maddux and two relievers

combined on a three-hitter for

Maddux’s third consecutive victory

for host Atlanta

Maddux (8-5) struck out five and
walked none, leaving for a pinch hit-

ter in the seventh after being hit by a
line drive in the top of the inning. He
retired the next batter to end the

inning. The Braves said Maddux tod a

braised inside right thigh.

Greg McMichad worked die eighth

inning and Marie Wohlers pitched die

ninth for 16th save.

The Braves took a 2-0 lead offMike
Morgan (2-2) in the fust on an RBI
double by Fred McGriff and a run-

scoring single by Germaine Dye.
McGriff scored the final run in the

sixth cm a double by Jeff Blauser.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
White Sox 4, Indians 2

Rookie Bill Simas retired Albert

Belle. Jim Thome and Eddie Murray
in pitching out of a bases- loaded, no-

out, seventh-inning jam as host

Chicago went on to beat Cleveland for

the second straight night

Simas, 24. used his overpowering
fastball to strike out four batters in

two perfect innings Friday night
Roberto Hernandez then pitched the

ninth for his 23rd save, helping the

White Sox pull within a game of the

AL Central-leading Indians.

Chicago took advantage of an
injury to Cleveland starter Dennis
Martinez, rallying from a 2-0 deficit

against relievers Jim Poole and Julian

Tavarez (2-5). Martinez bad a no-hir-

ter going before straining a muscle m
the right elbow-forearm area on his

first pitch of the fourth inning.

The Indians have lost seven of their

last eight games.
James Baldwin (7-1

) got the win.
Orioles 7, Yankees 4

Rafael Palmeiro hit his second two-
run homer, capping a three-run ninth

inning for visiting Baltimore.

Cal Ripken singled home the go-
ahead run in the ninth and Palmeiro
followed with his 20th home ran off

Mariano Rivera (3-1 ).

Palmeiro's homer was the first off

Rivera in 27 appearances this season.

The Orioles broke a three-game losing

streak and moved with 4Vj games of

the AL East-leading Yankees.

Arthur Rhodes (9-0) pitched 3 1

/)

scoreless innings, allowing two hits.

He won in relief for foe eighth time.

Randy Myers pitched the ninth for his

ISth save.

Ripken drove in three runs. His RBI
double preceded Palmeiro's 19th

homer in the fifth that put the Orioles

ahead 4-3 off Dwight Gooden.
Red Sox 8, Tigers 5

Tim Naehring played a key role for

the third straight game, driving in four

runs with three singles for host

Boston.

Lee Tinsley also had three RBIs as

FRIDAY'S NL RESULTS:
Florida 2,Atlanta 0
Cincinnati 7. Chicago 4
Sti Louis 6, Pittsburgh 1

Philadelphia 7, Montreal 3
New York 7, Houston 2
Colorado 13, Los Angeles 4
San Diego 6, San Francisco 1

THURSDAY'S RESULTS:
Atlanta 3, SL Louis 0
Colorado 13, Los Angeles I

San Diego 1], San Francisco ]

FRIDAY’SAL RESULTS:
Boston 8, Detroit 5
Kansas City 6, Minnesota 2
Milwaukee 5, Ibronto 1

Baltimore 7, New York 4

Chicago 4, Cleveland 2
Oakland 6, California 3
Seattle 19, Texas 8

THURSDAY’S RESULTS:
Seattle 9, Ibronto 1

New York 3, Baltimore 2
Milwaukee 6, Kansas City 2
Detroit 9, Boston 6
Chicago 15, Cleveland IQ- • ,
Oakland 18, Cafifbraia,?.

Hadad reaches second round in

Wimbledon juniors tourney
AMIR Hadad was the first Israeli

junior to reach the 2nd round of

Wimbledon yesterday. Hadad beat

Slovakian Milan Turicovic 3-6, 7-

6(8-6), 6-4.

Playing in cool, overcast weather

seventh-seed Hadad showed poor

concentration in the first set, and

his game was marked by unforced

errors. Hadad lifted his game in die

HEATHER CHAU
WIMBLEDON

second set, taking die offensive,

but be was still go3ty of erratic

play, be wasted three set points, at

6-5, and was forced into die

tiebreak winch he then snapped

with some exciting groundstrokes.

Hadad was easily die more tal-

ented player, and in the third and
final set, after breaking serve

once, he held on to see his way
into die second round.

Hare! Levy and Rotem
Tepeibeig are the two other

israelis who are still to compete in

the junior boys and girls singles

respectively.

NATIONAL LEAGUE AMERICAN LEAGUE
• J

.
/•';

East Division W L Pet GB L10 Streak Home Away
18-14

East Division W L Pet GB L10 Streak Home Away
22-18Atlanta 49 29 .628 — z-7-3 Lost 1 31-15 New York 46 31 597 — z-7-3 Lost 1 24-13

Montreal 45 33 .577 4 z-6-4 Lost 2 26-13 19-20 Baltimore 41 35 .539 4'fe 5-5 worn 24-17 17-18
Florida 3« 40 .467 11 55 Won 4 25-16 13-24 Toronto 3b 43 .449 111* z-7-3 Los 2 17-19 18-24

New Ytxk 37 41 .474 12 7-3 Won 4 22-18 15-23 Boston 32 4b ..416 14 3-7 Won 1 20-19 12-26

Philadelphia 32 45 .416 I6V2 3-7 Won 1 15-17 17-28 Detroit 23 56 .291 24 5-5 Los 1 12-24 11-32

Central Division Central Division
Houston 40 40 .500 — z-5-5 Lost 1 18-18 22-22 Cleveland 47 31 .603 — z-3-7 LoS 3 24-13 23-18

St Louis 39 39 500 — z-5-6 Won 1 19-15 20-24 Chicago 46 32 590 1 55 Won 3 26-11 20-21

Cincinnati 35 38 .479 Vk z-8-2 Won 6 18-19 17-19 Milwaukee 39 38 506 Vk z-6-4 Won 2 21-19 18-19

Chicago 37 41 474 2 5-5 Lost 1 23-19 14-22 Minnesota 36 41 .468 10Vi 3-7 LoS 3 21-21 15-20

Pittsburgh

West Division
36 42 .462 3 4-6 Lost 1 15-23 21-19 Kansas City

West Division
34 45 .430 13’fe 4-6 Won 1 17-24 17-21

Los Angeles 41 39 613 — 6-7 Lost 4 22-17 19-22 Texas • 47 31 .603 — z-6-4 LoS 1 31-12 16-19

San Diego 41 39 513 — 4-6 Won 2 20-23 21-16 Seattle 41 3b 539 5 55 Won 2 21-18 20-17
Colorado 39 38 506 '12 4-6 Won 2 26-14 13-24 California 40 39 506 Vk z-4-6 LoS 3 25-14 15-25
San Francisco 36 41 .468 3ift z-2-8 Lost 8 18-20 18-21 Oakland 3/ 42 .468 10V? z-6-4 Won 2 16-21 21-21

z-Trst game was a win z-first game was a win

CLASSIFIEDS
Gretzky to become

free agent
NEW YORK (AP) - Wayne
Gretzky will become a free agent.

Hockey's scoring king made the

decision Thursday after contract

talks broke down with the Sl

Lotus Blues, The Canadian Press

reported.

Gretzky, 35, can become an

unrestricted free agent Monday,

the day after his contract expires.

Negotiations between the Blues

and Gretzky agent Mite Barnen

resumed last weekend during the

NHL draft in Sl Louis. Blues gen-

eral manager Mflce Keenan said at*

the time he expected to have

Gretzky re-signed by mto-week-

The two camps met a handful of

Barnett told the Canadian Press

“it would serve no purpose to state

where negotiations broke down.

Before the season ended, the

Blues proposed a three-year deal

worth dlrs 21 million but with-

drew the offer after St Louis was

eliminated by Detroit in the

Stanley Cup quarter-finals.

The Blues’ next offer was for

approximately dlrs 14 million

over two years but money was not

the only unresolved issue.

Earlier this month, Gretzky said

any decision he would make

regarding Sl Louis hinged on

whether die Blues would commit

to keeping close friend Brett Hull.

Hull and Keenan are not on the

best of terms and it’s expected

Keenan will try to trade Hull this

summer.
Gretzky and Keenan also do not

have a close relationship. Once

considered a rising star in die

coaching ranks, Keenan no longer

enjoys such a reputation.

Zuelle wins
prolog to

Tour de France

DEN BOSCH, Netherlands
(Reuter) - Swiss Alex Zuelle
deprived Chris Boardman of
revenge by winning the Tour de
France prologue yesterday.

Zuelle won a
1

dose battle by,
clocking a winning time of 10
minutes 53 seconds at an aver-

age speed of 51.822 kpb on a
rain-soaked, 9.4-km circuit in

the streets of this Dutch city.

The Tour’s first stage is an
undemanding, 206-tain ride

around Den Bosch, which could

weO end in a massive sprint fin-

ish.

The race will then go into

France where arduous climbs in

the Jura, the Alps, the Massif
Central and the Pyrenees await

the riders.

RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AO rates
Indude VAT:
Single Weekday - N1S 99.45 tor 10 words

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central,
20 sq.m. basement, garden, underground

Immadlats. nSRABUILD* Tel 02-

DWELLINGS
Sharon Atm

(minimuni), each additional word Nts 9.94
FRIDAY AND HOUDAY EVE - NIS
152.10 10 words (mSnfmtm), each addi-

tional word NIS 15£1.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 for 10 words
(minimum),each additional word - NIS
23.40.
WEEK RATE (6 Insertions) • NIS 315.90
for 10 words (minimum), each adcfitional

word - NIS 31.59.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-
dHonai word - NIS 4095.
MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 543.50
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional

word- NIS 64.35.
Rates era valid until 31.5.96.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before puhfcabon; for Friday and Sunday:
B pjn. on Thursday.
Tal Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before subficatlon; for Friday

and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Avtv
and 12 noon Thursday to HaHa.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of Knesset, stor-

,
$485,000.’ ISHABUJLD", foL

SALES

KIRIYAT SHMUEL (ATAYASSIM). 3,

large, balconies, quiet, convenient floor

TAC. TeL 02*31764,

NEAR CENTRAL BUS station, condo-
minium, 1-3 rooms, fully furnished apart-

ments. sxoeflsnt Investment for subteeing,

rental Income guaranteed. Tel. 050-
407169.

PENTHOUSE, EXCELLENT LOCA-
TION, new buflefing, marvelous view, tufly

furnished. TeL 05Q-407159,

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM, B&B.guest house, sin-
gles, couples, famBtes & groups, central,

aleasant Tel. 02-SI 9944. Fax: 02-

CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS VILLA +
ewtoimtog pool, + sea vfawf air conddon-

+ heating + central vacuum unit Tel
1725,1

HERZUYA PITUAH, PRIME location!
Spacious villa & swimming pool.
$1,200,000. ILTAM R/E Tal. (09) 589-
611.

NETANYA. COTTAGE, IMPROVED,
religious jralghborhood. no agents.reiigi

$420,000. foil 123.

PRIVATE. HERZUYA PITUAH1 Luxu-
rious apt in compfeoc for sale + pool ex-
clusive -for serious! TeL 09587-343/050-
350-002.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tal Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP^
~~

FORGET THE RESTIt We are the
bestlf The biggest and oldest agency to

Israel. For the lUghest quality Bve-in tabs
phone Alt Pair totemettonaL 03-6190423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE;
friendliest famfltes. best conditions, the

' with a heart for the Au Pate. Call

, 03-9659937.

AMERICAN FAMILY SEEKS South
African au pair, Ihre-in, central fol Aviv.

$780 + NIS 200 immediate bonus. foL 03-
6201195, 052-452002-Jadtie.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Pan Region

REALTY
Southern Coast

BUILDINGS

DWELLINGS

PLAY posx JEWISH OLYMPICS TRIVIA QUIZ

sponsored by Hyatt Hotels Israel |||||j|J
Test yourJewish Olympics sports knowledge every Tuesday in The

Jerusalem Post World of Sport Just answer the question correctly and

your name will be entered in a giant raffle for die following prizes,

compliments of Hyatt Hotels Israel.

• Gold medal prize: 3 days, 2 nights (l«lf board) for two at the

brand new Hyatt Regency Dead Sea Resort and Spa.

• Silver medal prize: A weekend for twoiat the Hyatt Regency

Jerusalem Hotel with breakfast (one night)

• Bronze medal prize: iXnner forte® at tteHy^^orfadeSiqiiiy

Barbecue with live Jazz performance by "Southbound Train"

Every week until the end of the Olympic games, there will be a

different question. The more questions you answer correct^ the

better your chances of winning. So pick up yourcopy of The

Jerusalem Post every Tuesday, fill out the witty forms and mail them

back to the Post Join in the Jewish Olympic spirit)
i

The drawing will take place on August 4, 1 996 .

Employees ofThe Jerasaiem Post and Hyatt Hotels Israel may not participate. J

General

FOR TOURISTS PLEASANT apart-
ment to fol Avtv or Jerusalem. Best loca-

tions. immediate, fol. 03-966-2070, 03-
969-691 5.

WHERE TO STAY
JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term rentals • Bed and breakfast * P.O.Bcoc

4233, Jerusalem 91044. fol. 02-511745,
Fax: 02-61 B541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

RENTALS
BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM apartment
to folUeh, furnished, 2nd floor. foL 050-

375689.

GERMAN COLONY, 2 ROOMS « DIN-
ING area + balcony, tumtehed + appflanc-

ee. from 6(6/96, long term. Tel. 02-

5670143 (NS).

STUDIO APARTMENTS FUR-
NISHED. great location for 2-4 guests.
foUFax: 02-288881.

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Can-
ter - Double or large tonBy rooms, priv.

bathroom, T.VJfoi, quality furnished. TeL
02-252-757, Fax 02-251-297.

DWELLINGS

FOR SALE BY the sea, ground-floor, no
agents, immediate. Reasonable price,

TeL 07-711948.

SERVICES
General

Tei Aviv EDUCATION
RENTALS

3 ROOMS, 120 sqm. elevator, parking,
storeroom, luxurious building, sea view.
KAVHAYAMfo! 03-6239988

BEST APARTMENTS, BEST locations,

Best prices, short/tong-term rentals. TeL
3180

THE HEBREW CENTER. Private tow-
one in all languages. Also preparation tor
Psychometrics. Jerusalem. Tel Aviv. Haifa.
Tel. 050-291460, 03-0627210. (Matt).
Enofish teachers needed).

.

SERVICES
Sharon Area

SALES
GARDENING

SALES

JAFFA, BREATHTAKING SEA view,
apartment and variety of dwellings. Tel.

03-6839652. 03-5184368,

DAVID HAMELECH, ROOF apartment,
4 rooms, facing garden. 6th floor, eleva-
tor, parking, TeL 036955515.

EXCLUSIVE! ZAHALAJ BEAUTIFUL vil-

la, about 1000 sq.m. plot, about 160 sq.m.

built, $1,200,000 buffi. Kav Hayam, 03-

5239966

DWELLINGS

GARDENING: EVERYTHING
need Garden l

tar systems/Roof
Professional

“ '''

461 -962.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER,
UVE-fN, good condMons; also PhBplnoa
for elderly. foL 03-6886866/9.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP
NORWEGIAN FAMILY SEEKS Hve-in
au pair, English speaking, for preschool
chfldron, can

PURCHASE, SALES
Jerusalem

.

FOR SALE
~

DELICIOUS "LOX" (SALMON OFF
l at below wholesale priebs.

i'. Tel. 02-611-468, Talflax

VEHICLES
General

Tel. 052664181, 09-

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

HOUSEHOLD HELP

PASSPORT

VOLVO, B5S, 1995. station, 7 seats,
34,000 km., axcaOent conrSUon. Must eel.
TeL 03-6891269.

EIN HEMED, NEW private nelghbor-
hood In Jerusalem Hflta, superb cottages#
family homes, beautiful countryside. Tel.

050-407-169.

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,

new bufldlng, parking, balconies. Imme-
diate. ‘ISRABUILD* fol 02-666571.

Sharon Area

RENTALS

-

HERZUYA PmJAH FOR rent. 5 bed-

room cottage, thres bathrooms.Jong
lease. MOOT REALESTATE (MAU3AN).

TeL 09-572758.

WARM FAMILY SEEKS BU pair. Ihre-in.

for children and house. $700 +. Tel. 02-

789388.

1 VEHICLES S

Jerusalem

SALES PERSONNEL UNRESTRICTED

SALESPERSON FOR GALLERY, lan-

guages. good appearance, over 35, shift-

work. TeL 03-7527111

.

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
buying, selling, leasing, trading. Q2-
6523735, 050-3409^7,
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Stocks fall,

bonds rally
WALL STREET REPORT

FTSE up 32.2
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NEW YORK (Reuter) - Blue-

chips stocks dosed lower Friday

despite a powerful bond market

rally as investors sold high-risk

shares on the last hading day of

the second quarter.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age ended 22.90 points lower at

5,654.63 after gaining 27 points

early in the day. For the week, n

was down 50.60 points.

Broader market gauges finished

higher, with advancing issues

heating declines 1,775 to 744 on

active New York Stock Exchange

trading of 462 million shares.

The technology-laden Nasdaq

composite index ending up 19.01

points at 1185.02.

Analysts said the stock market’s

mixed signals were typical of end-

of-the-qnarter portfolio adjust-

ments.
“At the end of the quarter a lot

of strange things happen,” said

Peter Canelo, chief investment

strategist at Dean Witten *1 think

it’s difficult or dangerous to read

things into this. I wouldn't”
Investors will soon start focus-

ing on the upcoming flood of sec-
ond-quarter earnings reports,

looking for clues as to which

group of stocks will replace tech-

nology as market leaders, analysts

said.

The bond market rallied for a

second consecutive day on specu-

lation that the Federal Reserve

will keep interest rates' steady at

next week’s meeting of its policy-

setting Federal Open Market

Committee.
The benchmark 30-year

Treasury bond surged 1-4/32, or

$11.25 cents on a $1,000 bond,

reducing its yield to 6.90 percent

from 6.99% at Thursday's dose.

The yield touched a low of

6.88% earlier in the day, the low-

est level since the close of busi-

ness on May 28.

LONDON (Rents) - Blue shares

ended the second quarter cxi a Sim
note, boosted by bonds, as US
Treasuries advanced amid a grow-

ing feeling the Federal Reserve

will leave interest rates unchanged

after its policy meeting next week.

The FTSE 100 dosed 322 points

higher at 3,711.2, its biggest points

gain since mid-April when the

index hit a peak of 3,857.1. There

was a loss on the week of 11.1.

FRANKFURT - Germany’s
share market ended the first half

of the year on a firm note as a

sharp rebound on German debt

markets helped stocks higher. The
IBIS DAX index ended the after-

noon at 25?0.44 points, up 1854
points on die day. The DAX
index, which measures three

hours of floor trading, had ended

at 2^6139 points, up 9.77 points

on fee day and 21.28for the week.

TOKYO -Stocks closed mixed,

as participants took await-and-see

ST (to*****

stance after the market’s steady

recent gains. Brokers said they

wanted to confirm the near-term

trend of interest- rates and the

strength of investor demand. The
225-share Nikkei average dosed
marginally higher; np 29.14
points, or 0.13 percent, at

22530.75, a slight rise of 0.1 from
last Friday.

Welcome to the new quarter

WALL STREET WEEK

NEW YORK (AP) - If a week-

end's rest comes between each

work week, then maybe a full

week should come between each

business quarter.

No such luck for stock market

investors - there'll be little time to

reflect on quarters past with a vir-

tual minefield awaiting investors

in the coming week. New infla-

tion numbers, a Federal Reserve

meeting on interest rate policy,

and the latest employment data all

threaten to jostle the markets with

seismic shakes.

Stilt the stock market's second-

quarter performance bears look-

ing aL

Opting for a bull's eye,
f

every time? f

Let us handle your t

portfolio.

TACHUT

Portfolio Maaagsmejif Co. Ii(f-

A tfeotoer 01 Israel'
' '

Discount flantGfoup-

JOIN JOS TELEBANK.
DIAL 03*08111WMA*TO1t_&L

Although most stock indices

will show a gain for the April-

June period, the path has been far

bumpier than in the first three

months of the year. And the

wearying effect of that ride may
be sapping the very enthusiasm

that’s helped prolong the market’s

unlikely six-year rise without a

true blowout.

On Wednesday, the Investment

Company Institute reported that

the record flows of money into

stock mutual funds slowed slightly

in May. That shift could turn more
severe when individual investors

compare the second-quarter per-

formance of their mutual funds

with the overall market

“There are very few (money)

managers who are beating the

Dow Jones industrial average —
and some, but very few, who are

beating the S-and-P 500,” said

Henry Herrmann, chief invest-

ment officer at Waddell and Reed

of Overland Park, Kan.

Part of the difficulty in match-

ing those two blue-chip measures,

said Herrmann, was that their sec-

ond-quarter gains were confined

to a relatively small number of

components; „ -'*>
. v* ~ 1!* r

A small number ofthe Dow’s 30

individnal stocks beat the overall

average's paltry 1.2 percent return

from April through June.

Dollar hits high vs. yen
CURRENCY REPORT

NEWYORK (AP) -The dollar hit a 29-month high against the yen Friday

as weak Japanese economic data dashed hopes of an interest rate hike, but

profit taWng kept the greenback from surpassing the 110-yen barrier.

The dollar’s move against the yen also helped it rise against the

German mark and most other major currencies.

During a busy US trading morning, the dollar hit 109.98 yen just

before 10 o’clock. Investors protecting the area above 110 yen fought

off the climb and the profit takers stepped in.

“It was a battle up at 110 (yen) this morning,” said Margaret

Rudaraskas, a senior foreign exchange analyst at Technical Data in

Boston. But “there weren’t enough buyers to push it through.”

Advances by the US Treasury bond market also helped the dollar gain,

while analysts said wishy-washy statements on exchange rates from the

Group of Seven major industrial nations had little impact.

At the close in New York, the dollar traded at 109.72 yen, up from

109.10 late Thursday. The dollar last traded above 110 yen on Jan. 31,

1994. The dollar traded at 15241 marks, np from 1.5180. The British

pound cost $15505, up from $15480.
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Shares

Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (20.&96)
* 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 12 MONTHS

4625 4875 5*75
4000 4000 4250

*

1.873 1579 2375
1300 1.000 1300

(Rates vary htgbor or lower than kufleated weening la dapoatt)

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates* (2&£l96 )
CHECKS AMD

Cuiancy baskat

OS. defer
German marie

Pound atartng

French banc
Japanese yen p00)
Dutch florin

daks franc

SwaAshbnna
Norwegian krone
Danish krone
Finnish mark
Canadian dofiar

AusnaBan data
S. African rand
Belgian franc (10)

Altaian schUng (IQ

TRANSFERS
Buy
35454 3

ttalao flra {lOOCq

Jotdanfan onar

BANKNOTES
Buy Sad

3.11 &27
254 2.15
432 556
QUO 064
233 238
132 132
248 231
046 050
047 051
053 058
067 071
238 240
248 2L58
066 075
099 • 1.05

230 336
233 2.13
441 472

l -'-OM _>' 098

631
248 238

33790
33080
2.1028
49S74
03223
23171
13758
23561
04819
04827
05456
06899
23461
23280
07393
1.0217
23883
23888

<*45002
JOSM ;

State Bonds

peseta (100} 24788 ' 23168 243 236

* Thsea rstea vary aceonflns Or tank. ** Bank of IsraaL

SOURCE: BANK LHNH

Company Bonds
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CRITIC’S CHOICE

Steve Bascemi plays a kidnapper-for-hire whose job goes horribly awry in ‘Fargo.’

” OPERA : FILM
Helen Kaye

.THE novella made suicide fashionable. French
composer Massenet wrote an opera of Goethe’s
famous tale of unrequited love, calling h simply
Wenher. The New Israeli Opera production is a
musical treat. Emmanuel Yoel conducts the
Israel Symphony Orchestra, tenor Antonio
Nagore as Werther sings like a nightingale and
mezzo-soprano Sylvie Brunet is Charlotte, the
young woman he hopelessly adores. Last show
tonight at the Tel Aviv Performing Arts Center at

8 p.m. (French with Hebrew superatles.)

THEATER
Helen Kaye

MIRIAM Kainey’s Bianca, a sly story about a
bunch of losers who can’t truly settle anywhere,
follows its heroine as she flees war-tom Sarajevo
to Tel Aviv, where she doesn’t find the tranquilli-

ty or love she thinks she^s seeking. Ably directed

by Micha Lewensohn, the Beit Lessin production
opens a month-long run at the Beersheba Theater
tonight at 8:30 p.m. (Hebrew)

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

THE Israel Chamber Orchestra’s Portrait series

concludes with a Haydn concert featuring his

83rd Symphony, trumpet concerto (with Benny
Wiame) and his Sinfonia Concertante for wind
instruments, with orchestra members as
soloists. Arie Lipsky is on the podium tonight

and tomorrow at the Tel Aviv Museum (8:30).
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ACROSS

1

Young female accompanist
(61

4

Divorced ladies to be
treated differently (8)

9

Feeling of horror goes
slowly (6)

10

Two boys in an Essex town
(8)

12 Praise returned two-fold

(4)

13 Old London river boats (5)

14 Fly, sounds like one that

jumps (4)

17

Serving for the match?
(7,5)

20

Lie about purse and
jumper (4,1,7)

23 Said to be an unlucky
stoneworiananJ (4)

24 Compulsory pre-marital
reading-matter (5)

T

FILM

ADINA HOFFMAN
*** FARGO - The least fraught and most
affectionate of brother Joel and Ethan Coen’s
films to date, Fargo is based on an improba-
ble-sounding true story about a Minneapolis
car dealer (William H. Macy) who runs into

debt and concocts a desperate scheme to make
some quick cash. But things don’t go quite as

planned and by the time the movie ends, many
people are dead and ample blood has spilled

across the clean Midwestern snow. Although
the crime-gone-afoul plot feels plenty famil-

iar, it’s clear from the outserthat die Coens are

up to something else, a tonal torsion that’s

evident the very first time the characters open
their mouths to speak and the pinched, pseu-
do-Scandinavian sing-song of the region

comes out, with just the slightest cartoon

edge. As a guileless and very pregnant small-

town police chief, Frances McDormand
brings into amiable focus the whole wazped-
tender-cheerful caustic battery of feelings the

Coens still seem to harbor for their home
state.

(English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles.

Parental guidance very strongly advised.)

TELEVISION

RUTH KERN
NEED a little sparkle in your life? Good, even

decent, champagne may be too expensive to

indulge in here, but you can sip or slosh vicar-

iously as Super Channel’s Wine Express trav-

els to the hometown of a monk named Dom
Perignon. Uncork it tonight at 8 p.m.

rjfno.#>iJFS.»Dc.
’

A /n.

(vjUehmim

25

Cold, with sore throat (4)

28 Check the breakwater (8)

29 Oriental wear for doctor in
family circle (6)

SO Taking a stroll after
midnight is taking a risk

(8)

31 Primate replaces the
ushers (6)

DOWN
1 Avoid being hit—inside a

duvet? 14,4)

2 Gemstones, dealers may
hold a number (8)

3 Turn up for drinks (4)

5

Joined issue with a sweet
rates in trouble (7,5)

6 Put down face up (4)

7 Rather small drunk (6)

8 He is upset by denial (6)

11 AH of a tingle from such a
beating? (12)

16 Concentrate on cutting the
hedge (5)

16 Note organist’s control in

bar (5)

18 False encouragement
given on debts (8)

19 Trust to chance, as a busy
artist will do (4,4)

21 Despicable person possibly
got tune inside (3-3)

22 The price of freedom? (6)

26 Said to be some form oftest
(4)

27 An Oxford Street drunk (4)

SOLUTIONS
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atoaunaaa asansal

Qtriek Sofuttan

ACaOSS: 5 PUiata. 8 ToonelC B
Stork; 18 Legality, 11 Crave, 14
Why, 16Ahnani, 17 Orrery, 18 Gan,
20 Spill, SM Onrawod, IS Grade, 26
MoUrtor, 27 Spade.
DOWN: 1 Cycle, SJade* 3 Pkaha, 4
dutch, C literary, t Aardvark, IS
Claptrap, U laplfldni, 14 Wig; IS
Yon, 19 Nevada, 21 Frill, 22 Swath.
23 Adorn.

aaaga »—* l-s-:
Ib.B-8 Mila

1 Batsman (7) 1 Backbone (5)

5 Airy (5) 2 Invigorate (7)

8Dednce(5)

9Indude(7)

10 Perpetual (7)

3 Sacred book of
Islam (5)

4 Remember (6)

5 Lassitude (7)
XI Beneath (5) 6 Protect (5)
12 Globe (6) 7 Fit ofrage (7)
14Axiom (6) 12 Hide (7)

17 Creep (5) 13 Set free (7)

Id Renewal (7) 15 Entail (7)

22 Hug (7) 16 Mourn (6)

23 Heirloom (5) 18 Traffic light (5)

24 Weird (5) 20 Poetry (5)

25 Componeal (7) 21 Lawful (5)

WHAT’S ON

TELEVISION
CHANNEL

1

6:30 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise
Hour 7:00 Good Marring tsraei

EDUCATIONALTV

8:00 Surprise Train 8:20 Dinosaurs in

Action 8:45 Legends of Japan - ani-

mated series 9:00 Pretty Butterfly 9:25
They Simply Said No 9:30 Sparklers
10:00 Dr. Jefcytt and Mr. Hyde - ani-

mated 1050 Stories from Life 11:15
Vincent and Me (1990) - a mysterious
stranger tefls a youngwoman that she
must travel to Amsterdam to make an
exact copy of one of Van Gogh's mas-
terpieces (99 mins.) 13:00 A Matter of

Time 13^0 Scary Tales 13:45 Kitty Cat
and Tommy 14:00 Shaltiel Quack
1425 CubsTales 14:35 Za’afan 1450
Gaya, Gal and GHi 15:00 Pretty

Butterfly

CHANNEL 1

15:31 Sale Summer 16:00 Heattxeak
Hjgjvt&59 A New Everting 17:34 Zap

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Himalayas 19&0 News

HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 News HeadTmes 19:31 Grace
Under Fire - American comedy series
20:00 Mabat 20:20 European Soccer
Cup 23.-30 News 00:00 European
Soccer Championships 00:20
Language Comer wfthAvshatom Kor

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Genie and the Captain 1330
Power Ranges 14:00 Flying Doctors
15:00 HalfwayAcross the Galaxy - sci-

ence-fiction drama for children 15:30
Dave’s World 16:00 The Bold and the

Beautiful 17:00 News magazine with

Rafi Reshef 17:30 Afl Together Now
18:00 Senora 19H30 Central Park West
20:00 News 20:30 Wheel of Fortune
21:10 Driving Mss Daisy (1989) -

Miss Daisy Wharton, a wealthy
woman from the American South,
develops a friendship with her chauf-

feur. Starring Jessica Tandy, Morgan
Freeman and Dan Akroyd. 23:14 Two
Meters From Home - documentary
about Golan Heights residents OOtiO

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are charged ai

NIS28.08 per Bne. Including VAT. Insertion

every day of the month casts NIS520.65
per Sne, inducting VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours

HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Touts of the

Mount Scopus campus, fri English, daily

Sun.-Thur., 11 am from Bronfman
Reception Centre. Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a. 9, 23. 26.

28. For info, cafl 88281 9.HADASSAH.
Visit the Hadassah installations, Chagall

Windows. TeL 02-416333, 02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and Anton

Roland-Rosenberg Collection 24 master-

pieces by modem artists. Fauvism Wild

Beasts. Josef Beuys Drawings and
Objects. Prims: new acquisitions. New
Horizons: Sculpture. Yaacov DorchJn:

Blocked WetL Face to Face. The Museum
Coflections. - HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FORCONTEMPORARYART. I

Am You Artists Against Violence: 20
posters. Hours: Weekdays 10 am-6 pm.
Tue. 10 ajn.-10 pm. Fri. 10 a-m-2 pm.
SaL 10 3 pjn. Meyerhoff Art Education

Center, TeL 6919155-6.

HAIFA
WHAT'S ON IN HAIFA dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Center Pharm, 20 Yad
Harutzkn, 731475; Balsam, Saleh e-Otn.

272315; ShuafaL Shuafat Road, 810108>
Dar AUawa, Herod's Gate, 282058.

Tel Aviv. Dizengoff, 132 Dizengott, 522-

3390; Kupal Hotim Ctafit, 7-9 Amsterdam.
523-2383. Till 3 am. Monday: Jabotinsky.

125 Ibn GwoJ, 546-2040. TiU midnignt:

Superphsrm Ramat Aviv, 40 Einstein. 641-

3730; London Ministers Superpharm, 4
Shad Hamelech, 69M115.
Ra'anana-Klar Sava- Hadarlm. Yoseftal,

Kfar Sava. 765-2520.

Netanya: Magen, 13 Wetzmann, 822985.

Krayot area: Hyperpharm, Hypercol bldg.,

KiryaiAta junction, 872-0161.

Haifa Balfour, 1 Massada. 862-2289.

Herzflya: Clal Pharm, Beit Mericazkn, 6
Marten (cnr. Sderot Hagaiim), HerzHya

Pituari. 558472, 558407. Open 9 am to

midnighL

Upper Nazareth: Ctal Pharm, Lev Hair

Mai, 570468. Open 9 sum. to 10 pm.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Stiaare Zedek (internal, ENT);

Bflcur HoDm (surgery); Hadassah Em
Kerem (orthopedics, pediatrics, ophthal-

mology): Hadassah Ml Scopus (obstet-

rics).

Tel Aviv. Tbi Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv

Medical Center (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.
POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

(English) in most pans of the country. In

addition:

Ashdod* 551333 Kfar Sava* 902222
Ashkekxi 551332 Nahariya' 912333
Beersheba* 274767 Netanya* 604444
Beit Shemesh 523133 Petah Tikva*

9311111

Dan Region' 5793333 Rehovot* 451333
Eilat* 332444
Riston' 9642333
Haifa* 8512233 Satad 920333
Jerusalem’ 523133 Tel Aviv* 5460111

KanrbeT 9965444 Tiberias* 792444
' Mobile Intensive Cara Unit (MICU) ser-

vice in the area, around the dock.

Medical help for tourists (in EngBsh) 177-

022-9110

The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-8529205. tor emer-

gency caHs 24 hours a day. for information

In case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 610303, Tel Aviv 5461111 (chll-

dran/youth 6961113), Haifa 8672222/3.

Beersheba 494333. Netanya 625110.
Kanrfel 9888770, Kfer Sava 7674555.
Hadera 346789.

Wlzo hotlines lor battered women 02-

6514111, 03-5461133 (also in Russian).

07-376310, 08-550506 (also in Amharie).

Rape Crisis Cartier (24 hours), Tel Aviv

5234819. 5449191 (man). Jerusalem

255558. Haifa 8530533, EBat 31977.

Hadassah MedicalOrganization -Israel

Cancer Association telephone support

service 02-247676).

News 00:05 A Small Place 00:35
Moonlight 1:26 Moonlighting 2:15
Uncut Gem - suspense thriller about
an ex-con pitted against a gang of
thieves 3:50On the Edge of the Shelf

JORDAN TV

1*00 The Mask 15:30 Adventures on
the Rainbow Pend 16.-00 Mac & Mutley
16:30 The Paul McKenna Show 17:00
News flash 17:01 French programs
19:30 News HeacSnes 19:35 Varieties
19:45 OosmgiCeremony European
Soccer Cup 96 2th50 Documentary
21:10 Btacke’S Magic 22:00 News in
Engfish 22:25 Counterstrike 23:15
Short Story Cinema 2350 Nelson’s
Column

MIDDLE EAST TV

10:00 Changed Lives 10:30
Lighthouse 11:30 Hour of Power 12:30
Central Message 13:00 Love Worth
Hndfing 14:00 Benny Kmn 14:30 Jotm
Osteen 15:00 In Touch 16:00 Light for
aB Nations 16:30 Times of Joy 17:00
Change your world - musical presen-
tation by Mchael W. Smith 18:30
Beverly HittaBes 19:00 Bob Newhart
19:30 Rhoda 20:00 Remington Steele
21:00 Cats Eyes 2200 Lou Grant
23:00 CNN

CABLE
TV 3 (33)

16:00 News in Arabic 16:15 Open
Studo 16:45 Arabic debate 17:15 On
the Side of Justice 18:00 Weekly
Column (Arabic) 19:00 News in Arabic
1Sh30 Today -news in Russian 20:00
Mabat news 20:45 Telekassef 21:15
Hunter at the Top - three-part docudra-
ma about James Hafl. a cold-blooded
and successful hunter 22:05 Le
Ftideau Chamoisi (1952, French) - a
soldier fafls in love with a wealthy
young woman. 00:00 Closedown

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 High Road. Low Road 16.-00

Final, for now 1 6:30 With a Geographic
Eye 16:50 Israeli Suite - musical pro-

gram 17:00 Great Inventors - animat-
ed series 17:30 Soul of Africa 18:30 A
New Evening (rpt) 19:00 Zombitl 9:30
Weekly magazine in Russian 20:00 A
New Evening (with subtitles in

Russian) 20:30 Medicine Demystified
21:00 La Bete Humaine (1939) - clas-

sic based on the Emile Zola work
about a sadist violent towards women.
(99 mins.) Starring Jean Gabin. 23:15
Mother and Son - comedy series.

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8tf)0 Falcon Crest (rpt) 9:00 One Life to

Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the

Restless (rpt) 10&0 Days of Our Lives

(rpt) 11:20 Peria Negra (rpt) 12:10
Neighbors (rpt) 12:35 Dallas 13:30
Starting at 1:30 14:05 21 Jump Street

1455 Falcon Crest 15:50 Days of Our
Lives 16:40 Neighbors 17:10 Dallas

18:00 One Life to Live 18:45 The
Young and the Restless 19:30 Local

broadcast 20:00 Peria Nega 2fh50

Seinfeld 21:15 Friends 21:40 ER.
22:30 The CBent 2320 Wings 23:45
Melrose Place 00*35 Sweet Justice

1^0 Rosie CTNejlt

MOVIE CHANNEL

1&00 Boundaries of the Heart (1988)
(rpt) 14:35 What’s New at the Movies
14:50 The Befls of San Angelo (1947)
- Roy Rogers tries to capture a group
of smugglers (75 mins.) 16:05 Special

program on new movie Fargo 16:15
Uttie Noises (1991) (ipt) 17:40 Special

proraam on new movie Sea of Friends
17:50 StartingAgain (1994) (rpt) 19:30
For Those I Love (1983) - based on
the true story of Martin Grey, who lost

his family in the Holocaust After the

JERUSALEM
G-G. GIL Jerusalem Mai {MaftiaJ *
788448 White Squall 420. 7:15, 10 *
Primal FearWBIrticage 43a 7:15. 10 *
American Quilt*Fargo 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 *
Les Mberabies 530, 8:45 * Qiumpler Old
Men 7:15, 9:45 * The Secret of Roan Inlsh

4:45 RAV CHEN 1-7« 792799 Credit

Card Reservations** 794477 Rav-Mecher
Buikfing, 19 Ha’oman Sl. Tapi« The Juror
The Hunchback Of Notre Dame 5 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngBsh Ob-
Jta)*Hlchard BhkDevfl in a Blue Dress
Gkt G 9:45 * Now and Then 5. 730. 9:45

Ace Ventura*Oracu la. Dead and Loving it

5 *Toy store (Hebrew Ckaiogua) 5
TH-AV1V
DtZSJGOFF « 5172923
WMte Squatt*Laav|ng Las Vegas 11 am..

1, 3. 5, 7:45, 10 The Monster 1, 5, 10
DRIVE IN Executive Decision 10 * Sex
Ffbn 12 mdraght *GAN HA’IR ** 5279215
71 ton Gabtrol Sl Prteclla 230. 5. 7^0,
9:45 GAT Jumanfl 250, 5, 7:30, 9:45
GORDON Eat, Drink, Man, Woman 5:30.

7:45, 10 RA\M3HENn 5282288 Dizengoff

Center The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(Hebrew etiatogue) 2:30, 5 The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngSsti cSa-

togue) 730. 9:45 + The Juror 5. 730, 9:45

Now and Then 5, 730, 0:45 * Bed of

Roses 1 1 30 am, 230, S, 730, 9:45 Ace
Ventura 1130 ajn, 230, 730, 9:45 The
Mask* Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5

The Rock Now and Then Dracuta, Demi
and Loving it G-G. TAYELET 1-3 »
5177952 2 Ybna Hanavi Sl Sense end
Senstb0ity*TWehe Monkeys * Strange
Days G-G. TEL AVIV » 5281181 &Days GLG. TEL AVIV * 5281181 65
Pinsker SL TWetve Monkeys Primal Ffear

Barb Wfee TEL AVIV MUSEUM-

«

6961297 27 Shaui Hametekh Boulevard

Nelly el M. Amaud 5, B. 10

ATZMON 1-5 ** 8673003 Primal
FearAStrange Days*WMta Squall 4:15.

8:45, 9:15 The Birdcage 430. 7, 9:15 *
Gmngjier Did Men 4:30, 7. 9:15 CINE-
MA CAFE MORIAH » 8242477 Birds in

Neutral 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 ORLY*
8381868 Sense And Sensftri&ty 6:30,
9:15 PANORAMA 1-3 * 8382020 Les
Mteerables 6, 9 * Fargo 430. 7. 930
American Quilt 430. 7. 930 Uttie

Giants*Jurassic Paric*Rlchfe Rich 11

im RAV-GAT 1-2 * 8874311 [OS] The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Engtsti cte-

iqauel 7, 9: 1 5 The RockThe Hunchback
ofNotre Dame (Hebrew c&alogue) 5 * 11

am. 5 * The Juror 4:45, 7. 9:1 5 7.ft15
Ace Ventura * 11 a.m., 5 RAV-MOR

1-7 • 8418898 [OS] The Jurer*GM 6 7,

9:15 Now and Then 4:45, 7, 9:15 * li

am., 1:15. 4:45, 7, 9:15 Devil in a Blue
Dress 7. 9:15 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Erntsh Oalogue). 7. 9:15

Jumani 4:45, 7. ft15 11 am, 1:15, 4:45.

7, 9:15 Birds in Neutral 9:15 Ace
Ventura 11 am. n am, 5 Bed of

Roses 5, 7 11 am. 5. 7 The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew 05e-

logue) 5 11 am, l. 5 Dracuta. Dead
and Loving It 5 11 am, 5 * Toy Story
/Hetxew c&logue)5*11 am, l.oRAV-
OR 1-3 * 8246553 (OS] Now and
ThenwOevI In a Blue Dress 7, 9:15 *
JumanS 4:45, 7, 8:15 * 11 am, 4:45, 7,

9:15 * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5
NowandThan 4:45 * 1i am 5
AFULA
RAV CHEN * 6424047 White
SquaB-frMlghty Aphrodite 7, 9:30
Jmnanji 5,7, 930 + 11 am, 5.7,930*
Ace venturawlby Story (Hebrew cfabgttBl

5 11 am 5
ARAD
STAR * 950904 F*go*The Tie That

Binds 73*5. 10* BarbWire 10*me Last

Dance 7:45
ARIEL
AR1ELThe Birdcage* 830 DOROT Up
Closeand Pereona

wvar he established a nw
Jjfl

America, and lest it, too. jos*®; (jf?
mins.) 21:50 Sp^proSram™^
fflm The Perez FamSy
Huston and MariM Tbrne 2&00
Deacfly Whispers (1995)

“
who had disapproved of his teenage

daughter is arrested tor murder when
her bidet-tom body is drawn from tf»

river. (90 mins.) 23:35 Daughters of

Darkness (1989) - a young g^9°esto
Romania to Grid her missing father aid

discovers that he is a member of a

dynasty ol vampires (89 mins.) 1:10

Georgia (1986) (rpt) 2:40 Little Fauss
and Big Halsey (1970) (rpt)

CHILDREN {6}

6:30 Cartoons 8:00 Surprise Garden
(rpt) 8:35 Tau Tau (rpt) 9rt» Sonic (rpt)

9:35 Sweet vaBey High (rpt) 10:05
Beverly Hills 90210 (rpt) 11:05
Chiqutitas (rpt) 12d)5 Family Package
(rpt) 12:30 Saved by the Befl 13:00
Surprise Garden 13:35 The Forest ol

Wishes 14:00 Stories of the Big Wood
14:35 Alice in Wonderland 15:05 hfits

i-totaerson 15:35 Nds Hotgerson 16:05

CaTitomia Dreams 16:25 Saved by the

Beil 17:05 Uttie University -
Encydopecfia 17:30 Hard Tmes on
Planet Earth 18:15 Alvin and the
Chipmunks 18:35 Tau Tau (ipt) 19:00
Sonic (rpt) 19:30 Three's Company
20:00 Married with Children 20:25
Roseanne 20:50 The Ren and Stfrnpy

Show 21:05 Big Brother Jake 21:30
Drop the Dead Donkey

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 The Sterile Cuckoo (1969) - a
lonely student covers lack of self-confi-

dence with a sharp tongue, and her
gentle partner can’t take her unceasing
attacks. With Liza MfrmelE and Wendell
Burton. Directed by Alan J. Pakula (107
mins.) 23:50 Elephant Boy (1937) -
adaption of Kipfirig story about a boy
who dreams of bang a famous ele-

phant hunter Ifce his father. With Sabu.
Directed by Robert Flaherty and Zoltan

Korda (78 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 Bon
(rpt) 13:00 Peak Performance (rpt)

13:30 The Next Step (rpt) 14:00 Open
University 16:00 Eton *91 (rpt) 17:00
Peak Performance (rpt) 17:30 The
Next Step (rpt) 18:00 Open University

20:00 Wild Islands 21:00 Beyond 2000
22:40 Wild Islands (rpt) 23:40 Open
University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Sefina Scott Show7:00 Business

Week 7:30 NBC News 8:00 Only
Business 8:30 The Winners 9:00
Inspirations 10:00 ITN News Live

10:30 Air Combat 11 30 Portraits of the

Succeed in Business 15:00 Gillette

Sports 15:30 Horse Racing 16:00 PGA
Golf 17:00 Golf: Masters Tournament
18:00 Car Racing in Germany 19:00

ITN News Live 19:30 First Class
Around the World 20:00 Wine Express

20:30 Best of SeSna Scott Show21:30
ITN News Live 22:30 Golf: Anderson
Championships 00:00 Tonoht Show
with Jay Leno 1 rt>0 Late Show with

Conan CTBrien 2:00 Talcin' Jazz

STAR PLUS

6:00 Eek the Cat 6:30 India Business

Week 730 The Road Show 8:00 Amul
Incfia Show 8:30 Crickd - series 930
The Fall Guy 1030 Vegas 11:30 AH the

Rivers Run II -minisenes: parti 13:30
The Love Boat 14:30 The World
Around Us 15:30 The Road Show
16:00 Amul India Show 16:30 The
McGregor Saga 17:30 Beverly Htts

90210 18:30 Picket Fences 19:30
Street Legal 20:30 21 Jump Street

21:30 Star Trefc The Next Generation

CINEMA
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL * 8647202 While

- SquaJ!*Strange Days 430. 7:15, 10
American Quilt *The
Blrdcage*Operat»on Dumbo Drop 5,

730, TO G.G. OR1 1-3* 71 1223 Sense
and SenslbJllty*Prfcnal Fear 430, 7:15.

10 Jumanjl 5, 730. 10
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL 729977 White Squ3fl*The
Birdcage*Amarican Quflt 5. 730, TO *
Primal Fear*Strange Days 4:30, 7:15,
10 RAV CHEN * 711223 Now and
ThemttemanR 5, 730, 9:45 11 a^n, 5,

730. 9:45 Dracuta, Dead and Loving
lt*Toy Story (Hebrew OabgiK)*Ace
Ventura 5 11 a.m, 5 The Last
Dance*The JmntDevn in Blue Dress
730. £r45*
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN * 5531077 The Birdcage

73a 9:45 Jumanfl-eNow and Then 5.

73a 9:45 * 11 am, 5, 73a 9:45 White
Squafl 5. 73a 9:45 Primal Fear 7:15,

9:45 * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5 * 11

am. 5 Sense and Sensfeiflty 430, 7:1 5,

9:45 The Juror 5, 730, 9:45 * The Rock
Dracuta Dead and Loving K 5 * 11 am, 5
BEERSHEBA
G.G. GiL The Blrdcage*Prlmal
Fear*lWehre Monkeys 430, 7:15, 10 +
White SquaH 43a 7:15. 10 RAV-NEGEV 1-

4 * 235278 Now and Then 5. 730, 9:45 *
11 am. 5. 730, 9:45 * Devil in a Blue
Dress 730,.9:45 The Last Dance 730,
9:45 Dracula Dead and Loving It 5 * 11

am, 5 Jumanji 5, 730, 9:45 11 am,
5. 730. 9:45 *
DIMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT Casino 8

HLAT
KOLNOA SLAT Never Taflc to Strangers

HADERA
LEV 1-4 Primal Fear 4:45. 7:15, 9:45
Antonia's Ltoe 5, 7:30, 10
Jisnan]i*Shanghal Triad 5, 730, 10 *
HERZUYA
. STAR* 589068 Barb Wire 530 11 am.,
530 Primal Fear 10 Antonia's Line
745 Fargo 10 * Dracuta, Dead and
Loving It 530. 7:45 11 am., 530. 7:45 *
Jumanji 53a 7:45. 10 11 am, 53a
7*5. 10 DAMEL HOTEL The Birdcage
7:15, 9:45
KARAflB.
CINEMA 1-3*8B7277 Devil in Blue Dress
7. 930 930 * Jumanji 5, 7, 930 * 11
am, 5. 7. 930 Executive Decision 7.
930 Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) ii

am. 5, 7 *Ace Ventura 11 am, 5 *
KFAR SAVA
G-G. GIL *7677370 Jumanji*The
Birdcage 5, 730, 10 11 30 arru 5, 730.
10 Fargo*American Quilt 5, 730, iq
Primal Fear 430, 7:15, to White Squall

43a 7:15. ID 1130 am.. 430. 7:15. 10
Gnsnpter Old Men 730, 10 * Toy Story 5
*1130 am. 5
K1RYAT BIALIK
G.G. KJRYON 1-9 * 779166 White
Squall*Grumpier OW MentrThe
Birdcage 11 am.. 4:45, 7. 9:30 * Toy Story
(Engteh r£aJcgue)*Sensa and Seraft}iBty

e/*Ace Vantura 11 am,4:45*Barb Wire
11 am, 4:45. 7. 930 * Primal Fear 4:45, 7,
930 * II Postino*Strange Days 7, 930
KIRYAT SHEMONA
aa gil v 6905080 White
SqualI*Junmjl 43a 7,930*Senseand
Sensfeflity 430. 7, 930
LOO
STAR Barb Wire*Devil in a Blue
Drass*TheTia Thai Binds 7145, 10 *
MEVASSERET ZION
G.G. GIL Priinrt Faar*SMnge Days 430,
7:15. 10 *
NAHARIYA
HECHAL HATARBUT Sense and
SortsibUiiy 830 *
UPPSi NAZARETH
G-G GIL The Blrdcage*Op«ration

22:30 India Business Week 23:30
Amul India Show 00:00 Oprah Wmlrey
1:00 Hooperman 1:30 Home and
Away 2:00 The SulEvans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in Motion 7:30 Basic

Training 16:30 Bodies in Motion 17:00

The Extreme Olympics 18:00

European Cup magazine (rpt) 18:30

Ekazffian League Soccer 19:30 Futbol

Irnericas 20:30 NBA draft^prevrew

2i-00 les skating 22:00 Rhythmic

Gymnastics 23:30 Indy Tour

EUROSPORT

s-30 Forniitia 1 French Grand Prix -

^agaSS^rpt) l0--30 FrendiGrOTd
- five 11:00 Motorcyde

Rgfjnrr Dutch Grand Prix — race (rpt)

12-00^ruck Racing 13.-00 Formu^l

French Grand Pnx - magB** Ow
14-00 Formula 1 French (Stand Prix .

—^^srsasss
Grand Pnx: race - Bve 17.00

Racing: Tour de France - 1M0
Athletics - Bve from Brrtain 21-30 Car

Racing: Formula 1 French .Grand Pnx

_raqe (rpt) 22:00 Car Raang: bidic^

US - Sve1:30 Bfcyde Raxng: Tour de

France -round-up

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 WWF 7:00 Wimbledon Tennis

:

(ipt) 13:00 PGA Gotf 14:00 MiaSports

Show 14:30 Car Ratang: Fornwta 1
.

French Grand Prix: race - 17.00

Cricket Sunday Ljeague - five guw
Goit French Open 00:30 QBette VVorld

Sport 1:00 Squash 2d)0 Thai Boxing

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:30 Horizon 7:20

Britain in View (rpfi SOS IncSa Business

Report (rpt) 9:20 This Week (rpt) 10^ .

Correspondent 11:30 Time Out F»n
96 1 2:30 Auction (rpt) 13:05

Everyman 1420 Art FTogamme (rpt) .

15:05 Travel Show (rpt) l&OS
Breakfast with Frost 17:30 Top Gear

(rpt) 18.-05 Horizons (rpt) 19:30 Time

Out Mae Rhodes Around Britan (rpt)
.

20:20 On the Record 21:20 Window .

on Europe (rpt) 22:05 Under the Sun

23:30 Time Out Foot in the Past 00rt»

World Business Report

RADIO *
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Bach:

Sonata no 5 in C for violin solo

(Menuhin); Mozart Flute concerto no

1; Schumann: Piano concerto in A
minor; Schubert Symphony no 4
“Tragic"; Brahms: Symphony no 2: (

Beethoven: Leonora overture no 3
12:00 Light Classical - Rosetti:

Sinfonia (Cologne Concerto);

Mozart Adagio in E for violin and
arch K261 (A-S Mutter); Spohn Waltz

in A "Souvenir from MarienbacT (St

Martin); Tchafloovsky: Suite no 4 in G
"Mozartiana” 13:00 Artists of the

Week - Amadeus Quartet
Beethoven; String quartet in C op
59/3 rRasumovsky"; Haydn: String

quartet in D minor op 76/2;

Mendelssohn: Capriccio in E minor

op 81/3 14:06 Encore 15:00 From
foe Record Shat! 16:00 Music for

Sunday - Bach: Cantata no 24;
Verdi: Requiem 18:00 New CDs -
Berlioz: Harold., in Italy.

(Causse/Revoiutionary Romantic
Oreheardiner); works bjrAlbairBwg
(Berlin PO/Abbado) 20:05 From Our
Concert Hails -(1) Abu Ghosh Music
Festival. Upper Galilee Char cond.
Ron Zarhi, in works by TalPs. J.C.

Bach, PurcelL (2) Music Academy
Chamber Choir, Tel Aviv University,

cond. Avner llai. Rossini: Petite

Messe Sokxielle 23:00 Sounds to

End the Day

Dumbo Drop*Tvrelve Monkeys 430, 7,

930 * JumanfteShanghai TnattePrimai

Foar*Whlte Squafl 4313. 7. 930 *
rcSSZIONA
G.G. GSL 1-4 « 404729 FarocwKSnimpler
Old Men 5, 73a 10 * Primal Fear*Wh»te
Squall 4:30. 7:15. 10*
NETANYA
GjG GiL 1-5 V 628452 Primal Fear 430,
7:15, 10 * Fargo*The Birdcage 5. 73a 10

* White Squall 5. 10 RAV CHEN Jumanfl
5, 730. 9:45 * 11 am, 5, 730, 9:45 *The
Juror 730, 9:45 * Devil In a Blue Dress
730, 9:45 * Toy Story (Hebrewdatague) 5
*11 am. 5* Now and Then 5. 730, 9:45

* 11 am, 5. 73a 9:45 * Dracuta, Dead
and Loving It 5 * 11 am, 5 * The Rock
ORAK1VA
RAV CHEN The Birdcage*Bed of Rosas
7. 930 * Executive Decision 930 * 7,

930 * Toy Story (Hebrew
tfalogue}* Dracuta, Dead and Loving
ft-*Ace Ventura * 11 am, 5 * Toy Story
(EnaBsh dialogue) 7 *

G-G- GIL The Btrdcage*Twelve
Monkeys*Primal Fear 5, 7:30. 10 *
Sense and SenrtbUHy 430. 7:15, 10 *
PETAH TIKVA
G.G. HECHAL White Squafl*JumanjI 5.

730. 10 * 1130 am, 5. 730, 10 * Primal

Fear 43a 7:15. 10 * Toy Story (Hebrew
daJogue)5 * 1 1 30 am, 5 G.G. RAM 1-3 »
9340818 Sense and SensibBity 4:30, 7:15,

10 * The Blrdcage*Toy Story (Engfcrt

dialogue) 5. 7:30, 1u *
RA’ANANA
N-MOFET Antonia^ Line * 830
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 W 6197121 The Hunchback
of Notie Dame (Engbsti dtatooue)*The
Birdcage 730, 9:45 * Toy Story ^Hebrew
cfialogue) 5 * n am, 1. 3. 5 * Now and
Then 5, 730, 9:45 * 11 am. 1. 3, 5. 730,
9:45 * Jumanji 5, 730, 9:45 * 11 am, 1.

a 5:15. 730. 9:45 * The Hunchback of

Notre dame (Hebrewdialogue) 5 * n am,
1. 3. 5 RAYOAS1S 1-3 « 6730687 White
Squall 5. 730, 9:45 * Primal Fear 4:45.

7:15. 9:45 * The Juror 5. 730. 9:45 *
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV * 5491979 II POSteiO 730. 930
*
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 « 362864 Sense and
SensSbBity 4:45, 7, 9:45 * Grumpier Old
Men 730 * While Squafl 5, 7:15. 9:45 *
The Birdcage 5. 9:45 * Shanghai Triad 5,
730,9:45
R1SHON LE230N
GAL 1-5 • 9619669 Primal Fear*StrangB
Days*Giumpler Old Men 430, 7:15. 10 * !

White Squall 5. 10 * tl Postino 5. 730, 10
HAZAHAV Trie Birdcage 5. 730, 10 *
American Quin 730, 10 * Toy Story
(Hebrew dialogue) 5 RAV CHEN v $670503
The Hunchback at Notre Dame (EnoSsh
djabguei 730, 9:45 * Devti n a Sue
Dress*The Juror 730, 9:45 * Jumanfl 5.

730, 9:46 * 11am. 5, 730. 9:45 * Toy
Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5*11 am. 5 *
The Hunchback ot Notre Dame (Hebrew
dialogue

)

5*11 am, 5 * Ace Ventura 5 *
11 am, 5 RON Twelve Monkeys*An Eye
lor an EyB*Sense and Senrtbffity 730,
10 STAR 1-4 * 9619985-7 27 Lishinsky SL
Fargo 7:45, 10 * An Indian in the
Ctty*H|ghtander 3 5 * ii30 am, 5 *
Barb Wire*Jumarjl 5, 7:45, 10 * 1130
am, 5, 7:45, 10 * Sense and Sensibility
7:15, 9:45
YEHUD
RAVCHEN Savyonim Jumanji 5, 730, 9;45* tl am, 5, 730, 9:45 *NowandThen 5,

730. 9:45 *Mon, * 1 1 am., 5. 730. 9:45
Devi in a Btua Dress 730. 9:45 * The
Juror 730, 9:45 * Tby Story (Habrewdta-
togue) 5 * llam, 5 * Ace Ventura 5
Phone reservations: Tel Avhr 52S2244
Phone reservations Haifa 728878
All limes are pm imkss otherwise lndt-



Huge drug
bust near

Beit Shemesh
BILL HUTMAN

ONE of the largest illicit drug par-

ties ever held fn this country was
raided by police yesterday morn-

ing in a park near Beit Shemesh.
Twelve dealers in LSD and
Ecstasy, including rwo i 6-year-

olds. were arrested by undercover

police, who also busted 16 users

and one of the organizers.

An estimated 400 party-goers

came from, all over the country,

with the event advertised through

word of mouth and fliers that indi-

cated. via code, that illegal drugs

would be sold.

The patty began at around 2 a.m.

at Kedushim Park, near Moshav
Kesalon. Massive speakers were

trucked to the park and a well-

known British disc jockey was
hired by organizers for the event.

Police secretly filmed the entire

Unions set

to launch
sanctions
tomorrow

THE Histadrut will launch a

scries of sanctions this week
ah ,d at disrupting the econo-

my, as part of its protest against

the government's economic
policies and privatization plans.

Bezek workers will hold their

protest meeting today from 10
a.m. to 11 a.m.

Some 300,000 workers,
including those at the Airports

Authority. El AJ. Israel Aircraft

Industries, and the Ports

Authority, are to attend union

meetings tomorrow from 10

a.m. to 11 am.
The meetings are expected to

cause major disruptions to air

and rail traffic and other ser-

vices.

Banks will open tomorrow at

9 a.m. and most municipal, local

authorities, and government
employees will stop work for an
hour.

'

Last week, Histadrut
Chairman Amir Peretz sakbghe
sanctions are ‘"only the begin-

ning of the struggle and are a
protest against against plans to

erode salaries of workers and
bring about the firing of thou-

sands of workers in the public
sector.”

The Histadrut, he said, is also

wary of cuts in assistance and
investment in development
towns and the cancellation of
the pension arrangements.
Peretz is to meet today with

Finance Minister Dan Meridor
and Prime Minister Binyamln
Netanyahu tomorrow to discuss

the government's economic
plans. (Idm)

party, and more arrests are likely, a

police spokesman said. The under-

cover detectives used marked bills

to purchase the drugs.

LSD and Ecstasy piDs were sold

ai NTS 50 to NIS 100 each. Party-

goers also paid NIS 50 for entrance.

At about 9 a_m., one undercover

detective cut the generator while

some 30 others detained the deal-

ers and started arresting users.

The spokesman said police

were concerned chat if the arrests

were not made simultaneously.

the dealers would get away in the

crowd of over 400. He said ii was

the biggest acid part)
-

police have

known about in the area, and one

of the biggest in the country.

Remand hearinss are to be held

today in Jerusalem Maeistraie’s Supporters of Likud MK Ariel Sharon demonstrate Friday outside the Prime Minister's Office during the cabinet meeting, demand-

Court
~ ing he be given a ministerial portfolio. (BrinHcndkr)

Suspect remanded in gangland widow’s murder

Wmm&&
F^cMtSSgttdkopIn

AROUND THE WORLD

A SUSPECT in last Thursday’s murder of

Shoshana Aslan was remanded Friday by

Tel Aviv Magistrate’s court for 10 days.

The man, whose name was banned from

publication, has been arrested in the past in

connection with the settling of underworld

scores. He denied all allegations.

Aslan, 42, the widow of underworld

leader Yehezkiel Aslan, was gunned down
outside her Herzliya Pituah villa as she

arrived home early Thursday evening. Her

1 1 -year-old son saw his mother shot sever-

al times in the chest by a masked gunman
who fled on foot.

RAINE MARCUS

Yehezkiel Aslan, who police dubbed “the

undisputed leader of organized crime,” was
murdered some three years ago as he was
getting into his car outside a TeJ Aviv
restaurant. His accused murderers are cur-

rently awaiting a verdict in Tel Aviv
District Court.

Shoshana Aslan was buried Friday at

Kiryat Shaul Cemetery. Her funeral was
more subdued than that of her husband,

with underworld figures conspicuous by
their absence. Her husband's funeral was

accompanied by convoys of luxury cars, as

underworld leaders came to pay their last

respects to a man who allegedly made mil-

lions from gambling operations here and
abroad, drug trafficking, and protection

scams.

Profits were used to open restaurants

and food companies, which were taken

over by his widow, much to the dismay of
underworld figures. However, Shoshana
Aslan’s murder was described as “the

breaking of criminal codes,” since this

time a woman, a mother of five, was the

victim.

“But let's not be chauvinistic. She was no
angel and in the three years she controlled

ber late husband’s businesses had already

made many enemies,” said aa officer. The
tragedy here is that she has left behind
orphaned children.”

Police envisage a continuation of the

bloodbath seen over these last three years

during which several leading criminals
have been murdered by hit men.
The next revenge attack win come - it’s

just a matter of time,” said an officer:

Safi:
Labon —

—

La nftii —
UaMgtki

Israel makes promising
contacts at arms show
All 12 companies report good business

Reform rabbi: Yisrael Ba’aliya

pursuing wrong tactics

ELDAD BECK
PARIS

THE 12 Israeli companies that

participated in Eurosatoiy '96,

the world's biggest land arma-
ment exhibition, which closed

yesterday, all said they made con-

tacts that could lead to contracts.

.“No contract was signed here,

since these sorts of negotiations

might take a long time. It’s not a
fashion or food exhibition - we’re

talking about a lot of money,"
explained Oran's Yossi Gershon.

“This kind of contact is only a

first step that will be followed by
numerous stages of demonstration
and instruction.”

Oran, Israel’s leading manufac-
turer of armored laminated wind-

shields, is already supplying the

French police with armored glass

for vehicles.

“Exhibiting here certainly pro-

motes sales, but since it’s the first

time it’s impossible to evaluate

how many contracts will be

signed in the future,” said

Gershon.
Most of the visitors to the Israeli

pavilion were from Western
Europe and the Far East But visi-

tors also came from Arab coun-
tries and Iran.

One Iranian delegate said he

came to the Israeli exhibit to

express his hope that the political

conflict between both countries

would be solved soon.

"The problems exist between

our governments, not between the

two nations," he added.

“I saw the head of die Syrian

delegation posing next to ray

stand, but I didn't want to initiate

any discussion with him,” said a

representative of Shalom
Chemical Industries.

According to other participants,

interest in Israeli products was not

affected by the change in govern-

ment.

YISRAEL Ba'aliya’s tactics for

achieving its short-term goals for

Russian immigrants will not be
effective, according to Rabbi Uri

Regev, director of the Reform
Movement’s Israel Religious

Action Center.

“The new immigrant party

should not be dependent upon the

goodwill of die Chief Rabbinate."
he said.

Yisrael Ba'aliya representatives

met with die two chief rabbis on
Tuesday to present a list of
demands for the betterment of the

new immigrants, specifically

KEREN MARKUZE

those who are either not Jewish or

whose religion is unknown.
Proposed improvements to their

current status include more
lenient conversion, recognition of
civil marriages, burial of non-
Jews within the gates of a ceme-
tery, and the dispatch of Israeli

party spokesman.
Regev believes die party is not

properly representing its con-

stituents. While the party is head-

ed toward short-term solutions,

Regev believes the Russian inuni-

'

grants want a more encompassing
change.

For example, Yisrael Ba’aliya. is

aiming for die sanctioning of civil

emissaries to Russia to Help pie- - marriages for immigrants who tire

pare new immigrants.

The party's present aim is to

find practical solutions to existing

problems, and it is steering dear
of ideological debates, said a

not Jewuti or whose idigian is

unknown. But recent polls show
that 95 percent of all Russian
immigrants want free choice both

in marriage and divorce.

Immigrant group says Jewish
Agency owes it $288,000 rent

Russian association also demanding agency vacate offices

THE AJ! -Israel Association of
New Immigrants from die USSR-

DO I'm HAVE A GIFT FOR GIVING?
Surprise your family and friends with a GUT they’ll enjoy month after month

A subscription to one of the youth magazines of The Jerusalem Post

These monthly papers are presented ,hi an attractive, easy-to-read format. They contain lively and

exciting reading on topics of Interest to Israeli youth, plus activity pages related to the different articles.

They appear on<» a month (10 issues per year) and are mailed directly to the subscriber’s home. . .1 _

a. ' A year’s subscription

to any one of the papers -o'*

(price tododes VAT and postage) ' ae*****^

Easy English

for ages 12-14

YOCHl DREAZEN

CIS is demanding the Jewish
Agency vacate offices it rents

from the association in downtown
Tel Aviv, in addition to paying

$288,000 in back rent accrued
over the past eight years.

“We’ve tried every approach,"
said MK Sofia Landver (Labor),

chairwoman of the association,

who is also a member of the

agency's Board of Governors.
“But we’re in a dire financial situ-

ation, and we should be able to

count on their promises.”

The dispute stems from a 1986
agreement whereby the agency
would rent space from the associa-

tion offices in Tel Aviv's Migdal
Or building for $36,000 a yean The
agency has since rented out the

offices to different groups, invest-

ing the money in its pension fund.

However, the association claims
it received no payments for the

last eight years, for a total overdue
rent of $288

Landver said she had decided to

turn' to her follow trustees for

help, before bringing the matter to

court. “We don't want to fight the

agency,” she said. “Wc hope this

will solve things without the need
for a lawsuit"

Eldad Adar, a spokesman for the

agency, agreed that the associa-

tion’s demands are justified.

“According to what we can see,

they’re right," he said. “[Agency
Chairman] Avraham Burg has
asked his staff to find a solution to

the problem,"

Adar said the agency had not
paid the rent due to apparent
administrative irregularities in the
immigrant organization.

;

“About a year ago, our comptroller
discovered some serious irregular-

ities in then financial organization,

and decided not to pay them any-

thing until they reorganized in

accord with agency procedures,”

he said. “Since then, they’ve tried

to fix things up. But it's sain not
fan what happened to them.

Goyerament
to open
Web sites

JUDY SIEGEL

THE government will officially

enter cyberspace in two months,

when the Knesset is to open a Web
page on die Internet, to be fol-

lowed by sites for each of the gov-

ernment ministries and other pub-

lic bodies.

This was announced at a sympo-
sium of government deputy direc-

tors-general and computer sys-

tems operators, organized by the

p
bad Productivity Institute last

’ week.""
Eliezer Friedman, directorofthe

government team for economic
efficiency, and Prof. Danny
Doiev. chairman of die National

Committee for National

Infrastructure, Information, and
Computer Communications,
explained die importance of using

the Internet for disseminating
information to the public and
receiving dam from die public.

Doiev explained dial the

Knesset’s Web site will include

information about the activities in

die House, official records, and
historical information. This site

will be financed by the Koesset.

In addition, the Minis&y of
Science and Technology win
cover the costs of Web pages for

all government ministries and
other public bodies. If they choose
to do so, the ministries themselves
will be responsible for supplying
relevant data bases for viewing by
the public. Local authorities are

exported to join in.

The Information will be provid-

ed initially in Hebrew and
English, and other languages will

follow. Some ministries, including
Foreign Affairs, Religious Affairs,

and Education, have already
established a presence on the

computer network. In die future,

government ministries will also
accept information from residents,
including requests for sending
printed forms or by fining out
forms electronically.

Doiev said the project is aimed
not only at Israelis, but also at

Internet users around the world.
The Web pages wiU not carry
advertising.

t
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;
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